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Abstract
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This

growth

study explores the role of biblical preaching In effecting numerical

in Church of God

preaching literature

(Anderson, Indiana) congregations. A review of the

led to the conclusion that biblical

focused in

thought, and

preacher.

A review of church

tors of

growing Church

study: That preaching
ened

consistent with the character and

in

congregations gave rise

of the

to the

a

and

practicality,

a

of the

height

communication of God's vision for

ministry when compared with the preaching in

plateaued

designed survey measured the

dozen pas

hypothesis

greatly-growing congregations would reflect

the Church, and mobilization for
or

ministry

growth literature and interviews with

of God

strength in relevance

moderately-growing

preaching is Word-based,

or

declining congregations.

content of the

pastor's

A researcher-

sermons

according

to

these six factors.
Random

samples

of 30

respondents

were

sought from

a

sample

of 18

greatly-growing congregations (average worship attendance
percent

or more

to 49

one

growth

or

between 1989 and

percent) and 18 plateaued

less).

A

Significant

18

1994),
or

moderately-growing (growth of

declining congregations (zero percent

representative response

was

received from each

correlation occurred between the

except consistency. The

sermons

in

increase of 100

sample.

samples and each scale

greatly-growing churches

were

signifi

cantly stronger in relevance and practicality, communication of God's vision,
a

basis in God's Word, and focus of

the

thought

when

compared

with

sermons

in

moderately-growing churches. Only the communication of God's vision for

the Church

was

affirmed with greater

strength among respondents in greatly-

growing churches when compared with respondents in plateaued
churches. Sermons which

speak from

educational levels
Moderate

corresponded

growth corresponded

istry

across

to

to

practical, communicative of God's vision
age and educational levels.

declining

solid basis in God's Word, are focused,

a

communicate God's vision for the Church, and mobilize the
across

or

people for ministry

great growth in the Church.

preaching that is relevant and
for the Church, and

Preaching with

mobilizing for

a more

solid basis from

the Bible and mobilization of members younger than 50 years of age may
move

the

moderately-growing congregation

Churches

experiencing

those in the other two
churches

were

viewed

moderate

in the

positively by their

moderately-growing churches.

help

greatly-growing category.

growth appeared

samples. Sermons
more

into the

min

more

plateaued

and

turbulent than

declining

hearers than those heard in the

An incarnational model of

preaching that

delivered the truth of the Bible in terms of
cal

growth in the Church.

today's

needs related to great numeri
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CHAPTER 1
Overview of the

The

Study

beginning of my studies in the Doctor of Ministry program

Theological Seminary, Wilmore, KY,
Park Church of God,

and the initiation of my

Indianapolis, IN, both occurred

ministry

in 1988.

at

Asbury

at Garfield

During the first

four years of ministry with Garfield Park Church, surprising numerical growth
took

place. The inner-city setting of the church

surprising. We had

a

While many

Park is
to

a

regional

accomplish

as

did

more

and

church
much

more

A

more

as

more

than

research

on

the

ing church. Specifically, my intent
upon "breaking the 200 barrier" by

they

people

more

ours

come.

came.

impact of

was

expanded

neighborhood

when

possible

and

a

reason

new

one

As

I found it

healthy spiritual

Devotion to prayer marked

Sunday schools declined,

day school classes,

the main

well-rounded and competent staff.

atmosphere pervaded the congregation.
ple.

was

our

and grew.

and
we

so our

peo

Garfield

people like

added adult Sun

Both

as cause

and effect, I

unit

expansion

in this grow

to write a dissertation which focused

utilizing "new

unit

growth."
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With research

nearing completion and

a

growth project

in formation,

internal troubles crippled Garfield Park Church of God. A key leader wanted the
church to go back to the way it

permitted

was

long-term associate pastor

a

trusted and effective associate
affirmer of my

the classifieds in the

degree

to

came.

The

as

perception

resign against her

resigned under pressure

ministry described it

people, and leadership. I will

nary

before I

a

will. Another

year later. A former

lacking in vision, relationship with the

not soon

forget the Monday when I searched

Sunday Indianapolis Star wondering

and around

grew that I

what else

eighteen years of Christian ministry qualified

a

semi

one

to

do.

God revealed His

goodness in my life and

persons, much prayer, and His

in the Church!

amazing grace. He spared

try and saved the church from what could have become

Though

we

lost about

thirty people

whole process, the Church is

Two

"passions"

ing people grow

in average

a

me

Through many

for further minis

devastating split.

worship attendance through the

looking beyond itself again.

mark my

ministry. One is preaching

in Jesus Christ.

I find

and the other is

see

insights from the modern "church growth

movement" instructive in my ministry. I have often wondered why the two,

preaching
midst of

and church

personal

and

dom of dissertation

and numerical

growth literature,

congregational

do not

come

recovery, I

together much. In the

began

to think about the wis

study that pursued the connection between preaching

growth

in the Church.
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The

perspective of Leith Anderson, pastor and author from Eden Prairie,

MN, resonated with my

of the

own sense

reality of preaching

in

today's Church:

The church has a responsibility to understand people and the cul
ture in which they live. This means that the Bible must be made
relevant to today's culture in order to benefit today's people.
.

Frankly, evangelical Christianity has done well on
Bible) but poorly on relevance (the culture). (17)
Coming

at the

subject from the preaching angle, Clyde E. Fant

revelation

.

.

(the

wrote:

Preaching must recognize that it stands between the attraction of
powerful poles: to its right, "the faith once delivered," the his
torical given of the eternal Word; to its left, the present situation,
the existential given of our own contemporary culture. Christian
proclamation is intimately connected with both. (PfT 28)
two

Perhaps, I thought, it is preaching that holds these
that does best in
This

producing numerical growth

began

an

growth

in the Church?

between

preaching

preaching

in

effecting numerical

growth,

a

direct link exists

but the notion is somewhat

fuzzy

what characteristics set apart the sermons in

and ill-defined.

Specifically,

greatly-growing

churches from the

or

to find an answer to this

Many pastors have the notion that

and numerical

healthy tension

in the Church.

exploratory effort, attempting

basic problem: What is the role of biblical

two ends in

sermons

in

lesser-growing

or

non-growing

declining churches?
Background Questions

The

teaching ministry of James Earl Massey

Theology bred
his

in me a

deep desire

training and my experience

at Anderson School of

to become a biblical

as a

preacher. Both due

preaching pastor, that commitment is

to
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bedrock in my view of preaching and the Church. Preaching holds
esteemed

place in the life of the Church. Two of the background research

questions aim
the role of
and

an

at that historical

preaching

perspective

in the Church?

on

preaching. They

(2) What is

the role of

are:

(1)

preaching

What is

in revival

evangelism?

However, preaching

must be biblical or it is not

word, Christian. A cluster of
is biblical

concerns

preaching? (4) Why

should

worthy of the descriptive

focus upon biblical
one

preaching: (3)

What

preach biblically? (5) How does

one

preach biblically?
The term "church

growth" calls

for definition.

Contemporary literature

defines it in terms of conversions of persons from the world to Christ and
mitment

on

their part to become

addition, because
to

Christ,

a

churches.

new

responsible members of the Church.

churches show greater fruitfulness in

complete definition includes

a

winning

a com

In
converts

strategic priority upon multiplying

new

Many persons think of church growth in the dichotomous fashion

denoted by "numerical

growth"

and

"spiritual growth." Lasting growth

in the

Church requires both aspects. Our focus in this study rests upon the numerical

aspect of church growth.
The

bridging question becomes: (6) What relationship
The

preaching

have to church

preaching

finds its basis in the Word of God

a

growth?

theme that is reducible to

one

preaching

does biblical

literature affirms that biblical

(Word-based)

and revolves around

thought (single thought). Further, effective
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preaching

sistency

issues forth from the

preacher whose life and ministry display

with the message of the

sermon

(consistency). However,

in addition to

that, what specific qualities set apart biblical preaching that produces

cally-growing

Church in

day? This paper posits

our

three such

a

numeri

qualities: the

preaching speaks with relevance and practicality (relevance/practicality)
felt needs of its hearers, the
the

We

hoped

called for in

an

to

in the

to the

preaching communicates God's vision (vision) for

congregation, and the preaching mobilizes the people

ministry (mobilization)

con

name

of God into active

of Christ in the world.

identify the ingredients for "an amalgam" that Anderson

interview

given

to R. Albert

Mohler, Jr.:

My hope is that we can create an amalgam which can unite the
strength of both those approaches (a desire to preach biblically
and a desire to preach relevantly). Non-Christians should come to
church to find out what the Bible has to say about their deepest
problems the same way they go to a physician to determine their
medical problem. We should offer no apologies for communicat
ing biblical truth~but we must do so in a way which is truly rele
vant, and that is what I am struggling toward. We need a new
synthesis. (11)
Definition of Terms
For the most part, this

study adheres

to the

generally accepted defini

tions of all terms used. We have noted above that "church
most often to the numerical

aspect of that growth, with full

erical increase reflects only

one

facet of

growth

growth"

refers

awareness

that

in the Church.

Preaching is the proclamation of the Good News of Jesus Christ.
tion to

a

narrowed focus

on

preaching

as

num

proclamation,

we

In addi

will use the term in
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Inclusive sense; preaching also at times takes the form of teaching and/or

an

exhortation to the church. Not all teaching is preaching, but all preaching is
means of

teaching.

When
the

we come to

phrase "preaching

explore types of preaching, "topical exposition" and

aimed at felt needs"

Denton, pastor in Riverside, CA, coined the
same

meaning (6 Jul 94)

.

This type of

are

generally equivalent

term

"expositopical"

preaching begins with

hearer whose treatment grows out of depth encounter with
of

Scripture.
for

preaching

The

findings

of this

The

Population

specific qualities

of biblical

the presence of these

specific passage

and

Samples

a

dozen pastors of

in the three

in three

the identification of the six

or more

of 18

in

con

Sunday morning

sample of 18 "greatly-growing" Church of God

(Anderson, IN) congregations (Sample Q) which
cent or more numerical

greatly-growing Church

specific groups of churches. Each

samples averages 150
A

in this

preaching named above. We tested the strength of

qualities

worship attendance: (1)

sample

felt need of the

exploratory search into "Precedents in the Literature," which

(Anderson, IN) congregations, yielded

gregation

get at the

today's Church.

also included interviews with

of God

a

a

to

Eric

terms.

study advocate the efficacy of this type of

Methodoloov.

case

a

growth)

more

than doubled

between 1989 and 1994

"moderately-growing"

(Appendix A). (2)

Church of God congregations

which grew from 1 to 49 percent from 1989 to 1994

(100 per
A

(Sample X)

(Appendix B). (3)

A

sample
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of 18

"plateaued

did not grow

or

declining" Church

numerically

a

"Preaching Survey" developed
in the three

We compared the

congregations (Sample A) which

declined numerically between 1989 and 1994

or

(Appendix C). We requested

gations included

of God

random
as a

sample of 30 persons

to

complete the

part of this study in each of the 54 congre

samples.

strength of

each of the six factors of biblical

among these three groups of churches with particular focus

on

preaching

the final three

qualities, relevance/practicality, vision and mobilization. We delineated the

relationship
growth

as

or

correlation of the factors of biblical

the evidence warranted in

Chapter

preaching

to numerical

Four.

Instrumentation
A semi-structured interview

Information Form"

phone with

a

protocol (Appendix D) and

(Appendix E) guided my interviews

dozen

Sample

a

"Church/Pastor

in person and

O pastors. These interviews aimed at

by tele

gaining

a

description of their congregation, the pastor's self-description of his preaching,
and relevant

insights

into the

growth of the Church.

A

researcher-designed

survey grew out of these interviews and the remainder of the review of litera
ture. The

"Preaching Survey"

Reflection

Group (Appendix F) and revised and re-tested with the adult Sunday

was

pre-tested with the Congregational

school classes at Garfield Park Church of God
Church who
the survey

participate

in

(Appendix H)

a

on

(Appendix G). Adults in that

variety of small groups utilized

a

23 Nov 94. At least 30 persons

further revision of

completed both

Markle 8

versions of the survey and their responses

study

comprised

a

"test-re-test

reliability"

of the instrument.
Data Collection

Upon approval of the proposal, communication ensued immediately
with each of the 54 churches. The

J)

on

1 7 Jan 95

addressed

mailing

of the letter of transmittal

along with 35 copies of the preaching survey and

stamped envelope for

return of

completed

a

(Appendix
self-

surveys followed

an

initial

telephone call (Appendix I) inviting participation. The letter included instructions
for

selecting

sued at least

a

random

one

by 3 Feb 95. The
the

sample of 30 adults from each congregation. We pur

step of follow-up with those churches which did
data

provided

on

the surveys

serve as

the

not

means

respond

of

testing

hypothesis of this project.
Independent and Dependent Variables
The six

Literature"

qualities of biblical preaching supported

comprised

independent variables

the

in "Precedents in the

in this

study: Word-based,

single in thought, consistent, relevant and practical, communicative of God's
vision for the church, and

varying

rates of

growth

dependent variable

effectively mobilizing the church for ministry. The

in the three groups of

in this

congregations represented the

design.
Research Questions

We

the

explored

independent

a

half-dozen control variables seeking their

variables.

relationship

Potential variables included: age of respondent,

to
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educational level of respondent, membership with the congregation before
after the current pastor, size of

or

congregation, ethnicity of respondent, and

average number of times attending worship each month.
These research questions emerged: (1) How does response to
compare between those 50 years of age and

(2) How does
beyond high

response to

sermons

joined the Church prior

compare between those with education

sermons

samples? (5)

through

a

high school

to sermons compare between those who

to the current

the current pastor arrived?

than 250 in

with those younger than 50?

school and those with education levels up

diploma? (3) How does response

pastor's

over

sermons

pastor's arrival

with those who

joined

(4) How does the response of Caucasians

to their

compare with the response of all other ethnic groups in

How does the response of persons in churches

worship attendance compare with those

morning worship attendance of
persons who attend morning

more

worship

response of those who attend three

than 250?
once or

or more

after

our

averaging fewer

in churches with average

(6) How does the response of

twice per month compare with the

times?

Delimitations and Generalizability
Because the context in which I

gation and because growing

currently

serve

Sample

D

or more

in

in this

a

further delimitation: all

middle-sized congre

one

of the greatest

project is upon churches

morning worship attendance.

churches, I made

a

the middle-sized Church is

challenges faced by pastoral leaders, my focus
averaging 150

is

In

choosing

the

congregations existed
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prior

to 1989.

Despite this particular focus,

began between

seven

of the 18

Sample

1984 and 1988.

Each of the congregations surveyed, whether
the "Church of God"

designation

or not

they have retained

in their church name, retain affiliation with the

Church of God "Reformation Movement" with general agencies
in Anderson, Indiana. Thus, the

applicability

the

across

project includes

stream of

findings of

to other Church of God

in wider circles

O churches

a

the

this

study would have the greatest

(Anderson) congregations

Wesleyan family of churches. The

variety of

sources

headquartered

from both the

and

beyond that,

research base for

Wesleyan-Arminian

thought and the Reformed tradition.

Limits upon the

generalizability of this study include its population and

sample groups, characteristics
rate of response, and the

of the instruments

voluntary

nature of

designed

participation

for its execution, the

in it. Three stratified

samples of Church of God (Anderson) congregations which include 1 50
more in

morning worship

and their

preachers.

The

attendance

or

provided information about themselves

findings hold the greatest applicability

to similar

congregations.
Theological
A

church

Reflection

brief, but central theological perspective regarding preaching and

growth, respectively, follows:

The prime biblical model for

incarnational model. The

preaching that supports this study is

Apostle John captures

its

essence

an

in this classic

Markle 11

expression in his gospel: "The Word became flesh and lived for
us.

We have

his glory, the glory of the

seen

one

and

a

while among

only Son, who

the Father, full of grace and truth"

(John

Jesus the Christ walked this earth

preaching, teaching, and healing

and-blood

men

and

women

1

:

14)

.

relationship that

personal relationship

knowledge

as

must

on

earth in service to His

ministry, Jesus holds

always exist between the

resources

with the Christ, and John expresses the benefit of that

he shares his purpose for

writing the gospel, "(T)hese

are

that you may believe that Jesus is the Christ, the Son of God, and that

believing you
Jesus

may have life in his name"

brought and which

life that

changes both

us

we

and

speak
our

(John 20: 31)

to our

hearers. Incarnational

the timeless Truth from the biblical world and

needs of

our

by

The Good News that
must

always bring

preaching brings

applies it

to the

spite of exhaustive study, writing, and teaching about it
an

crying

playing

a

quest, He teaches

in our genera

element of mystery which eludes full cap

God holds this mystery to Himself in spite of

He is not

written

contemporary world.

tion, growing the Church retains
ture.

.

contemporaries

together

In

in

people. The ultimate need of every person

from above and the felt needs of
is

real flesh-

of first century Palestine. He secured the vital

brothers and sisters. Both in His person and in His
tension the

from

Fully God and fully human,

connection at both ends, in heaven to His Father, and

perfect

came

our

best efforts to discover it.

"cat-and-mouse" game with us, however. In the midst of
us

that, numerical growth, when it comes, is

never

wholly

our

Markle 12

our

doing.

The

growth of the Church defies

We misuse church
them in

just the

growth insights when

same

measure" at every

Wagner and others inform
tions

are

not for the

to

"bottle, sell, and apply

stopping point along
only

about

growth declares, "Think how much

one

our

journey.

percent of congrega
increase

worse

numerically

might have

it

Lowe

been if

(American Baptist pastor in Parkersburg,

present the Charles E. Fuller Institute of Evangelism and Church

Growth's well-known "Breaking the 200 Barrier" Conference at

building

on

Southern Avenue in

prising choice of
with

life's

application of these insights." God's providential grace brought C.

Wagner and Dr. Conrad

to

attempt

"biological" growth. The critic says, "What's the use?" The advo

or

cate of church

WV)

that

reduction to neat formulas.

growing by "conversion" growth. Most churches

by "transfer"

Peter

us

we

our

our

both the

attempted

insights

one

of the church

growth

realities which influence the growth

3:

growth include:

or

a

sur

personal interview

presentations of this seminar.

study from

a

point of view that values

literature and the often

unseen

spiritual

decline of God's church. Paul writes

Corinth, "I planted the seed, Apollos watered it, but God made it

to the church at

grow" (I Cor.

of his final

to conduct this

humble

10-11 March 1994. Fuller's

facility provided opportunity both for

Wagner and the hearing of
I have

Indianapolis,

our

6)

.

Internal factors critically important in

the time

or season

people's gifts, availability

to

in the life of the

determining numerical

particular congregation; the

God, and heart for His mission in that place; the

facility and its condition; the climate of faith; the "match"

or

lack thereof between

Markle 13

pastor and people.
External context also has

different clientele than either

an

impact:
urban

A suburban church site will attract

or

rural location. As the realtor advises

"location, location, location" for the wise selection of
one's

facility

factors

play

is

a

major factor

role,

a

some

in the

a

home site, the location of

growth of the Church. National contextual

for the short term and others for the

long haul. In

South Korea, the constant threat of conflict with North Korea is viewed

encouragement for church growth. Some national factors
may

yield long-term fruit. One of

a

our

are

as an

temporary, but

most faithful young men in

Indianapolis

accepted Christ during the Gulf War. On the other hand, filling the house in
Detroit
when

during the recession of the early 80's

prosperity returned.

came

easier than

A multitude of factors influence the

keeping

it full

growth of the

Church.
God calls

us

to "faithful"

Church. Do the research.

ing

to mission.

stewardship with all that is entrusted

Study

community. Deploy the ministers accord

Pray. Preach the Word. Love the people. Pray

Preach with all the wisdom and

endeavor to learn. This

preach in the

the

clear acceptance of this

some more.

insight which God gives and which

comprises the burden of this project:

most effective manner

to us in His

possible.

we

to prepare to

We labor with full human effort in

reality: ultimately, the results belong

Chapter Two contains further theological

reflection.

to God.
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Overview

Chapter Two
the

contains "Precedents in the Literature" drawn from both

preaching literature and the literature

of church

growth.

sources

bring these

sources

of information from which to draw. Interviews with

two streams of

thought together

A number of

and thus become crucial
a

dozen

Q.

Sample

pastors provided foundational insights which guided the ensuing study.

Chapter Three, "Design
ing

to the

of

Study," spells

"greatly-growing" churches,

out in

the process

by

growing"

and

lowed in

developing the preaching survey, and how

"plateaued

or

declining" samples

were

greater detail facts relat

which the

"moderately-

chosen, the

course

fol

the results from it were

quantified.

"Findings

of the

Study," Chapter Four, provides

information

displaying the significant findings of the study. The survey utilized
gate Likert scale. We accomplished

of central

descriptive data by

measures

Specific

utilized included

by

measures

our

one

statistical

detailing
an

and

aggre

analysis by quantifying the

tendency and bivariate relationships.
factor

analyses of variance expressed

F scores and with the Fisher PLSD and Scheffe F-test. Correlations for

control factors to

specific scales

in each

sample

utilized

unpaired t-Tests.

Finally, Chapter Five, "Summary and Conclusions," highlights the major
findings of this study. We evaluated and interpreted the data gained
affirmation of the

growth

as

to its

import of incarnational preaching in producing numerical

in the churches. We

spelled

out

implications for continuing refinement

Markle 15

of the

position of the church growth literature

affirmed the ways in which this

on

the role of

study supports those

preaching. We

few insistent voices in the
to numerical

church

growth literature that preaching does relate positively

growth

in the church. All of this is set in the context of realistic limits upon the

generalizability of the findings. We described the level of affirmation of the
preaching in the plateaued
nation. We
as

well

as

provided

the Word.

a

or

declining churches and gave it plausible expla

pointer toward training preachers

to

exegete the world
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CHAPTER 2
Precedents in the Literature

Preaching

is and

always has been

of Jesus Christ. Jesus himself
the

good

9:35)
of

news

a new

age. "After John

ing the good
is

near.

news

"teaching

kingdom and healing

coming of Jesus Christ

The

.

of the

came

was

preaching

every disease and sickness"
form is the

bodily

put in prison, Jesus

went into

(Matt.

dawning

of

Galilee, proclaim

of God. The time has come,' he said. The

kingdom of God

Repent and believe the good news!'" (Mark 1:14-15).

preaching.
his

in their synagogues,

to this earth in

The dual nature of Christ Himself

seen

at the heart of the life of the Church

provides

"The Word became flesh and lived for

glory,

the

glory of the

full of grace and truth"
human and yet

one

and

(John 1:14).

an

a

abiding paradigm for

while among

only Son, who

came

fully God. This thesis aimed

Preaching

which

We have

from the Father,

Jesus of Nazareth walked this earth
to show that

produces numerical growth in today's church holds that
tive balance:

us.

qualifies both

as

fully

preaching which

same

fully biblical

tension in

and

fully

crea

in touch
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with the needs,

opportunities, and possibilities for life

persons in America

Phillips
to 1891

,

"(P)reaching
elements"

(15)

(1835-1893),

bringing

He goes

.

rector of

Trinity Church

in the Beecher Lecture

preaching

is the

in the Church.

today produces numerical growth

Brooks

defined

in Christ which exist for

of truth

on

on

in Boston from 1869

Preaching in 1877:

through personality.

It must have both

to utilize the New Testament

words, "message"

and "witness," to press home his point.
In these two words

together, I think, we have the fundamental
preaching. It is to be a message given
to us for transmission, but yet a message which we cannot transmit
until it has entered into our own experience, and we can give our
own testimony of its spiritual power.
(16)
of the matter of all Christian

His contemporary, John A. Broadus
of homiletics at Southern

Baptist Theological Seminary, said that, "Preaching

the proclamation of God's message by
of

humanity" (3)
Southern

(1827-1895), pastor and professor

a

chosen

personality

is

to meet the needs

.

Baptist pastor, educator, and author, Clyde E. Fant, joins the

chorus of those who find in the incarnation the most fit

analogy for preaching:

(T)he incarnation is the truest theological model for the mysterious
divine-human preaching event, which is neither all of man nor all
of God, but which partakes of both with precisely the same degree
of mystery and humility as that reality in Jesus of Nazareth.
(Preaching XV)
Preaching delivers the Good News of God's power

to save,

deliver with effective power. In Luke's account, Jesus opens His

ministry

in the home town synagogue in Nazareth:

heal, and

preaching
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The

Spirit

of the Lord is

on

me, because he has anointed me to

preach good news to the poor. He has sent me to proclaim free
dom for the prisoners and recovery of sight for the blind, to release
the oppressed, to proclaim the year of the Lord's favor. (Luke
4: 18-19)
His Word has the

fulfilled in your

ability

hearing" (Luke

Theologians
Fant explains

to create that which He

why:

take
"

4:

21)

.

preaching seriously and pastors practice it universally.

(PVeachina bears the eternal Word, and preaching

touches the living situation. That is, the historic
encounters the

given of the Christian faith

experiential given of the contemporary situation through preach

ing" (Preaching 25)
will

speaks: "Today this Scripture is

Our position holds that preaching which does this best

.

produce the greatest numerical growth in the church.
John R. W.

Stott, longtime

rector of All Souls

"God still speaks through what he has spoken

ple from the living God,

a

...

Church, London,

it is

a

living word

to

sums

up:

living

peo

contemporary message for the contemporary world"

(100).
The Role of Preaching in the Church

There exists
and its

preaching.

an

inextricable connection between the life of the Church

No other act in its

ministry

health, and growth. In his classic work

more

crucial to its life,

preaching, Broadus declares:

proclamation of the good news that brought the church
into being. Only the same proclamation can keep life in the
church. The record of Christian history has been that the strength
of the church is directly related to the strength of the pulpit. When
the message from the pulpit has been uncertain and faltering, the
It

was

the

on

arsenal is
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church has been weak; when the pulpit has given a positive,
declarative message, the church has been strong. The need for
effective preaching has never been greater. (7)
The

teaching ministry of the synagogue prefigures New Testament

preaching. But the Christ Event has forever heightened and transformed the

ministry

of the

spoken word. English preacher, educator, and author, D. W.

Cleverley Ford, writes:
The crucifixion-resurrection event supplied the content of the
preaching and the outpouring (Pentecost) the power. No Church
existed without or apart from preaching; the Church came to birth
with preaching and preaching came to birth with the Church. (53)
The mission of the Church finds life and
ister of

evangelism

expression

in

preaching. Min

for the Christian Reformed Church, Dirk J. Hart, states:

This essential missionary nature of the church is not something
can be turned off or on. The mission of the church is at the

that

heart of what it means to be God's people. In fact, worship rises
from mission, participates in the work of this mission, and leads to
mission. God is a missionary, evangelizing God who calls unto
Himself a missionary, evangelizing people who worship Him while
on their missionary pilgrimage.
Evangelism is, at its simplest,
news.
And
preaching good news is the center
preaching good
.

piece
Preaching is

in the Reformed

worship

.

.

service.

at the base of all God does in and

Richard Carl Hoefler,

(58-59)
through His Church.

professor of preaching and worship

at Lutheran Semi

nary, Columbia, SC, observes:

working of the Word is not always dramatic and immediately
appreciated, but it is the foundation on which all other activities of
the church depend. In every age it has been the preached Word
in the pulpit that has given to the church the power to exist and
The

itself. It is the Word that enables the church to stand
against "the gates of Hell." (1 3)
renew

even
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As the root system

supplies nourishment

to the rest of the tree, so
"

life to the Church. Hoefler concludes,

brings

preaching

(P)reaching is absolutely

essential to the life of the church. The Word is not in

competition with other

activities of the church but enables all other activities of the church to function

fully" (14)

.

One would expect then, that preaching would function both
ger and

an

expression of renewal

former dean of Yale
and

in the church.

as a

harbin

Professor Leander E. Keck,

Divinity School, identifies the connection between renewal

preaching: "Every renewal of Christianity has been accompanied by

renewal of

biblical

tinues,

preaching. Each renewal of preaching,

preaching" (11). The equation
"

(T)he

renewal of biblical

eral, and thereby
Acts 6
among the

renew

the church"

serves as a

biblical

(15-16)

Aramaic-speaking

at the hand of the

can

rejuvenate preaching

con

in gen

.

example for the predominance of preaching

pastor's priorities. The widows

believed that the

in turn has rediscovered

functions in both directions. Keck

preaching

a

of the Grecian Jewish

widows received

more

community

food and better

care

early Jerusalem Church. They vocalized their complaint. The

Twelve could have dealt with the

them to address it in

a

different

'squeaking wheel' themselves,

manner.

but God led

Having gathered the disciples

together, they said,
It would not be

right for

neglect the ministry of the word of
tables. Brothers, choose seven men from
us to

God in order to wait on
among you who are known to be full of the Spirit and wisdom. We
will turn this responsibility over to them and will give our attention
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to prayer and the

Both then and now,

ministry

(Acts 6: 2-4)

of the word.

preaching holds top priority for

the local church pas

tor! Nazarene leader, W. T. Purkiser, affirms this ongoing
that denomination and to

priority to pastors of

all.

us

With all the

changes time has brought to the work of the ministry,
preaching
major function. Today's pastor may be a coun
is still its

promoter. But if he is
to fulfill his God-called purpose, he is first of all a preacher.
Preaching is not the pastor's only work, but it is his most important
sellor,

an

work.

(9)

The life, health, and

educator,

an

administrator, and

a

growth of the Church relates directly

to the

life, health, and

growth of its preaching.
The Role of Preaching in Revival and

A

widely-held historical

preaching

view finds

and the revival of the

a

close and vital

Evangelism
relationship between

existing Church and the expansion

of the

dom of God in the conversion of the lost to Jesus Christ. Historian of
Edwin C.

Dargan, refers

his work: "The

been

largely

spread

of

the work of

to

preaching's

Christianity,
preaching.

been the advance herald of the

ing's

role in the renewal of the

role in both

both

The

arenas at an

king

preaching,

early point

in

geographically and numerically, has

preacher

gospel" (12)

.

as a

He goes

missionary has always
on

to describe

preach

existing Church:

Declension and revival, forward and backward, up and down,
these are the common Christian phenomena, individual, local,
general. Even the most superficial study reveals the connection,
at once causal and resultant, between movements of the kind
described and preaching. Decline of spiritual life and activity in

commonly accompanied by a lifeless, formal,
preaching, and this partly as cause, partly as effect. On

the churches is

unfruitful
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the other hand, the great revivals of Christian history can most
usually be traced to the work of the pulpit, and in their progress
they have developed and rendered possible a high order of

preaching. (13)
J. Edwin Orr did extensive research and

writing regarding the Awaken

ings of the eighteenth, nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Orr finds
prayer,

preaching,

and

personal witness the prime

spiritual awakening from the Acts of the Apostles
to The Flaming

movers

unto

in revival and

today.

In the introduction

Tongue: Evangelical Awakenings. 1900-. Orr affirms:

The reader of the Acts of the Apostles must surely notice that the
Church began to spread by extraordinary praying and preaching.
So too the "upper room" type of praying and the pentecostal sort of
preaching together with the irrepressible kind of personal witness
find their place in Great Awakenings rather than in the less evan

gelical

ecclesiastical patterns,

Speaking specifically

of

ments would find in the

message

preached

preaching, Orr

(ix)

asserts:

"(T)he student of such

preaching of the Awakenings and Revivals the

and the

same

doctrines

move

same

taught in the days of the Apostles"

(ix).
British and world Methodist leader, W. E.

Sangster (1900-1960),

states:

came preaching. From the Day of Pentecost, the apostles
in preaching. Great movements in the Church
themselves
spent
have normally been initiated and developed by preaching.
Revival has invariably come by preaching. By preaching, it may
confidently be anticipated, it will come again. (22)

Christ

Broadus credits much of the

turies of the Christian
Church from that

era

to

missionary expansion

of the first three

cen

preaching and then summarizes the history of the

point forward:
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And in the centuries since those early triumphs of the gospel, the
quality of preaching and the spirit and life of the church have
advanced or declined together. If preaching, never wholly free
from the pressure of world movements, has often faltered in

periods of spiritual crisis, it has always led in the periods of revival.
Of every age it is true that there has been no great religious
movement, no restoration of scriptural truth and reanimation of
genuine piety without new power in preaching. (5)
Why Preach Biblically?

Distinctively Christian preaching

finds its power, message, and rootage

in the Bible. The Good News which the

of the

preacher heralds communicates the life

living Word, Jesus Christ, and the written

Church at the direction of the
In the James A.

Gray

associate editor of The
the Bible in

preaching,

Holy Spirit

Lectures at Duke

Interpreter's

in

in the

Bible,

Word of God

Holy Bible is its

University

provided

ascending order, "We

because it is great literature, because it is

our

preserved by the

use

a

source.

in 1956, John Knox,

list of

reasons

the Bible in

using

preaching

literature, and because it is, in

very true and distinctive sense, God's literature"

(11). We

a

say "ours" because it

to the Church. We say "God's" because it conveys God's

belongs

for

mighty

presence and action, Knox asserts.
Broadus has identified nine

(19-23)

reasons

for

using the Bible in preaching

:

1

.

2.

3.
4.

5.
6.

truly homiletical is scriptural" (19)
Gives spiritual relevance to what is proclaimed.
Saves time in sermon preparation.
Causes the preacher to grow in grace and knowledge.
Adds variety to the preaching.
Allows the preacher to treat delicate subjects in a tactful way.
"That which is

7. Aids memory of what is said.

.
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8. Adds

authority.

9. Pleases God.

"(T)he biblical offering would be
acceptable" (23)

most

.

Purkiser reduces this to five

advantages of biblical preaching (14-17)

:

Assists in building an enduring and spiritually mature church.
2. Stimulates variety in the pastor's ministry.
3. Keeps the pulpit down to earth and practical.
4. Encourages the minister's unceasing personal study of the
Bible.
5. Imparts authority to the pulpit.
1

It is

no

.

exaggeration

to say that biblical

preaching enables the Church

to

remain the Church. Keck asserts,

preaching is part of consciousness raising, for without
consciousness of continuity with the whole church and its prede
cessor (and sister), the synagogue, the congregation degenerates
into a religious society or cult designed to meet the needs of its
momentary clientele. That is no longer church. (90)
Biblical

As

we

give great

effort and attention to the numerical

perspective speaks
this study in

significant relevance

of the Church, this

to the Church in our time and to

particular.

To cite but

Protestant

with

growth

one

preaching

become diluted if

one

example, Chi Young Kay completed

a

in Korea. He found that the content of

gives

too

great

Church at the expense of sound

a

place

study of the

state of

preaching could

to the numerical

growth of the

theological grounding:

The exclusion of theology from Korean Protestant preaching, how
ever, has brought chaos, turmoil, and a profusion of unbiblical ele
ments. Without theology, preachers begin to adopt many kinds of
methods or ideologies for church expansion and numerical
growth. Without theology, Korean preachers can easily syncretize
Christianity with shamanism and other religious ideologies.

(12-13)
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Church

growth is

mons.

Kay's dissertation

a

worthy aspiration but
warns

that

an

inadequate god

preaching aimed

the expense of biblical rootage and content will
Leander Keck adds this

as we

craft

our ser

growing the Church

at

at

harm the Church.

ultimately

helpful historical viewpoint,

(E)very reformation of the church is accompanied by, and often
energized by, a rediscovery of the Bible as a prophetic protest
against the prevailing state of affairs. This is also why biblical
preaching is the most dangerous form of preaching that a church
can hear or a preacher undertake.
(99)
The preacher must accept

degree

a

of

personal peril in any

Each

event.

change in the

preacher who endeavors

to grow the church is

quo. That

risk. However, any attempt to grow the church without

a

always carries

complementary commitment

places
and

to

keep

both ourselves and the church

our

we

a

effort Bible-based and

endeavor to

perilous risk. Bible preaching is the way

long haul,

calling for

most

serve at

pleasing

status

Bible-guided

unnecessary

to God

and, for the

most beneficial to His church.

How to Preach Biblically
In

age

a

Time article

focusing upon 43 Protestant congregations with

morning worship attendance

over

religion editor since 1975, includes

a

5,000 persons, Richard N. Ostling,

brief reference to their

"Super-churches represent many denominational labels
all

are

Evangelical, Fundamentalist, Charismatic,

conservative

theology" (62)

samples would fit

in the

.

Though

an aver

none

or

of the

pastors' preaching:

or no

label, but nearly

Pentecostalist, preaching

congregations

superchurch category, they

are

in

our

nonetheless affected

a
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by what is happening
success

phrase "preaching

extensively

in their

in biblical

starting point

way is the text handled

of

today's

very

large congregations, due

a

pulpit ministry. But how

preaching

in the church

sermon

most

topical

sermon

according

sermon

supported by
provides

a

matter and the

form is the

related

...

illustrations, however (58)

references

or

preaching"

which he describes

as

Broadus defines the expository

exposition

of

as a

subject.

...

it is

James Earl
most

Massey,

popular and

usually backed

but in each instance the

He

"essentially

sermon as

tra

or

subject

21)

fit category. He does refer to
.

textual,

In contrast,

the source of focus and control" (Designing the Sermon

Sangster rejects "topical preaching"

and

major divisions.

topical (or subject)
text

particular way

In the textual sermon, the

Theology, comments, "The

scriptural

a

or

tion between textual and

structure

topic

.

topical

prefers the category "life-situation
a

method of

starting" (60)

.

occupied mainly with the

Scripture. It draws its divisions and their exploration from the

requires unity and orderly

the

In what

to four basic structures:

.

derives its divisions from the

dean of Anderson School of
ditional

regardless of its size?

as

commonly in growing churches?

topical, textual-topical, and expository (54-60)
provides both the subject

Bible is

is it used? What serves

appropriately in biblical preaching? Is

Broadus classifies the

the

apparent

theology" implies that the

conservative

handling the biblical materials found

text

to their

and media exposure.

The
used

in

(60)

.

expository preaching

text

Massey draws the major distinc
on

the basis of the

length

of the
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passage with which
short

one

passage" (21)

passage of

deals. The textual

The expositional

.

Scripture" (22)

James Daane,

sermon

deals with "a

single

text or

is concerned with "an extended

sermon

.

founding

editor of The Reformed Journal and author of

Preaching With Confidence, contends that expository

preaching is "authentic

preaching:"
In the strict

of the term, authentic preaching is expository
preaching.
expository preaching the sermon "sets forth" or
"exhibits" the truth of the selected biblical text. Such preaching
represents the assertions of the text in the form of a sermon. The
sense

...

sermon

In Biblical

ing

In

must say what the text says.

(49)

Preaching. Haddon Robinson, professor of preach

at Gordon-Conwell

Seminary

in Massachusetts, declares his

expository preaching: "The type of preaching that best
of divine

authority is expository preaching" (1 9)

emphasize that the message is first applied
the

preacher to the hearers. Though

formed

by the text,

58)

.

on

the

expository

always upon how it is to apply

Robinson also asserts that the

world, although

own

times, his

preacher and then through

on

target with human need. Massey

sermon:

"Sermonize the message, with

to human interest and

experience" (DtS

expositor's focus goes beyond

to be sure, one must

worlds: the Bible, his

to the

on to

expository message is shaped and

its transmission must be

concludes his section
your eye

the

carries the force

Robinson goes

.

preference for

the biblical

begin there: "An expositor deals in three

own

particular world (a particular people,

Markle 28

situation, location). Or ancient world, modern world, and his particular world"

(BP 90)

.

In the view of this

writer, expository preaching receives the

most "air

time" in the preaching literature. Stott declares, "It is my contention that all true

Christian preaching is expository preaching" (125)
the text is immaterial,

so

is to open it up in such

a

long

as

it is biblical

way that it

...

He continues, "The size of

.

our

responsibility

as

expositors

speaks its message clearly, plainly,

accurately, relevantly, without addition, subtraction

or

falsification"

(125-126)

.

Associate Pastor Bob Smith of Peninsula Bible Church, Palo Alto, CA,
compares

expository preaching

and tone for the church's

Ward

"big burner" that establishes

to the

ministry (58)

.

Dr. Bartlett L. Hess,

the climate

longtime pastor of

Evangelical Presbyterian Church, Livonia, Ml, speaks of his preaching

practice:
I

preached expository sermons throughout my entire ministry. I
have preached through many parts of the Old Testament and most
of the New Testament verse by verse. I aim to serve the food on
different levels, for different stages of Christian maturity, as well as
appeal to the unsaved. (91)
Like Hess, James
on

the basis of

Montgomery Boice, has built

a

well-rounded

expository preaching. While Ward Church is located

suburban Detroit, Boice leads

a

congregation

My ministry is based

on

in the heart of

regular, systematic

ministry

in

Philadelphia,

Bible

exposition, and I

than I did ten years ago.
all the min
inner
on
here:
work
with
street
you'd
city go
people, homosexuals, internationals. We have high school tutor
ing for kids and counsel pregnant women struggling with the abor
tion question. (27)
devote

istries

more

time to it
expect in

now
an

...

Markle 29

Robinson describes

popular

in

our

begins with

a

a

type of

day, the topical exposition:

subject

or

topical

sermons,

"In

becoming increasingly

topical exposition the preacher

problem and then looks for the passage,

that relate to it" (Biblical Preaching

vantly and biblically

that is

sermon

56)

to felt needs has

topical expositions

nonetheless carry with them

an

The

.

widespread desire

strengthened

are more

inherent

this trend.

subject

or

passages,

speak rele

to

Compared

to

to the text, but

danger:

Topical exposition faces the special danger that the preacher will
read something into the scriptural account in order to read some
thing significant out of it.
Topical exposition differs from the
so-called topical sermon, therefore, in that the thought of the
Scripture must shape all that is said in defining and developing
the topic. (BP 57)
.

.

.

Professor, author, and preacher, James S. Stewart (1896-1966), weds

expository
one

place

and doctrinal
can

preaching:

"A

be effective and fruitful

systematic exposition

of the Bible and

ministry extending

occurs

lar

in

growth

many years in

strength is given

regularly planned instruction

great doctrines of the Christian faith" (46)
literature of the modern church

if much of its

only

over

.

It is

a

on

movement that

growth

congregation begin somewhere between years four and
with Stewart's stance

the

commonplace in the
most

likely

long-term pastorates. It is asserted that one's best years in

perspective

to

gives added impetus

seven.

a

particu

Linking this

to the argument for

expository and doctrinal preaching.
Massey brings together the requisite elements for sound doctrinal

Markle 30

preaching:
The

doctrine needs to be biblically based (exegetically sound and contextually honest), authentically Christian (at
the New Testament level of biblical faith), and experientially ori
ented (related to the hearer's life and needs). These kinds of
results demand prior thought, some consultation, and honest,
fervent prayer. (DtS 64)
sermon on a

Andrew Blackwood

preaching

and

(1882-1966), Presbyterian pastor

at Princeton and

Temple, provides

this historical

past every evangelistic movement blessed of God has

preaching doctrine" (qtd. in Perry 126)

professor of

perspective, "(l)n

come

the

largely through

.

Sangster provides helpful categorization

of

sermons

according

to

subject

matter of their content:

Interpretation: Strengths include authority, endless mater
ial, guard against the preacher's bias, hearers may read the text
for themselves, the speaker may face the difficult. (35-37)
Biblical
a

Ethical/Devotional which is aimed at sanctification and results in
changed lives. (41)
Doctrinal: The teaching of the Bible
set in order. (43)

Philosophic/ Apologetic

on

every part of Christian truth

in defense of the faith.

the outworking of the Bible
Social: The fighting of social evils
doctrine of society in the community and world. (48)
...

Evangelistic: Sermons the whole aim of which
This one goes right for the wilL (54)
will.
.

.

.

Sangster points
ing which

must be

us

toward those necessary

qualities

present, regardless of its specific

There

is to persuade the

are

legitimate

forms of Christian

of biblical

preach

structure or form:

preaching (so

we

have

Markle 31

argued) that are not direct expositions of the Bible, but no preach
ing that is out of harmony with the Bible, and no preaching that
cannot honestly be related to the Bible, can establish its
claim to be Christian preaching at all. (34-35)
Oral Withrow, minister of church growth for the Board of Church Exten

(Anderson, IN) shares his observation of the

sion of the Church of God

preaching heard
pastor preach
or

a

in

our

fast-growing larger congregations:

thoroughly expository

doctrinal. Even so, all the pastors

scripture" (3)

sermon.

were

"I have not heard a

The sermons

faithful in their

either

were

interpretation

topical

of

.

The pastors in

son) congregations did
the biblical text.

sample

our

of 1 8

greatly-growing Church of God (Ander
predominant method

not adhere to any one

one

voiced

practical.

Martin

Regardless of their starting point, each

commitment to making the

sermon

life-related and

of
a

handling

strong

Grubbs,

pastor of Belle Isle Community Church, Oklahoma City, OK, commonly begins
with the text

(14 Jun 94)

of God, Greensburg, PA,

uses

Addressing "felt-needs" is

speak

to a

Riverside

primarily

Stephen Chiles, pastor

.

a

particular subject

felt-need

much
or

as

his

our

Highlands Church

starting point (15 Jun 94)

more common

topic in

of Laurel

way of

expressing

topical preacher (7 Jul 94)

Church of God,

Springfield, OH,

and

Williams stated,

to himself

Steve Williams, pastor of Northside

Garry Bates, pastor of

New Bethlehem, PA, both voiced the

particular settings.

.

the aim to

day. Only Kenneth Wilson, pastor of

Community Church of God, Cottage Grove, OR, referred
as a

.

efficacy

of doctrinal

First Church of

preaching

"Springfield, historically,

God,

in their

has been

a

Markle 32
conservative area of the Church of God. There is a

preaching" (14 Jun 94)
uses

primarily topical

pastor of

a

Bates described himself

.

and textual sermons

hunger there for doctrinal

as a

(14 Jun 94)

"doctrinal man" and

.

Reginald Smith,

largely Jamaican congregation, West Broward Church of God,

Plantation, FL; Michael Curry, pastoral leader of First Church of God Christian
Life

Center,

town of

a

predominantly African-American congregation

in the

university

Evanston, IL; and Stephen Weldon, pastor of the predominantly Cauca

sian, Hope Community Church, in the suburban, small-town setting of Andover,
KS, each witnessed
Jun

94)

.

to a

preference for the expository approach (Weldon

Smith declares, "Preaching is

a

major component (in

biblically-based, expository preaching."

This

vant need. With unwed

the increase,

witnesses that the

"(You're)

the

pregnancies

on

community is saying of the

only church where they

are

not

our

expository preaching
even

teens in his

15

worship),
meets rele

in the Church, Smith

congregation,

getting pregnant" (6 Jul 94)

.

Regarding Evanston, Curry said, "Expository teaching and preaching is the best
method
these

by which you

can

teach people the Word of God"

congregations place

a

heavy emphasis

on

(12 Jul 94)

Both of

.

education.

In addition, Williams stressed the need for decisions for Christ. "I've
been

reading the 'Roman Road'

at the end of every message. It has increased

the number of decisions for Christ"

(14 Jun 94)

.

The "Roman Road,"

a

recital of

pertinent Scripture citations from the New Testament book of Romans, aims
call hearers to

personal

faith in Christ.

to

Markle 33
Pastor Eric Denton of Central

Community

Fellowship, River

Christian

side, CA, describes his preaching odyssey from expository
he now terms

"expositopical." Denton recalled

out the word C-R-O-S-S in

acronymic fashion. A

grew from the narrative of David and Goliath.

Samson's experience of

a

turning

to God.

recent series that
sermon on

"Repentance"

city

Kings. "Success

in I

Denton describes his

style" (6 Jul 94)

in

Light" depicted Elijah

preaching style

as

spelled

"Confidence"
drew from

"Outrageous Action"

miah's wall restoration. "Success in Darkness" noted the
the

to felt-need to what

described Neheinto

lepers' journey

and the chariots of God.

"dealing with

a

felt need in

expository

.

What is Biblical Preaching?

Biblical

preaching

Sangster points
man

talking

to the

grows out of the message

unique

to men; a sermon is a man

His word is not his own; it
ish:

nature and role of

comes

given

preaching, "(A)n address

speaking from God

from above"

(13)

.

world" (20)

...

he is

That role will

was, is and ever will be God's chief way of

"(T)his

to us in the Bible.

a

is a

herald.

never

dimin

announcing his will

to the

.

The chief element in

what the text

imparts to

us.

preaching is

not what we

Richard Lischer,

bring

to the text, but rather

professor of preaching

at Duke

University asks, "What is it about the oospel that demands this particular

expression" (Lischer 5)
renewal in

preaching.

? He suggests that

our answer

provides

the

key

to

Markle 34

Knox identifies four inter-related truths about biblical
1

.

preaching:

It remains close to the essential and characteristic biblical
ideas. The concrete reality of both God and humankind are
kept in tension. Christ enters our personal history on the

condition of penitence and faith.
2. Its central concern is the central biblical event: the Christ event.
Preaching equals announcing what has happened.
3. Preaching which answers to and nourishes the essential life of
the church. It is an ellipse moving about two focuses: the
ancient event and the new life of the Spirit. fT)o hold them
together, is the basic problem of preaching.
4. Preaching in which God acts afresh in the preacher's world.

(19-23)
This kind of

preaching

which has this
Biblical

same

Preaching

never

grows old. "True biblical

effect in every

age" (23)

preaching is preaching

.

is Word-Based

The Bible and

preaching

cannot and must not be

separated. Ford pro

vides historic perspective:
The connection between the Bible and preaching has been
demonstrated in the history of the Church in that when the Bible is
neglected, preaching loses its power and in a Church where there
is little preaching there is little study of the Bible. (103)
We

are

preach biblical

giving away

our

responsibility

and

privilege

if we

neglect

to

Haddon W. Robinson delineates the rich benefits in

sermons.

Biblical Preaching:

(W)hen a preacher fails to preach the Scriptures, he abandons his
God speaks through the Bible
authority
Through the
preaching of the Scriptures, God encounters men and women to
bring them to salvation (II Tim. 3: 15) and to richness and ripe
ness of Christian character (II Tim. 3: 16-17)
Something awe
some happens when God confronts an individual through
.

.

.

.

Markle 35

preaching and seizes
Fred Craddock,

him

by the soul. (18-19)

professor of preaching

this fundamental question, "Does the

sermon

at

say and do what the biblical text

says and does" (Preaching

28) ?

experience of the

single affirmation before

text into a

Purkiser affirms that
A number of

(11).

a sermon

(32)

at Southern

generating factor and

William Willimon of Duke

.

a

our

hearing and

we are

ready

to

our

preach it.

may be biblical in both content and form
W. Cox, editor of the

Baptist Seminary

text contains the basic idea and the

will be both a

crystallize

images help visualize it. James

Pulpit Digest and professor
"(T)he

We must

sets down

Emory University,

leading thoughts of the

controlling factor

University

in Louisville, says:

states his

as

sermon.

the sermon

priority

in

It

develops"

preaching.

speak of God's deeds rather than humanity's
gospel is a proclamation that God, in Jesus Christ,
has acted and continues to act to save the same humanity that,
time and again, has demonstrated it cannot save itself. (Integra
tive Preaching 19)
In the

pulpit

needs.

Joel

Gregory, pastor

ment in

.

.

.

we

first

The

at First

Baptist Church, Houston, TX, declares his commit

preaching,
text dominates the sermon; what is subordinate in the text is
subordinate in the sermon. In other words, no cookie cutters. By

(T)he

through the words, phrases, clauses, the die of the text
casts the die of the sermon. (Larson and Shelley 134-135)

preaching

After

gathering exegetical material, Gregory continues,

sermon

mon

is

is

"What turns that into

moving material from the world of then into the world of

contemporary" (136)
By the very

now.

a

A ser

.

nature of the text from which it is

derived, biblical preaching

Markle 36

is relevant to the concrete needs of persons. Keck tells how:
To preach biblically is to take full account of the concrete issues to
which the text was addressed in the first place; it is to reckon with
the fact that what the biblical writers found necessary to say was

determined not by truth in general but by needs in particular. The
situation of the community, as perceived by the writer, set the
agenda, and the traditions provided some of the resources for
addressing it; the text is a selected and focused truth in the form of
a

literary response. (115)

We do not need to force the text to

speak to today's needs. It already does.

Keck asserts that we,
modern Corinthians.

are

awareness

.

.

.

Preaching

of these continuities will not

that emerges from the
"apply" the text to life

today; rather, it will communicate the discovery of its pertinence
because today's church is already addressed along with the
original readers. (116)
We

require the Bible in order

In The Sermon in

to deal

adequately with

our

humanness.

Perspective. Massey spells it out,

The Bible is central for preaching: apart from its message and
meanings we fail at the business of criticizing and correcting life,
we miss the way of salvation, and remain in the rut of ineptitude.

(52)
We must

use

the

gospel

in

our

lost. "Since the church lives
and

significantly brings with

Without the

gospel,

preaching

its

impact upon

by the gospel, failing
it

a

the Church will be

to engage the Bible

fundamental loss of the

steadily

gospel" (Keck 31)

.

we, too, are lost.

Growth that lasts requires biblical
is

or

comprised

of numerical

preaching.
growth

A wholistic

picture of

in the Church and

church

growth

growth

in its adherents. Nelson Price, pastor of Roswell Street

spiritual

Baptist Church

Markle 37

in Marietta, GA, reminds

us

of the shallowness of

growth devoid

of biblical

underpinnings:

Pulpit ministry minus the Bible might be delivered by such a char
ismatic speaker that numerical church growth will occur. Personal
magnetism might draw a crowd. However, unless they are tutored
in the timeless truths made applicable to today, the pastor will
soon be facing a congregation that knows no Scripture. Since
theology and ethics go together, the moral temperament of such
church-goers will evidence no spiritual growth. (488)
Biblical Preachino is Christ-Centered
Biblical

Christ. In The

preaching

preaching

must have its center in the person and work of Jesus

Responsible Pulpit. Massey places

must

always be measured by

The heart of the message

unchangeable in
alist

our own

was

the

unchanging

day. C.

H.

Him there up front: "Christian

place Jesus Christ holds in it" (1 8)

in the

Dodd

early Church and is

(1884-1973), British Congregation-

clergyman and biblical scholar, identifies

a

remarkable

unity

in the

preaching of the earliest followers of Christ.
The

more we try to penetrate in imagination to the state of mind of
the first Christians in the earliest days, the more we are driven to
think of resurrection, exaltation and second advent as being, in

their belief, inseparable parts of

a

single divine

Donald Demaray, Free Methodist minister and

event.

professor

of

(33)

preaching

at

Asbury Theological Seminary since 1967, affirms the timeless quality of the
earliest

preaching:
proclamation of the most fundamental truths of the
Christian faith: the cross and resurrection; the exaltation of Jesus;
the Christ event as the fulfillment of Old Testament prophecy;
man's responsibility to say yes or no to Jesus; Jesus as both Lord
Kervama is the

.

Markle 38
and Christ; the necessity of repentance; forgiveness of sins.
Those nine points we know as the kervama: they are non-

negotiable. (25)
The message of Christ's

triumph gives

us a

message of hope that speaks

to persons in the teeth of life's storms. Stewart says, "True
never

Lord

plays down
the

Soper,

to natural weakness: it lifts up to

ity

was

on

preaching

will

preach the Cross

News:

fire, indefatigable, undefeated" (115)

.

We

Soper continues, "Tenderness is the capac

never

as

really touch

a

single heart

forgiveness" (Stewart 80)

"Revelation

.

unless it

brings

In this context,

some sure

we

Challenge" (Stewart

Victory

may
81

,

83,

.

The Cross

keeps

our

preaching

leading theme by which all the

target. Massey

on

rest of our

preaching

chastened, purified, and empowered" (RP 22)
the

.

(117). Stewart tells how the Cross addresses the world's sin,

word about sin and its

86)

goodwill

at the Cross.

strength

to be hurt"

"His

supernatural strength" (79)

street-preaching evangelist of London, declares Good

"The love of Christ
share in His

Gospel comfort

parts of the Bible that

Taylor who

serves

are

beyond

with All Saints

our

full

.

We

sums

up, "It is the

is informed, corrected,
are

tempted

to leave out

explanation. Barbara Brown

Episcopal Church

in Atlanta calls it "Preach

ing the Terrors":
death is the chief terror of the gospel. Here is God's
beloved, who has done nothing but right all his life, and what is
his reward? Not ripe old age with grandchildren hanging on his
sleeves but early, violent death on a cross. This death wins all our

Jesus's

own

efforts to turn the Bible into

a

manual for the

good

life.

(44)

Markle 39
The Cross would

ever

keep

preaching

our

a

presentation of authentic Christian

ity!
There is

victory

in the message of the Cross because the Resurrection

completes it! Stewart says the
is Resurrection"

(87)

.

"most characteristic word of the Christian faith

Though

we

may often grow weary,

out because we have come to this conclusion with James

never wear

"Therefore settle it with your

own

leave undone, you will preach in
deed in Christ. This is the

one

souls

reaches far
the

one

beyond any

one

of

now

season

us:

We

simply

Stewart,

(69)

.

preach

concerns, not

scene

cannot overstate the

and the

or

God's redemptive

who receives Him, but its

vitally

individual Christian, but the entire human
.

season

"I would urge you to

fact above all others which

(Stewart 89)

and out of

one

will

that, whatever else you may do

inexhaustible theme"

This is the Best News for each

as

preaching

our

impact

the Resurrection

only

the life of the

destiny of the race"

import of the resurrection of

Jesus Christ from the dead!

Willimon, who likes

preaches each Sunday

to think of the Duke

as a

the resurrection holds out to

University Chapel where he

"neo-Gothic revival tent," lifts up the
us as we

attempt

to

speak

to the

warning that

present day:

warning to Christian communicators
who want to contextualize the gospel. The invitation is to start
where the people are, but the warning is to recognize our limited
ability to adapt the gospel. Eventually the gospel is about some
thing for which there is no precedent-the Resurrection-and you
can only testify to it. The truth claims of Christianity are not easily
validated externally. They're a matter of faith. (Shelley and Berk
ley 136)
I

see

here

an

invitation and

a

Markle 40

Because He lives, the risen Christ

Spirit.

in the Person of the

comes to us

He is present with abundant power among those who

affirm His

He will

Lordship.

to consummate His

What

a

to conclude

again

history

recognize and

as we

know it and

never-ending reign!

wonderful message is

to the fire: "The

expose the

come

Holy

preacher is under judgment

given message and

herald!

ours to

Massey holds

to find terms that will

not obscure it. The

Jesus Christ must not be diluted but declared"

our

feet

adequately

emphatic claims about

(RP 28)

.

When Bill

Hybels,

pastor of Willow Creek Community Church in suburban Chicago, found that his
focus had shifted from

(approximately 15%)

to

targeting the

of his audience, he made

his focus: "We want to
should think

building disciples

a

most

dysfunctional

strategic choice. This became

develop fully devoted followers of Jesus Christ. They

Christianly,

act

Christianly,

relate

Pastor C. John Miller of New Life

Christianly" ("Focused" 94)

Presbyterian Church

.

in suburban

Philadelphia and author of Outarowino the Inorown Church, emphasizes the
power of the welcome which the Good News

Preaching

imparts

to sinners:

in the United States and elsewhere in the modern

world tends to be

moralistic and

legalistic rather than
Christ-centered. Often the emphasis is on doing, without a found
ation being laid in the grace of a God who welcomes sinners to
Himself unconditionally. (90)
Power in biblical

strongly

preaching

that converts sinners and infills saints is

tered in Jesus Christ. Our focus upon Him must be retained and
in any event. What was efficacious in the

days

of the

cen

strengthened

apostles remains effective

Markle 41

today. Price recalls:
was centered around the person and work of
Christ. It was the focal point around which the emerging church
rallied. In that era they had no glitzy advertising campaigns, no

Apostolic preaching

clever

give

no dog and pony shows, and no
in
order
to
away
grow. It was their message or

promotions,

worked.
He still is

our

goldfish to
nothing. It

(484)

message and He still works

today!

Biblical Preaching Makes One Clear Point
in Each Message

We

are

cerned the

not

ready

to look for the

point of the passage.

points of

our sermon

key question is: What is the

A

In response, Craddock says, "In one sentence, and

the message of the text

122)

in one's own words,

...

until

as

as an

simply

text

as

have dis

we

saying?

possible,

state

affirmation" (Preaching

.

This

key

idea in the biblical passage has been described in a

variety of

ways. Haddon Robinson observes:
Because the homiletical idea emerges after an intensive study of a
passage and extensive analysis of the audience, getting that idea
and stating it creatively is the most difficult step in sermon
preparation. When the idea rises in the preacher's mind "clear as
a

Earlier in the

same

ammunition, "A
idea"

(33)

cloudless moon," he has the message to be preached. (BP 99)

work, Robinson takes

sermon

is

a

bullet,

not

an

analogy from the world of guns and

buckshot, containing

.

Massey describes it

as a

"motivating idea":

a

single dominant

Markle 42
A sermon

develops in substance from the gem of the motivating
idea we caught. The idea attracts, engages, and influences us.
If the idea is intense in its impact and suggestive in its applicability,
its character bids us to lay hold upon it for use. (SiP 73)

Daane
and

one

literally underlines it for

thing only: and this

sentence"

(58)

us:

'Every

thing must be

one

must say one thine.

sermon

capable

of statement in

a

single

.

This kind of focused

preaching

carries

great benefit for the preacher

in

the presentation of the Word and for the hearers of the message. The unity of
the

sermon

aids its

sense

of movement. The

preacher is helped because,

as

Craddock puts it, "The whole body-hands, face, eyes, voice-communicates the
presence

or

absence of

a

clear sense of direction in the

speaker knows it" (AOWA 101)

The hearers

.

helped

are

thing each Sunday for fifty weeks is good medicine;

day is

to distribute

aspirin

Raymond Bailey, professor
us

of Christian

12-15 minutes each

.

He

even

sees

the

length

of

Sunday. Approaching this subject

hearers. Bailey affirms, "The communication of

ble

goal

ordinary worship occasion" (351)

one

a

30-33)

:

each Sun

Baptist

"Preaching

must

prophetic voice of

sermons

from the
clear

headed toward

perspective of

point is

a reasona

.

Massey provides guiding principles for designing the
seminal idea (DtS

one

.

at Southern

if it is to be

our

for the

fifty things

to communicative relevance:

be in tune with the Zeitgeist of the culture

challenge in that culture" (351)

to say

preaching

well, "To say

as

waiting room" (AOWA 103)

in the

Seminary, Louisville, KY, calls

speaker. And the

sermon

from

a

Markle 43

1

A communicative

design must begin with some one idea that
focuses on a human issue or divine claim.
2. Give the idea authoritative focus by the support of a scripture
.

verse or

passage.

3.

Begin structuring the textual message or topical theme.
4. The final focus of the sermon is application of the idea or
insight to the hearer's life.
5. Write the sermon out after giving time and thought about its
structure and goal.

Sharpened apprehension
application of the passage

sharpens the

of the purpose of the passage

to our lives and to those of our hearers.

In Biblical

Preaching. Robinson instructs that:
Framing purposes that describe measurable results forces the
preacher to reflect on how attitudes and behavior should be
altered. That in turn will enable him to be
application of truth to life. (112)
Fred Craddock,

position:
central

writing

"The desired

germinal

in As One Without

Authority, captures the

unity has been gained

idea in one

The Effectiveness of Biblical

more concrete

when the

preacher

simple affirmative sentence" (105)

in his

essence

can

of

our

state his

.

Preaching

Relates to the Person of the Preacher

The

colloquialism, "Your behavior speaks

what you are

saying," begins to get

rhetorical model of communication
Secular People.

so

loudly that

at the truth which Aristotle

twenty-three centuries

I cannot hear

expressed in his

ago. In How to Reach

Asbury Theological Seminary's Dean of the E. Stanley Jones

School of World Mission,
model shows that

George G. Hunter III, comments, "(H)is (Aristotle's)

persuasion takes place

in

an

interplay between the

ethos of

Markle 44
the communicator, the locos of the message, and the

(74)

.

good

"Ethos" has to do with the communicator's
will.

"Logos" refers

denotes the
In

a

to the

integrity

pathos of the audience"

intelligence, character, and

and content of the message. "Pathos"

tone of the hearers.

feeling

1992 article in

Leadership. Haddon Robinson identifies the key

role "ethos": "For church leaders,

perhaps

no

factor contributes

legitimate authority and credibility than authentic Christian character
Aristotle called ethos: in New Testament terms, it's
In his classic work

on

to

more

.

.

.

(what)

being mature, upright" (29)

.

preaching, Saint Augustine (354-430), Bishop of Hippo,

compares the life of the

speaker and eloquence: "(T)he life of the speaker has

greater weight in determining whether he is obediently heard than any grandness

of

eloquence" (164)

Being

comes

.

first. In

an

early Leadership Forum, Robinson says,

In the New Testament, the elder is designated not by what he
there is a great power in a good man who
does, but what he is.
lives according to the Scriptures while moving among the people.
.

.

.

He may have many faults, but in the New Testament, the way he
manages his family, the way he moves among people, the fact that
The person
he is a godly man-this gives him great power.
who is godly has a power within the church that goes far beyond
.

any power system.

There is

no

preacher

escaping

this

preached" (6)

Knox identified this truth

a

we are as

men"

(59)

.

a

code word: the

.

generation ago: "How good

preachers depends-not altogether, but (make

good

.

(26)

reality! As Daane puts it, "In

is part of what is

.

He goes

on to

no

define

we are as

mistake!) primarily~on

"good"

as

how

meaning: honest.
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straightforward, sincere, and free from pride, sham, pretense, self-complacency
and

self-absorption. As he begins Integrative Preaching. Willimon

attests it was

still true in 1981:

Recently

I asked a number of rural North Carolina

to define

good preaching. The first thing

congregations
lay per
sons' responses was that most of them defined it by naming good
preachers. They seemed to be unable to separate the preacher
from the preaching. (15)

It is still true
measure

means

today and

tomorrow! It has

authority, formation and holiness of the

preach" (3)

ever

been

so.

Hearers

one

who is

appointed

to

.

our

time, the desire to hear

expressed than the
son

so

preaching by the person of the preacher. Lischer explains that this

"the

In

it will be

I noted in these

need to be led

an

by

a

authentic person is more

person of

has led Wooddale Church in suburban

good character. Leith Ander

Minneapolis since 1977. Together,

they have successfully negotiated the changes necessary for
to become a

growing

and

widely

pacesetting church.

the

congregation

In Dving for Change.

Anderson writes:

(T)he pastor-centered church has become common. In 1950
people chose churches on the basis of denomination and location;
in 1990 most choose churches on the basis of the pastor. Parish
ioners leave a church if they don't like the pastor, even if it means

driving farther and changing denominations. (52)
Jim Dethmer

accepted
Hybels

a

call to

was a

successful church

serve as

planter in Baltimore before he

teaching pastor and share the pulpit with Bill

at Willow Creek. One of his

key questions

in

preparing

to

preach is:

Markle 46

"Is it

personal?" He

asserts that

Dethmer commends the

"humble
"Is it

use

of

authenticity." Likening

passionate? Does

people

personal,
the

it matter to me"

are sons

of well-known

Grubbs pastors Belle Isle
son

of J. David

(in

Sample

to that of a taut

clothesline, he asks,

Practical Sermons) ?

greatly-growing Church of God congre

Church in Oklahoma
on

longtime pastor of Salem Church of God

in

authenticity."

circles) Church of God pastors.

our

Community

for

illustrations, pointing toward

(Fuller Cassette:

Grubbs, former speaker

also founded New

"hungry and thirsty

current

feeling

At least two of the pastors of the

gations

are

He is

a

the Christian Brotherhood Hour and

in the

Dayton, OH,

Community Church, Costa Mesa, CA,

CI. Martin Grubbs describes his

City, OK.

Martin

David Grubbs

area.

another

congregation

personal development:

My "seminary" has been listening and observing models. I look at
Swindell, for example, what a graceful, loving manner in which he
MacArthur "in the Word, in the Word, in
presents biblical truth.
the Word." I look at Charles Stanley who is a true preacher.
he just shares from his
Lloyd Ogilvie, who just talks. Bill Hybels
heart. Ray Cotton was vitally important to me in this period of time.
I observed Ray Cotton. So, what that told me was that all God had
really called me to do as a pastor was to be myself. That was so
important. My dad encouraged that. I don't try to preach like my
dad. Who is Marty Grubbs when he stands in the pulpit? Let's
just be real. (14 Jun 1994)
.

.

.

.

.

.

...

John Newton, pastor of First Church of God, LaPorte, IN, and

Illinois state minister for the Church of God,
comments on the role of

preaching

in the

George

L.

son

of former

(Sonny) Newton,

growth of his church:

It's been big for us. That sounds like an ego statement. But I think
with me relating well to my people, I've done it in my preaching,
too. My preaching style is who I am. I don't change when I get into

Markle 47
the

pulpit. So, if they like me
preaching. (15 Jun 1994)

At least five of the twelve

Sample

Four of these five identified their

ing
as

from the

in their churches'

Thomas

they like

me

Q. pastors interviewed are sons of

when I'm

pastors.

personal struggles and their transparent shar

pulpit of how God's grace

key factors

one-on-one,

met them in the midst of those

struggles

growth.

Troeger, professor

of homiletics at

Rochester

Colgate

Divinity

School, Bexley Hall, Crozier Theological Seminary, Rochester, NY, affirms the
proper exercise of transparency in
use

of self to

(301)

identify the deep

preaching:

"This is not

common core we

self-display, but the

share with other human

beings"

.

Preaching reveals the preacher's up-to-date knowledge and experience
of God. This matter is

The

preacher speaks

of Jesus the Christ,

near

to the heart of the

as one

one

who is

Sunday,

speaker and

investing her life

one sermon

(or

to the heart of God.

in the

veracity and reality

two if still

holding

service) at-a-time. The preacher's very lifeblood is invested
eternal

destiny of souls. Again,
The

preacher is

learners, but
and

we

evening

in the matter of the

hear from Knox,

expert in religion informing interested

not an

person who is sharing some of his most intimate
experience with other persons. Preaching is not

a

profound
speech about religion;
With great

an

it is

profundity, Stewart

a

religious

person

describes what is

Here is the ultimate secret of authoritative

speaking. (59)

really going

on

here:

preaching~a first-hand

inert and static, never dependent merely on
knowledge,
remembered episodes, shining and decisive God-encounters
never

long-ago, but always dynamic and developing, always with insight

Markle 48
added to

insight, and wonder piled on wonder, from the moment
when you first gird on your armour for the fray, until the last sermon
is preached and the long campaign is over and your work on earth
is done. (219)
An

up-to-the-minute walk with God is required for authentic

preaching. United Methodist pastor
ing,

wrote one of the few books on

church growth movement.

Harding

tional life of the pastor must be
sage is to flow"

(25)

.

and district

superintendent, Joe

preaching that
claims that

recognized

as

and

has

emerged

powerful

A. Hard

in the modern

"ultimately the prayer and devo

that center out of which the

mes

Harding continues:

preaching is the outward sharing of the inner visualization
experience of the Word of God in an atmosphere of prayerful,
expectant faith, guided by the Holy Spirit. Such preaching, when
received in openness and faith, enables the listener and preacher
to experience, as present reality, the action of God described in
the text. (27)
Biblical

and

Along with character and

a

personal authenticity that grows

based in prayer and the Word, faithfulness to God and to persons

years bestows

an

equation of how
Writing

authority all its

a

own.

That faithfulness is

pastor is heard when the pastor

as

a

out of a life
across

the

factor in the

preacher rises

to

speak.

in The Multiole Staff and the Laroer Church. Yokefellow Institute

consultant, Lyie E. Schaller, observes:

(T)here is very persuasive evidence that suggests it is rare to find
a growing congregation that has sustained its Growth over a long
period of time that has not had the benefits of both long pastorates
and an adequate program staff. (57)
In a 1992 interview, Frank

observed between

Harrington described the relationship he has

pastoral

tenure and effectiveness:
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I have

a theory that there are no strong churches in the urban
environment (and it may be true in any environment) where there
is not a history of long pastorates. This church is seventy-two
years old this year, and it's had five pastors. (Mohler 12-13)

Price believes that

our

experience together influences how

we

hear

one

another:

God has not chosen to build a great church without calling upon a
preacher to plant his life in it for a prolonged time as a means of
doing it. Longevity, not a common virtue, is an element in growth.

(486)
Charles Shumate, minister for renewal with the Board of Church Extension and
Home Missions, quotes David Grubbs in On the Grow,
studies of thirteen

growing Church

of God

a

work

containing

case

(Anderson) congregations:

I also believe that a

pastor must plan to give a church a significant
if
of
his
life
he
wants
it to grow. I don't believe in short-term
part
pastorates. If I couldn't invest ten years of my life in a church, I
wouldn't invest one. (147)
Christian character.
across

Spirit-led authenticity,

years of faithfulness

whose life would aid

comprise

a

winning

credibility. Ford reminds

and

a

trust

relationship built

combination for the

us

that

preacher

being is primary. Then he

adds.
What is

significant is not only, or perhaps not even primarily what
is said, but who the preacher is, and what he does. The priorities
in order are being, doing, speaking. (30)

Being, doing, speaking:
biblical

church.

we

must remember that order! Effectiveness in

preaching demands it. So does

our

effectiveness

as

leaders in God's

Becoming God's person, being called and gifted by God, preparing

Markle 50
oneself to

serve are

"thousand and one"
necessary few
the pastor
witness.

as

prerequisite

to

things to be done

by His Word,

entry into active ministry. There
in

ministry.

But God aids

our

focus

Doing those

acts- with and for

us to

people-that express His

speak. Willimon affirms that it all

comes

care

toral context"

(29)

.

for the

of God receive His

Writing
toral

preaching

Even the pastor who

caregivers and leaders

the

No

so

operates
that

as a

ours

in the

places. "Bold,
of

a

pas

"rancher" must

ultimately

the whole

people

care.

in The Sermon in
can

now

and

together

pointed, biblical preaching always springs from the singular authority

care

on

particular gift-mix, and the time-honored role of

our

We build the base for what is said there in many other

provide

are a

preacher, caregiver, community person, teacher, leader and

make the way for

pulpit.

all

Perspective. Massey describes

how

good pas

be:

succeeds like that preached for those with whom the
feels
himself in vital relation. The church that provides
preacher
a climate of respect, acceptance, and love, which frees the
sermon

preacher for work

the

highest level, is usually rewarded with
work done on that level. Preaching thus becomes an act of love
for the people as well as an act of worship to God. (94)
In sum, biblical

includes

a

Focused

preaching

on

preaching finds its foundation

prominent emphasis

on

Jesus Christ

which expresses

imparts God's message

to

a

in the Word of

living, dying

and

primary thought based

people today.

As in

preceding

God, which

living again.

in the Bible best

eras, effective

preach

ing requires consistency between the preacher's words and life and ministry.
With this foundation for biblical

preaching

in

place,

we now

turn our attention to

Markle 51

those aspects of
in the Church

preaching which

most often

to numerical

correspond

growth

today.
Biblical Preaching Is Relevant and Practical

Biblical
where

helpful

they

Harry
the

"Only

Biblical

are.

in the

preaching

must be

must

practical;

to

speak

who hear it. We contend that it is both.

Emerson Fosdick's classic and humorous line bears

to discover what

was a

professor

from 191 1 to 1946 and

people

that is, it must be deemed

preacher proceeds still upon the idea that folk

(1878-1969)

at her

relevant; that is, it

everyday lives of those

ately anxious

years.

must be

preaching

happened

at Union

come to

to the Jebusites"

(92)

Theological Seminary,

.

repeating:

church

desper

Fosdick

New York

City,

pastored Riverside Church for the final twenty of those

Massey delineates the

same

truth

as we

attempt

to

approach the hearer

"hearing level":
(W)ho, what, and where the listener is: his attitudes, beliefs, and
experiences; his interests, needs, and emotional make-up; his
ideas, hopes, environment, and personal hunger. The listener
hears in relation to the influence of all these factors upon his per

ception. (SiP17)
The Lord Jesus met
John 4 unfolds

a

classic

tan woman with a

water"

14)

.

(John

He then

4:

people

where

they

were

and then led them to God.

example of this skill where Jesus disarms the Samari

request for water, follows up with

10)

,

and then asserts that this water

penetrates

to the core of her

an

invitation to

"living

gives "eternal life" (John

being and behavior, pointing

He knows all about her and that He is indeed the

expected Messiah

4:

out that

Markle 52

(John

4: 17-18,

26)

.

As he builds his

case

in Inductive Preachino. Professor

Asbury Theological Seminary,
preaching

of Jesus to the

Ralph Lewis of

describes the attractiveness and offense of the

people

of His

day:

The fact is, the common people flocked to Jesus with their dis
eases, their doubts, and their distresses. Religious people
resisted him.
The common sinners crowded around him. Entire cities emptied
the populace streamed into the wilderness where he
preaching. The "good" people were offended. (72)

as

Two of the best-known

Hybels,

of Willow Creek

pastoral communicators of

Community Church

near

our

Chicago,

day

are

was

Bill

and Rick Warren,

founding pastor of Saddleback Valley Community Church (Southern Baptist),
Mission
as

Viejo, California. Warren finds biblical support for relevant preaching

he writes in

Paul

Leadership: "Jesus

adapted his ministry

Hybels applies

.

.

.

began where people

to the situation in which God

this truth to

placed him" (23)

reaching non-Christians: "You

biblical in every way, but to reach non-Christians, every
thev

are

and then

bring

them to

a

fuller Christian

Likewise

were.

can

be

.

utterly

topic has to

start where

understanding" (31)

.

Biblical Preaching Is
Relevant
In a 1989 book, How Does America Hear the
ness,

professor of theology of New College Berkeley

understand the historical and cultural
as we

Gospel?. William

reasons

in

A.

California, helps

that Americans hear the

do. He focuses upon "white American middle-class culture"

as

Dyrus

to

gospel

he seeks

Markle 53

to uncover how we are
more

consistent

hearing

"so that

disciples" (14, 19)

.

we

may be

He describes

sophically pragmatist, temperamentally optimistic,
ist"

(30)

(50) "in
,

He

.

a

uses our common

hurry" (52)

believed that God
land
our

on a

,

"use it

was on

mission. This

us:

and

expressions to depict

up" (53)

their side

hope

more

.

faithful witnesses and

"Americans

are

philo

psychologically human
our

living: "on the move"

Dyrness explains that the Puritans

against

the British and had come to this

in God has evolved into a basic

hopefulness

in

culture, quite apart from faith in God:

(V)aiues that had their origin in religious belief have now passed
into general currency among people who rarely think of God. The
final irony, however, is that this very hopefulness has now
become, for many people, an obstacle to genuine faith in Christ.
(76)
In a culture such as ours,

permeated with

an

inbred

optimism and hope

fulness, the temptation to eschew the Cross and avoid facing the pain and brokenness of this world is

suicides, and drug
for

magnified. Dyrness identifies disillusionment, cynicism,

use as

symptoms that

our

basic

hopefulness

is insufficient

facing the realities of life. He calls upon white, middle-class culture

our ears

and hearts to the

to open

experience, witness, and biblical interpretation of

other subcultures whose life has been much different.

This may be the most important question about contextualization
that American Christians can ask themselves. Here is a point at
which we might well listen to other voices, those who have paid a
heavy price for our cheerful optimism. (79)
Rick Warren identifies four cultural factors critical to relevant

ministry

in
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the USA of the 1990's in his article, "On
1

a

Niche Hunt":

We live in

a low-commitment culture. Responses: Show
benefits. Take gradual steps.
2. Offer multiple choices.
3. The primary place where people find identity and value has
moved from the family to the marketplace.
4. (M)usic is the single greatest positioning factor in a local
church, even more than preaching style. (24)
.

Relevant

preaching is aided by imagining that

tive cluster of real persons surrounds the desk
mon.

In

an

regularly with

lay leaders plan

by six others including
believer

diverse and representa

preacher writes the

interview with Michael Duduit, editor of Preachino. Bill

indicates that he meets
staff and six

the

as

a

(Duduit 10)

Jesus's

a

the

lawyer,

such

preaching
a

a

cluster of real

theologian,

a

Hybels

people. Hybels, the

His messages

menu.

ser

homemaker, and

are

evaluated

a non-

.

earthly ministry instructs

us as

Ralph Lewis indicates in Inductive

Preaching:
Jesus used two distinct

styles of communication, depending on the
situation and audience. He did sometimes use a didactic, deduc
tive approach-but only when speaking to his disciples and other
believers. When he spoke to the public, to the multitudes, his
approach was always indirect and inductive. (75)
If the church is to win outsiders to Christ

and

as

His

effectively

Spirit compels, then meaningful address

as

God's Word directs

must come from all areas of

the church's

ministry, including the pulpit. Both outsiders and insiders populate

the pews

the

on

typical Sunday morning. What's

advocates inductive method

as

he asserts:

a

preacher

to do? Lewis

Markle 55

Churches and church membership are changing today. The
forces of secularism are seen and felt in our pews. Church mem
bers in our day are more like non-church members than at any
time in the

history of our faith. And since most of us preach to
committed and noncommitted listeners simultaneously, we need
strategy that can speak equally well to both. (165)

Contemporary
inform

our

knowledge

communicators who aim at relevant, biblical
and

before

preaching

practice of preaching. Donald Oliver Soper

pleted 34 years of "open air" preaching

at

Hyde

writing The Advocacy of the Gospel

a

com

Park and Tower Hill in London

in 1961.

In it,

Soper explains

his

rationale:
No

preaching is of effect

exist, and proposes

the

speaks

for

to a situation which does not

disease from which the victim is
suffering. Until you can suggest that you

a cure

not conscious that he is

have an

if it

a

the hearer, you have
no attack whereby
can
home
the
claim
drive
that
seek
to
make and offer the
you
you
answer which you believe Christ has. (20-21)
no

Gaining

a

answer to

point of

hearing

in the

problem which

contact with the

vexes

hearer, you have

setting described includes: being patient, using

humor, having read the newspaper, not yelling, and employing
staccatto

a

discontinuous,

style.

Soper

tells of

a

Wednesday experience

one

Holy Week. For 90

minutes, Soper listened and interacted with the crowd about their issues before
he

began

to

speak of Good Friday:

(B)ecause I had endeavoured, as patiently as I could, to face these
questions with an innate sense of fairness, they felt it was
only right and proper that they should give me the chance at the
end of saying what I had to say. (82)
other

Listening

to our

people,

to our

culture, to ourselves, and certainly

not least to
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God,

our

"If

a

are

pre-requlsite

preacher is

to be

to

speaking

prepared he

with relevance.

must

not where he'd like his hearers to be"

begin where

(35)

Community

base lies beneath the

the weekend "seeker service" messages

"It's

(the preaching approach)

(Duduit 4)

.

In

this

(Wednesday

a

major

new

believers at

a

two

Sunday

"Christianity

topical messages. Hybels
are more

factor in

ser

101"

asserts that

difficult to prepare. He adds,

reaching unchurched people"

or

Thursday),

aims to

edify

believers and fea

expositional teaching from the Bible. The key question

in

preparation for

setting: "so what?".

Hybels observes

that in the mid-70s,

straight path from seeker service
The

Hybels and

preparing these messages, he consistently asks "why?". The

midweek service
tures

Bill

preaching.

(two Saturday services and

vices), the messages target seekers and

Scriptural

congregation is and

Church utilize two distinct preaching approaches.

In the weekend outreach services

level. A

his

.

With their commitment to relevant, biblical

Willow Creek

Soper concludes,

new

believers could

to believers' service to

baggage borne by people in the 90's requires

the form of

an

move on a

discipleship group.

additional intervention in

counseling that addresses such dysfunctionalities

as

addictions,

abuse, and healing of wounds from the past. He contends that the integration of
seeker service,

traditional
ness"

counseling, and discipleship group is ideal because "just

preaching

(Duduit 4)

.

is

probably

not

enough

to restore many

people

to whole
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Anthony B. Robinson reports
handed account in Christian

on a

visit to Willow Creek in

He

Century.

an even-

begins with the believers'

service:

(T)he main element of the program (in addition to music) was what
might be called a teaching sermon, one that dealt in some detail
with

a

biblical text. The seekers' service included

followed

a

dramatic skit,

by
"message," delivered by Hybels. The
sermon addressed a life issue with limited references to a Bible
passage. The theme was "compassion," and the main point was
that God loves us very much and wants us to love others. (69)
Robinson

sums

a sermon, or

up: "Willow Creek's

evangelical theology and doctrine but

presented" (69)
Among

to alter

radically the

format in which it is

.

our

declared that he

has been to maintain orthodox

approach

Sample

Q.

churches. Ken Wilson of Cottage Grove, OR,

typically prepares topical

and

application-oriented

sermons.

In his words:

(I) take the textual and make it topical. Make it relevant to where
people are today. It's very application-oriented. This is what it
says, but how do we take what it says and put it into practice
today? (7 Jul 94)
Robin Wood of Chandler, AZ, finds

an

intriguing parallel

between the

"god-

fearers" of the New Testament and modern Americans: "Most people in

community

are

to be Christian

god-fearing people. That's why Gallup Poll says 85-90%
...

intentional

people

caring,

claim

in the sense of 'I'm born in America. I believe in God.'"

Wood observes that relevance and effective outreach
"What has led

our

an

to Christ in my

neighborhood is

intentional outreach"

A number of caution

lights flash

occur on

an

(14 Jun 94)

purpose:

intentional witness,

.

in the eyes of the

preacher who would

an
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endeavor to achieve greater relevance in his
week, senior writer and, since 1964,

pulpit

work.

Writing in News

religion editor, Kenneth

L. Woodward

traces the decline of liberal Protestantism's seven sister denominations

(Episco

pal, Presbyterian (USA), United Methodist, American Baptist, United Church of
Christ, Christian Church/Disciples, Evangelical Lutheran Church in America)
internal and external factors. He then

of

that

today's growing

churches

by their lack of doctrinal conviction. He cites Martin Marty of the

attract converts

University

implies

to

Chicago:
To

give the whole

store away to match what this year's market
the
unchurched
want is to have the people who know least
says
about faith determine most about its expression, (qtd. on 48)

Dyrness

cautions

us

not to

ignore the reality that resurrection

comes

only

after death:
Americans are a people with an ethos of privilege, not an ethos of
need. We are imbued with the expectation of success, not an
of failure. This

only cannot deal well
with suffering and death, but that we dangerously misinterpret the
gospel. For in it the way to life must always be through death, and
without the realization of failure and inability we cannot have hope
for the future. Indeed, without these we cannot know God. (81)
awareness

He
road to

warns

against blindness

means we not

to the needs of those we travel with on the

finding ourselves:
Individualism in

modern sense of self-sufficiency seems more
closely related to the attempt of Adam and Eve to be their own
gods. The self-realizing, self-defining individual too often
becomes

a

our

barrier to

the voice of God.

hearing the
(103)

cries of his

neighbor

or

obeying
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Finding ourselves

in Christ also means

finding

our

place

in His

body, the

Church.
In

an

historical

missed the mark

exemplar, Dyrness charges that Walter Rauschenbusch

by subjugating Scripture

hear the hard words of the Bible and the
voices unlike his

own.

Such

to his cultural situation. He needed to

interpretation of the Word from other

listening beyond

ourselves is necessary in order to

protect ourselves from ourselves.
On the contemporary scene, he allows permission for Robert Schuller
to utilize the cultural context to

provide

namely, self-esteem. But he goes
our

communication of self-esteem

on

a term

to

warn

for

communicating the Gospel,

Schuller and the rest of

requires filling with biblical

us

that

content.

Self-esteem then may well be an essential instrument to open a
hearing for the gospel, but when a commitment is made, this con
cept must be subjected to severe biblical scrutiny. (130)
A final word from Kenneth Woodward caps off this series of cautions

regarding

relevant

preaching:

The mainline denominations may be dying because they lost
their theological integrity. The only thing worse, perhaps, would
be the rise of

because it
Biblical

preaching

enough. Beyond
must be an

a new

never

Protestant establishment that succeeds

had any.

(48)

must be biblical and relevant. One or the other is not

our own

equally strong

faithful commitment to exegeting the Word, there
commitment to exegete the culture in which

As with many other aspects of the Christian

experience,

Too much is at stake, both for ourselves and for

our

we

we

live.

dare not go it alone.

churches. In addition to

our
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own

reading of the sacred text,

small group who knows

us

behold face-to-face until
biblical

we

need to learn how others hear it, from the

best, to brothers and sisters whom

we

we

will not

reach heaven. That delicate balance is essential;

preaching is biblical and relevant and

must be

presented

as

such.

Biblical Preachino Is
Practical

Biblical

Preaching

preaching needs

must

speak

to

to

provide immediate help

people where they

are

and

to its hearers.

provide

a

beginning road

map toward the wholeness that God desires. Discussing "The Sermon As

.

.

.

Counsel" in The Sermon in Perspective. Massey cites Merrill R. Abbey:
Wherever a congregation assembles, whatever its size, the need
for counsel is present. The sermon is most true to its intended fun
ction when it renders real help in meeting specific, identifiable

needs,

(qtd.

on

55)

We assert here that the

preacher

and

congregation who

Christ's evangelistic mandate must seek for ways to make the

gospel evident
and

practical

to all. We write from the

to

everyday

church and utilize

practicality

of the

assumption that the Bible is relevant

life. However, the

preaching

want to fulfill

preacher who would grow the

to that end must discover the way to make this

apparent in pulpit proclamation.

George

Hunter

helps

us

understand how to

speak the Word

so

that

the world will listen:

The truth claims of classical Christianity are not effectively com
municated merely by parroting the tradition. The claims must be
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meaningfully interpreted to the culture and life situations of the
given secular population, and this often involves patient explana
tion in the language of ordinary human experience. (HtRSP 92)
This has

been the way of God's

ever

spokespersons. Ford describes the

preaching of the Old Testament prophets: "The prophets
word of Yahweh, but
Yahweh to

a

always the word of Yahweh, that is

particular person in

a

did not

announce a

to say, the word of

particular situation, calling for obedience"

(31).
Speaking
ing.

to the "felt needs" of

people guarantees the preacher

Hunter describes it in The Contagious Congregation. "(T)he

tact between

Engel,

of

con

people and the gospel is people's needs, hopes, yearnings, fears,

longings, and deepest
needs and

point

hear

a

motives"

(39)

.

Showing

problems of everyday living helps

director of the

Billy

Graham Graduate

our

how the

gospel applies

to the

hearers to grow. James F.

Program

in Communications at

Wheaton, and H. Wilbert Norton, dean of Wheaton Graduate School of

Theology, point

to this

reality

key to growth and fruitfulness
apply biblical teaching

to the

in What's Gone Wrong With the Harvest?:

in the life of the Christian

problems of everyday life

Hunter's "inductive model of witness" aids

practical

our

comes

.

.

."

in the

(54)

aspiration

"(T)he

struggle

to

.

to

preach in

a

manner:

The need for which the

gospel is relevant comes to light.
2. Witnesser shares the facet of the gospel relevant to the need.
3. Witnesser appeals for response to the facet shared.
1

.

4. Witnesser knows that God will be involved in the process.

(ICC 45)
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Hunter advises elsewhere that the
were

the whole

relevant and
Bill

reputation

as

though it
most

practical for that particular need.

Hybels and Willow Creek Community Church hold
for

speaking relevantly

to the needs of persons in

in

growth experienced

movement of Christians from one

our

a

our

time is "transfer

congregation

to

well-deserved
time. Whereas

growth,"

the

another, Hybels's church

by conversions from the world. More than 15,000 worship there each

weekend.

Harry"

facet should not be shared

gospel. But certainly it may be the portion of the gospel

much of the church

grows

one

Hybels reveals his heart

in this statement from

they have called "unchurched

for what

"Speaking

to the Secular Mind":

That appearance of sufficiency is a thin veneer, and underneath is
a boatload of need that we, as pastors and teachers, are equipped
and called to address in the power of the Holy Spirit. As we learn
the way non-Christians think and develop a genuine love for them,
speak the words of Christ in a way they'll hear. (30)

we can

Engel and
to an

Norton call the church to move from

'adaptive orientation." They

the felt needs of their

"(B)egin with

a

are

They

pro

study of the audience and the other
.

.

.

adapt

to the realities of the situation to be faced"

(29)

the

.

organizational

The Parable of the

Soils, Luke 8: 5-15, shows that Jesus focused where people
addresses to their needs

out of touch with

"effectiveness crisis."

an

elements of the environment to be faced and

strategy

"program orientation"

claim that churches who

people inevitably face

pose that churches should:

a

were

and that His

consistently hit the bullseye. Engel and Norton

emphasize that Jesus "adapted" the message without "changing" it.
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Jesus

keenly aware that change will not occur without the
of
felt need.
He adapted His message to the circumpresence
stances--to the needs and backgrounds of those He encountered.
was

...

(37)
As

seek to find the felt needs among

we

toward

an

inquiry that

focuses upon their

ness, attitudes toward the

values

(85)

our

people, Engel and

Norton

lifestyle and desires, spiritual

gospel, decision-making styles, and

norms

to consider

our

relationship

reaching

to ourselves, our

relationship

our

unchurched

(HtRSP 137)

.

relationship

and

guide

to

our

us

put

our

relationship

relational

to God.

significant others

people have implemented such
point of relationships

the observations which

Americans

to the

help

in our

Hunter concludes, "Most churches

to the world.

Felt need at the

through each of

as

effectively

together. One finds that Larson focuses upon

lives, and

aware

universally felt needs:

Bruce Larson writes and ministers
world

us

.

A number of careful obsen/ers of the church and the culture
us

point

we

a

relational focus"

runs

like

a

scarlet thread

provide here.

today struggle with personal relationships. Dyrness marshals

evidence such diverse elements

as

the

enduring

and

widespread ministry of

Campus Crusade's "Four

evangelist Billy Graham, tools for witness such

as

Spiritual Laws," and Robert Schuller's

with his focus upon self-esteem.

He

explains why

we

struggle

at this

success

point

in our communities:

development and achievement
community. In general, Americans
deeply
do not join groups for what they can contribute, but for what they
The value

we

place

influences

on

our

individual

view of
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time to
selves.

Disciples

out of them

get

can

major reason people volunteer their
else is personal: to feel good about them

...

help someone
(98-99)

the

of Christ consultant, Herb Miller, identifies five

stresses in our culture in Fishino

ing churches look

on

the

key

inner

Asphalt. He then analyzes how grow

at them:

The five greatest inner stresses from which Americans suffer are
loneliness, hopelessness, purposelessness, fear, and emptiness.
Growing churches do a better than average job of healing these
anguishes. They understand that worship ritual, interpersonal
sharing, reassurance, affirmation of identity, and participation in

meaningful activity

are

not

just

old customs

passed

across

the

threshold of generations. These are the purposeful medications
by which churches carry the healing ministry of Jesus to the

hurting
Whereas
that

(102)

masses.

people of the 1950's

people today

are

driven

and 60's

were

driven

by guilt. Miller contends

by the need for security and hope,

as we

struggle

to cope with the chaos of life.

Southern

Baptist Seminary professor of Christian preaching, Charles

Bugg, and Amy Mears, associate pastor

at Buechel Park

Louisville, (in Review and Expositor) looked
call for address in the
1

.

preaching

at the

Baptist Church,

plethora of issues that

will

of the next century and chose five:

The need for acceptance.

2. The need for

3. The need for

hope.
ecological

awareness.

4. The need for inclusion.

5. The need for distinctiveness.

(341-349)
Price cites

a

1991

Gallup

American outside the church:

Poll

concerning the

needs of the average
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The need for shelter and food.
2. The need to be led to believe that life is meaningful and has
purpose. 70 percent noted this need. Two-thirds said the
church is not meeting it.
1

.

3. The need for

help in establishing a sense of community and
relationships. One-third say they have been lonely for a long

time.
4. The need to be

that the closer

appreciated and respected. Gallup concluded
people feel to God, the better they feel about

themselves.
5. The need to be listened to and heard.
6. The need for
7. The need

growing faith.
for practical help in developing
a

a more

mature faith.

(491)
Churches that grow seek for ways to address the felt needs of people
with

practicality. Abiding felt needs that pervade Americans reside

tionships with God, ourselves and others. Preaching is

points

one

of the

in our rela

strategic

Preachers who would help people grow and

of address in the church.

lead churches that will grow must learn how to bring the Word in ways that

people. Both believers and non-believers

address the relational needs of their
feel the need for

practical help

in relational

As he lists the ways in which

healing

and

growing churches learn

the

worship hour and

for Christ, Miller focuses

clearly

"Growing churches have

worship and preaching that

community residents"
our

on

(FotA101-102)

.

Christ's

significant others. Meeting

compassion

constructs

a

to reach others

states as an axiom:

meet the spiritual needs of

Setting aright that key relationship with

Heavenly Father brings healing power

selves and

growth.

the

to bear on our

relationships

with

practical needs of persons with

credible climate for

sharing the gospel.

our
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Harvest will come! The need for Christ is the
beneath all the other needs that

"Worship

services

ideas, but they

us

the

(102)

only way each (church) delivered these better

look at how the church, and

People (1992),

specifically preachers, addresses

commitment in the
diakonia
occur

He calls

arenas

(service). He

in any order and

these commitments

(1979) and How

Hunter calls upon the church to make

to the seeker.

approach

Growing churches

.

these needs. In both The Contagious Conoreaation

Secular

concealed

easily feels. Miller concludes,

the main way. And that is still true.

were

understand that"
Now let

were not

one more

underlying need

us

to offer

of kervoma

a

to Reach

multifaceted

opportunities for involvement and

(proclamation), koinonia (fellowship),

and

asserts that said involvement and commitment may
a

over

fully-converted believer in Christ
time. He

will make each of

explains the benefit of this approach:

(T)he church that industriously involves its people and seekers in
all three of these resources is more likely to engage the whole per
son than is a church that inordinately relies on preaching or small
groups or lay ministhes. (HtRSP 142)
Having
text, let

us now

Professor of

Eugene

set our

L.

explore the way

preaching

us

in which

we

at St. Paul School of

address felt need in

Theology

in Kansas

con

preaching.
City, MO,

Lowry, advocates narrative preaching in his delightful volume. The

Homiletical Plot. He
tion

exploration of the role of preaching within this larger

guides

us

in how to

point between need and theme (19)

from what the text is

saying

get started: First, look for the intersec
.

Most often, the whv

toward homiletical form

(20)

.

question

moves

Now, need and
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gospel

meet:

(S)ermons are born when at least implicitly in the preacher's mind
the problematic itch intersects a solutional scratch-between the
particulars of the human predicament and particularity of the gos
pel. (20)
Rick Warren
to Hunter and

brings outsider and preacher together

quoted

in How to Reach Secular

in

a

statement made

People:

(W)hen a secular person suddenly shows up in church, she or he
may bring expectations similar to those for a hospital's emergency
the most effective
ward; they are looking for help now.
approach to preaching and teaching from the Scriptures is not
verse-by-verse exposition, but "topical exposition"-in which the
speaker addresses a theme like stress, loneliness, marriage rela
tionships, the search for meaning or purpose, or dealing with crisis
or things that are out of control. (71)
...

Robin Wood

planted Mountain

Park

Community Church

in the Phoenix

suburb of Chandler in 1987. It is

currently averaging nearly 800 in worship

attendance. Wood describes his

preaching style

Twice each year, he
are

placed

in the

February/March.
tion to five

preaches

In addition,

someone

felt need.

to enable the

for Christ."

preached

a

series

people

During
on

brochures

these

a

six-week

period

marriage. This series
and

Two-hundred

thirty

seven

ministry

area.

an

invita

to fulfill their congrega

thirty

during

Typically,

provide

direct-mail brochure that went to between

homes in the Church's
church

on a

professionally printed

"high days" each year

and March, 1994, Wood
a

message series

"topically expositional."

strategic "back-to-church" periods of September/October and

tional motto: "Touch

tured in

a

as

of

February

was

fea

forty thousand
people

came to

that series in response to the brochure. Wood contrasts that
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response with the 50-60

people who responded

to a brochure of like

featuring the various program ministries of the congregation. He

quality

comments:

I learned it from Rick Warren so I won't take credit for it. Rick said
if you don't put a message series in the brochure you've wasted

all your money in the end. Because everyone can look in a
newspaper and see that a church is advertising, but no one's out
looking for a church. People are out saying, "My life's falling apart.
Is anyone going to talk to my need?" That's why sermon titles
are so important. (14 Jun 94)
Wood finds

help in constructing felt need series from books

In fall 1994 he

ily Home

preached

on

a

query

harvesting. The Church

as

to

why
a

not do a continual

necessary

various activities

uses

persons into the

Body. Preaching during this period

including dessert

Philippians

was

in the effort to enfold

will focus

regarding life issues. The aim is health and wholeness
series based upon

cycle of felt needs

cycle of planting, cultivating,

fellowships, pastor's class, and ongoing fellowship groups

94)

topic.

parenting with the series entitled, "Bring Your Fam

series, Wood responded that there is

Jun

the chosen

to Mountain Park."

In response to

and

on

called "How to Get

on

Bible

insights

in Christ. A recent

Along With People" (14

.

Grubbs

preached

a

watershed series of messages at Belle Isle

Community Church, Oklahoma City,
advertise his

sermon

series, but he did

complete program. The

Program"

first

begun

in the fall of 1988. He does not

series

was a

in Alcoholics

on

usually

this occasion because it included

biblical

a

explanation of the "Twelve Step

Anonymous.

In addition to the sermons.
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he led

a new

Sunday school

class called "The

Door Class." For it,

Open

they

literally removed the door from its hinges. Efforts included mailing several
thousand brochures,

hanging

a

like amount of door

hood, and purchasing thirty-second radio spots

on

broadcast. One of the promos said, "We admitted

the Paul
we were

separation from God. Let's talk about it this Sunday
Church." In addition, the church established

hangers

neighbor

Harvey

noon

powerless

at Belle Isle

fund to

a

in the

over our

Community

provide counseling

for

those who needed it. The fund receives wide usage.
This
with the

emphasis

came at a

crucial time in Grubbs's life. He

pain of his parents' divorce. He

"David Grubbs' son."

He

preached

felt need series: Belle Isle became

"come

"measure up before you come" church.
more

visitor flow than

pain. Two results

as

you are"

one

(for) anything we've

not to

specific felt need. However,

came

ever

done"

even as

are

from this

fellowship instead

Secondly, Grubbs affirms, "We

One cautionary note; the gospel and God
any

dealing

becoming Marty Grubbs instead of

was

out of that

a

was

(14 Jun 94)

bigger than

he cautions,

of a

had

.

our

Dyrness

address of
warns us

ignore the practical.
The

history of Christianity in America, especially of the revivals,
has been marked by a hunger for a faith that works, and it would
be foolish to ignore this need for the practical. (54)
The

danger

rush to 'fix
we

in this

approach is that

things.' However,

fail to fix

something!

one

we

may

may miss
never

get

larger, final meanings in
to the

our

larger, final meanings

if
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Willimon warns

I think

us

not to minimize God in the process:

Americans are especially attracted to this kind of topical,
human-centered and -initiated preaching. We are a pragmatic,
we

religion that
works, that offers some active, immediate result and payoff in the
sermon. And so utilitarianism is the greatest homiletical danger
we face. (IP 19)

goal-oriented, problem-solving people. We

Biblical

preaching requires relevance and practicality.

our

messages

doctrinally

keeps

our

preaching

in step with hearers of

comes

from

A biblical base

sound. A desire for relevance and

keeps

position

want a

our

preaching scholars, Fant

practicality

day. Reinforcement for this

and Pinson, and torn church

growth advocates, Hunter and Wagner.
In the introduction of volume

written after

one

of

Twenty Centuries of Great Preaching.

they had completed their study, Fant and Pinson declare:
Great

preaching. That is not a presupposi
tion with which this work was begun, but a conclusion to which it
came. After studying the lives of hundreds of preachers and read
ing countless sermons, we have concluded that the preachers
who made the greatest impact upon the world were men who
spoke to the issues and needs of their day. (1: v)
In To

preaching

is relevant

Spread the Power. Hunter identifies six mega-strategies for growth

in the Church. The fourth is, "Churches grow as thev minister to the felt needs of

undiscipled people ..." (35)
growth

as

.

Wagner, speaks

to the role of

preaching

in

he writes in Leading Your Church to Growth:
The pastor must be

good preacher.
Many growth pastors are
not golden-mouthed orators, but they understand the function of
the pulpit in the broader context of worship, leadership, and group
dynamics. Try to make sure that the preacher is receptor-oriented,
gearing the ministry to the felt needs of the congregation. Don't
a

.

.

.
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confuse communication, which is highly important, with elo
quence, which is of minimal importance. (170-171)

Biblical Preachino Must Be Biblical and Relevant/Practical
In our

practice of preaching

we are

seeking

a

synthesis

that holds in

cre-

tive tension the need to be both biblical in rootage and relevant in address. The
words must be

guided by

human situation of

Dethmer

our

the Word and

hearers. In

a

speak with practical helpfulness

cassette on

developing practical

provides significant help toward this synthesis.

sermons,

His definition of

preaching is, "(T)he truth of God poured through the life of the preacher
needs of the

Has it been

people."

His definition leads to three

poured through my life? Does it

Dethmer holds the first and last

questions

meet the needs of the

He cites the New
relevant and

Age

to be

example

practical but nonetheless, entirely

"If it's not true it won't serve

people

in the

people?"

in tension with this statement:

practical and relevant, but

movement as an

to the

"Is it true?

guiding questions:

It is possible for something to be true, but impractical
But I'd like at this time to make the equally significant

possible

to the

of

untrue.

point, it is
(Fuller Cassette)

something which is very

untrue. Dethmer

concludes,

long run" (Fuller Cassette)

In Preaching for Today. Fant argues for

irrelevant.

or

.

cognizance of this position

in

preaching:
Preaching must recognize that it stands between the attraction of
powerful poles: to its right, "the faith once delivered," the his
torical given of the eternal Word; to its left, the present situation,
the existential given of our own contemporary culture. Christian
proclamation is intimately connected with both. (28)
two

Skillful

exegesis of Word and world

demands

thorough

and dedicated labor
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from the

preacher.

Fant

explains:

The preaching of the word of God is the
cal event to

interpretation of

a

histori

contemporary situation bv a man who must be inti
mately familiar with both. Any separation on the part of the
preacher from either of these situations results in irrelevant
a

preaching. (41)

Specifically,

the

preacher

must become

thoroughly immersed

in the

Word, the

culture, and the congregation.
Anderson calls it "the

uncompromising balance which

maintained, forfeiting neither relevance
John 1:14

keeps

as

an ear

the

revelation"

nor

must be

(DfC 119)

.

He cites

scriptural paradigm, and declares, "The Renewing Church

to God and an ear to the market"

Former pastor at First
Th. D. from Southwestern

(147)

.

Baptist Church, Greenville, SC, and holder of the

Baptist Theological Seminary, C. David Matthews,

caps off the introduction to this section:

only be relevant when it is genuinely faithful to the
eternal Word of God: and, conversely, faithfulness to that eternal
Word which becomes flesh and dwells among us, genuine faithful
ness to it, will always mean relevance. (16-17)

(P)reaching

Earlier sections

can

provided

a

review of

the other of this creative balance which
sources

which mention both ends but

other. We

begin

with those few which

we

sources

seek in

place

a

which looked at

preaching. We

greater emphasis

one

turn

end

now

on one or

or

to

the

emphasize the biblical side.

Biblical Preaching must be
Biblical and Relevant/Practical
David Buttrick,

professor

of homiletics at Vanderbilt

University, Nashville,
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TN, and
ness

son

of

A.

George

Buttrick, compares the weights of truth and helpful

in Homiletic:
If the

question of valid interpretation does not trouble us, it may be
because we have confused pragmatics with truth.
"Truth" and
are
two
In
different
kinds
of
"efficacy"
judgments.
speaking of God,
the question we must ask of interpretation is "Is it true?" and not
"Is it helpful?" (270)
.

Cox notes Alan Richardson
and remains the

appointed

Biblical Preaching

18)

we

means

an

sensitivity

to both sides of the tension

place him here because he begins with the Bible. In Dving for Change.

culture in which

they live. This

have done in the past may

than the current

one:

Anderson with

responsibility

to understand

on

today's people" (17)

the

His assessment of how

.

explain why the section which follows is longer

relevance

has done well

(the culture)" (17)

on

revela

.

Berkley, contributing editor of Leadership journal, credits

moving Wooddale Baptist Church off

he aims to minister to

a

name

a

plateau largely because

particular generation, the "baby-boomers" (born from

1946-1964). Anderson's
from the church

people and

that the Bible must be made relevant to

"Frankly, evangelical Christianity

(the Bible) but poorly
James D.

a

means

in order to benefit

today's culture

tion

saying, "The Bible is

him in

of God's conversation with men" (A Guide to

excellent

Anderson says, "The church has

we

.

.

Anderson shows
and

concurring with

.

acumen

is revealed in

and yet at the

same

Church aims to meet needs and offer

time

dropping the word "Baptist"

maintaining credibility. The

options. Anderson

offered three methods
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to stay true to the basics while

passing through change:

Scripture, examining

actions and

attached to the wider

church-through

tion of

Evangelicals,

holding

on

period, the church has

more

staying

the denomination, the National Associa

and local ministerial groups

the far northside of

commitment to

them open to others, and

G. David Cox has led The Church At the

Anderson)

a

(34)

.

Crossing (Church

Indianapolis, IN,

of

for two decades.

than doubled in size to

over

God,

During that

800 in average

morn

ing worship attendance, relocated from the Glendale neighborhood, and
passed through the
Cox
his
a

currently chairs

responsibilities

life issue in the

Biblical

trauma of

the General

as

from its name. Pastor

Assembly of the Church of God

in addition to

pastor. He speaks of his sermon-building practice: "I find

paragraph (Bible passage). Relate, illustrate, apply it

preaching is based

(19 Oct 93)

dropping "Church of God"

on

this

assumption: 'The Bible relates

to life.

to life'"

.

Among Sample

D

pastors, Grubbs speaks

to felt needs but

clearly begins

with the Bible:

My preaching style is just being myself. I'm very conversational in
nature. I want to be certain, though, that a sermon does not begin
with a felt need idea looking for a text. I don't fit it. I like to begin
with a text that I believe is addressing reality, which they all do. Be
certain that people come away knowing that this is God's inspired
Word and what it has to say about how I live. But at the same time,
truly dealing with the felt need that the person walked in with.

(14 Jun 94)
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Biblical Preaching must be
Biblical and Relevant/Practical
Under the

Mouw of Fuller

arresting title, "Preaching Christ

Packaging Jesus," Richard

or

Theological Seminary, Pasadena, CA, writes

in Christianity

Today:
Our

concern to communicate the gospel in culturally sensitive
ways must be guided by two commitments: the first is to communi
cative effectiveness, and the second is to biblical truth. (31)

Robinson develops six
the article, "What
focus

on

guidelines for gaining authority

in

preaching

in

Authority Do We Have Anymore?" Three of the guidelines

the relevance dimension:
1

.

Let people see that you understand their situation.
I try to speak for the people before I speak to them.

specific flesh-and-blood people around
you prepare. Keep them in mind as real as if they

2. Assemble six

or seven

your desk as
there.
3. Recognize the complexity of issues.
motive is a key factor. (24-27)
were

Purkiser insists that

preaching

(I)n God's economy,

must be relevant or it is not

truly biblical:

preaching about the Bible is confused with biblical
preaching. Preaching about the Bible may indeed be abstract,
technical, and without much spiritual value. But, as John Knox
insists, when preaching is authentic, it is relevant. If it lacks
relevance, it is not truly biblical. (15-16)
Sometimes

In an

L.

early volume

Chaney and

person in Bible

on

church

growth. Southern Baptist leaders Charles

Ron S. Lewis describe the

primary

interest of the unchurched

study:

What does this
Bible reveal to

us

for

in my

struggles today? What does the
through its teaching that can equip us for the

mean

me
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issues of vocational life,

family life, church life, and personal life?

(48)
Wallace Hostetter pastors Faith
in

congregation

Church,

an

Evangelical Presbyterian

Rochester, Ml. He describes those factors which guide him

he makes the transition from the

early traditional worship service

as

to the contem

porary service which follows:

Highlight the visual.
Be animated.
Be more sensitive to felt need.
Use personal illustrations.
Make

only

one

point.

Include emotional content.
Give people an opportunity to
message.

respond

to the

challenge of the

(22-23)

Rick Warren utilizes

sermon-making process.

a

series of

eight questions each time he is

in the

The first two address the content side of the issue.

Questions 3-8 deal with the delivery of the message. These questions
within the context of

questions is

viewing Jesus

as

are

set

the ultimate communicator. Each of the

dealt with below with comments added where

appropriate:

Question 1 : To whom will I be preaching? Both Jesus (Luke 11: 17) and
Paul

(I Cor. 9: 22-23) started with the audience. We do

their needs? What

Seminars

things that
move

47)
are

.

are

There

their hurts? What
are

three

are

things that get

they

are

by asking: What

are

their interests?" (Saddleback
our

unusual, and things that threaten

the hearers from where

so

attention:

us.

The

things

we

value,

goal of preaching is

to

to where God wants them to be (SS 48)

Question 2: What does the Bible say about their need? "Jesus always

.
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spoke

to

people's needs, hurts,

or

interests"

(48)

This assertion is

.

supported

Luke 4: 18-19 and II Tim. 3: 16. "We don't have to make the Bible

by

says Warren. "It is! But

today's needs" (48)

we

do have to show its relevance

relevant,"

by applying it

to

.

In weekend seeker services. Warren

preaches

in

a

topical exposition

style. The preaching in midweek believer's service is verse-by-verse exposi
tion. He observes, in
a

behavioral

referring

to the first

preaching message" (48)

style, "It takes twice

as

long

to prepare

.

Question 3: What is the most practical way to say it? Warren calls upon
John 10: 10, Jas. 1 : 22, and Luke 10: 37 to support the claim that
is

lifestyle."

is the

He says, "If the

goal

of

preaching

"Christianity

changed lives, then application

is

primary task of preaching!" (S S 49)
Warren suggests three steps in

aim for

a

making preaching

more

practical: always

specific action, tell them why they should make the change, and show

them how. "Sermons which teach
need less

'ought-to' preaching

people

and

more

to live will not lack an audience. We

'how-to'

f S S 49)

preaching!"

.

Question 4: What is the most positive way to say it? He asserts that

b|ifjc

message to the unchurched is Good News. How do

sin in

a

preach against

positive way? Promote the positive alternative. Preach

Point out the
our

we

positive benefits of repentance, the forgiveness

guilt, God who is greater

which God offers to

replace

than

our

our

self, heaven

emptiness (50)

.

more

our

for faithfulness.

which deals with

than hell, the fullness
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Question 5: What is the most encouraging way to say it? Prov. 12:25
and Rom.

15:4

are

illustrations of effective encouragement. The

encouraging personal change is: "Don't tell
We

move

toward what

we

focus on"

(51)

key

to

it like it is. Tell it like it could be.

.

Question 6: What is the simplest way to say it? Warren suggests these
four steps to
tence. Avoid

cations the

simplify

our

messages: Condense the message into

using religious

terms.

Keep

points in your outline; make it

single

sen

simple. Make your appli

your outline

a

a

doing point! (52)

.

Question 7: What is the most personal way to say it? "The most personal
way to say it is the most

powerful" (53)

.

Warren suggests how to

preach with

impact: Honestly share your struggles and weaknesses. Honestly share where
you

are

making progress. Share what you

are

currently learning (54)

.

Question 8: What is the most interesting way to say it? Keep it interesting

by: varying delivery, always including
interest stories,

using humor (55)

a

picture with

each

point, telling human

.

In sum. Warren asserts that the

key

to effective

preaching is simple: love

people.
Dethmer describes Jesus

hurts, fears, and

concerns.

as a

Keys

relevant

preacher. He spoke

to relevance in our

life-change,

that

to oneself. When the ultimate

preaching

must be relevant and

needs,

day include reading and

listening broadly and practically, utilizing focus groups
preaching, and listening

to

to

plan and evaluate

goal of preaching is

practical (Fuller Cassette)

.
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Cl

Sample
of his

pastor Chiles of Greensburg, PA, witnessed great expansion

ministry and the Church's through the distribution of tapes of his

to the wider

community. Chiles affirms, "We believe

When asked to define biblical
1

.

getting the word out."

preaching, he said:

by asking: What are the
they hurting?
Be a communicator. Try to relate. Be yourself. Find out who
you are and build on it. Be real. The best thing I hear about
our preaching and worship: "You're real." (15 Jun 94)

Speak to

the needs. Find them

needs? Where

2.

in

sermons

are

Chiles contrasts the preacher with the communicator: The former is textoriented and self-oriented while the latter is need-oriented and
He

prefers

to

emphasize

the benefits of obedience

quences of disobedience. When asked about
the

more

people-oriented.

than the

conse

preaching the negative side of

gospel, he replied: "Communicate the negative by preaching the positive

alternative"

(15 Jun 94)

A number of

biblical and

.

images which help

relevant/practical emerge

tune with the

times,

we must not

visualize

that is both

preaching

in the literature. Amidst

forget from whence

ter entitled, "How the Bible Becomes

1982), educator, clergyman,

us

we

have

our

effort to be in

come.

In a

chap

Contemporary," James D. Smart (1906-

and author of

more

than 30 books,

warns us:

(A) reinterpretation that is attempted without first finding the conti
nuity of our own community of faith with both Israel and the New
Testament church is in danger of producing a gospel that is only
too easily assimilable to the dominant ideology of the cultural con
text. (161)
Fant calls for

a

"closed circuit" to

keep

the Word and

today's

world

together:
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The determinative

question for Christian preaching is not how
much biblical reference is made, nor how much contemporary
reference, but whether the circuit is closed between the Word of
God and the situation of man. Preaching must commit itself to

both, realizing that when the living Word touches the living situa
tion, the preaching event occurs. Any approach to the sermon
which does not separate itself from one or the other permits the

possibility
The

images

of

of

preaching. (PfT 107)

listening

what is heard in the Word, the

preaching. Let

us

and then

in

speaking

an

informed

congregation, and the world

begin with listening.

must

manner

shape

from

our

In Between Two Worlds. Stott says of

Jesus:

He spoke in human language; he appeared in human flesh. Thus
the great doctrines of inspiration and incarnation have established
a divine precedent for communication. God condescended to our

humanity, though without surrendering his deity. Our bridges too
must be firmly anchored on both sides of the chasm, by refusing
either to compromise the divine content of the message or to
ignore the human context in which it has to be spoken. We have
to plunge fearlessly into both worlds, ancient and modern, biblical
and contemporary, and to listen attentively to both. (145)
Pastoral

according

preaching provides

the

integrating

center of such

listening

to Willimon:

This cannot be done without skillful exegetical listening to the
scriptural text, nor can it be done without skillful pastoral listening
to the congregational context. This is why not only the most rele

preaching but also the most biblical preaching must be
preaching, arising out of the intimate pastoral interaction
between pastor and people within the congregation. (18)

vant

ral

Earl Palmer, pastor of
exhorts
and to

us to

speak

University Presbyterian Church, Seattle, WA,

textual-fluency and people-fluency.
come

together

in their

hearing:

All of our efforts to listen

pasto
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People

to the text not as blank slates but as individuals in
Spirit is already working. Since the Scripture speaks to

corre

whom the

people's deepest needs, we can trust that it will get a hearing from
people. We can be confident people will discover how good it is
once they give it a try. (38)
George Barna,

founder and

president of the Barna Research Group,

Glendale, CA, and author of The Froa in the Kettle and Marketino the Church.

completed

report in 1990 entitled "Successful Churches: What They Have in

a

Common." The report resulted in the 1992 book. User Friendiv Churches.
Based upon
10%

a

or more

growth

study of

two dozen

per year, these

at the same time.

growing churches which grew

congregations experienced significant spiritual

Barna's sample covered the spectrum:

located in each of the four

geographic quadrants

matic and non-charismatic

at a pace of

they

are

of the country; include charis

congregations; evangelical, fundamentalist, and

mainline churches; denominational and non-denominational; vary in

style from contemporary rock-and-drama
250 to 8000

or more.

Barna defines

to

a user

high-church; and range
friendly church

in

brings together how they listen

to needs and

in size from

saying, "It

church that is in touch with the needs of those it wants to serve"

He

worship

(15)

is

a

.

speak the Word:

Each of these churches affirms the

gospel of Christ boldly and
without apology. But they are equally firm in their intent to listen to
the audiences they target and to meet contemporary felt needs as
the gospel directs. (16)
This approach to

blessing

ministry

and

to insiders as well:

preaching is

attractive to outsiders and

a

great
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Several of the pastors had learned from prior experience that
a felt-needs approach, creating spiritual growth in the
membership was often extremely slow, if not impossible.
Knowing what was on people's minds, and applying the truth of
Scripture, guaranteed they would have an attentive audience.

without

.

.

.

(107)

Discerning
and in the

the

prevalence of this ministry paradigm

apostolic ministry

fulness. Barna

of Peter and Paul

in the

ministry of

removes our

surprise

Lord

our

at its fruit

speaks of Jesus:

The

common

by focusing

was for Him to begin to build a relationship
the needs of the other person, addressing those

approach

on

needs with

tangible assistance, then sharing with them the larger,
enduring principles that would be of the greatest help in the
long run. (107)

more

Barna notes that
hear in these churches.

people frequently purchase
They

the road toward wholeness

are

(108)

a

tape of the

convinced the message will

move

them

along

.

Again, the preacher is that bridge which relates the Bible
today. Lloyd Perry, professor of preaching
School, Deerfield, IL,

they

sermons

at

to persons of

Trinity Evangelical Divinity

wrote in 1973:

The ideal

involves animated conversation with

audi
ence concerning some vital problem of life where the Word of God
sheds light. This type of biblical preaching demands a clear
sermon

an

apprehension of the original, historical meaning of the text or
It demands that the passage must
passage being expounded.
have its message communicated to men of the present day. The
biblical sermon goes beyond the bare historical meaning of the
text and interprets it in terms of the contemporary situation.
We as preachers should relate both to the Bible and to the
contemporary world. (16-17)
...

.

William O. Lew studied the effectiveness of

.

.

preaching and its impact
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upon the numerical

growth of First Chinese Baptist Church, Los Angeles, for

D. Min. dissertation at Talbot School of

Theology.

a

Lew concluded in 1993:

effective Biblical preaching must be true to the tone of the
biblical passage and appropriate to the particular congregation;
such preaching will be positively related to increasing numerical
growth in the church. The needs of contemporary American-born

(T)hat

Chinese boomers and busters dictate preaching that is biblical,
relevant, and practical. Storytelling is seen as a valuable
preaching methodology to communicate the biblical drama to the
video generation. (162)
A basic

plank

of biblical

interpretation is that what the

own

day is also what

ford

University, Birmingham, AL, quotes and provides

to Dean

Inge's

it

means

in

our

day. William E. Hull, provost

statement: "If you marry the

will be a widow in the next"

(572)

text meant in its

Spirit

an

of your

at Sam-

enlightening response

own

generation you

.

Two clarifications are in order. First, our homiletical task is not to
embrace the modern mood but to contend with it on behalf of the
claims of Christ. The urgent issue is not whether the church capit
ulates to contemporary culture but whether it confronts that culture
a proclamation that makes unmistakably clear the radical

with

demands of the

gospel upon the totality of concrete human
is correct that the
existence as it is lived today. Second, Inge.
spirit of our age will die, but he forgets that we will die with it. (572)
...

Hull identifies the central task of the

(T)he preacher

preacher:

must ever labor to translate what the

in its own world into what it must

accomplish

the

same

mean

divine purposes.

in

our

gospel

meant

world if it is to

(579)

Roger S. Greenway, executive director of Christian Reformed World
Ministries and

experienced missionary, church planter, and professor,

addresses the urban

preacher

in

Disciplino the Citv:
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1

Whole counsel of God must be

.

have breadth and
life.

insight

to

The message must
broad impact on urban

proclaimed.

support

a

2. Move intense education concerning discipleship outside the
walls.
3. The urban context itself must be taken with utmost seriousness.

Needs to be addressed include: poverty, loneliness, divorce
and single parenthood, fear, alcohol and drug addiction,
unemployment, racial tensions, prisoners and ex-convicts.
4.

Evangelism, teaching, and edification should not suffer rigid
separation.
5. Christ-centered evangelism lays the right foundation for Godcentered social ministries, and discipleship means building on
that foundation.
6. Grassroots evangelism with

an

eye

on

unreached

peoples.

(98-102)
D. A.

Hagner, professor of preaching

Pasadena, CA, insists upon the need

to

means.

text's meaning for

He then calls for

an

Theological Seminary,

exegete both the sacred text and the

current situation in order to preserve accurate

and what it

at Fuller

continuity between what it

meant

accurate and creative translation of the

today:

And whether

talking about fear, despair,

meaninglessthe hunger for
alienation; hedonism, materialism,
ness; anger
power; the fundamental need of self-love and self-acceptance or
the plague of self-centred egoism-regardless of what we choose
to exegete from our listeners, we must also exegete for them what
the gospel has to say to them in their plight. (141)
we are

or

The

or

or

emerging picture explodes the myth that the preacher committed

growth gives

a

nod and

a

to

wink to the biblical text, deals with felt need from the

plethora of contemporary "self-help" literature with cavalier disregard for God's
assessment of the

preaching.

On the contrary, it

seems

that the

mitted to grow the church is committed to go the extra mile in

preacher

preaching

com
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preparation

to make sure that the messages are both biblical and relevant/

practical.
This kind of

preaching requires

that the

work in two worlds. Robinson affirms this
achieves full

as

her home

preacher complete

precisely

the kind of

preaching that

authority:
Preaching with authority means you've done your homework. You
know your people's struggles and hurts. But you also know the
Bible and theology. You can explain the Bible clearly. Preachers
aren't being authoritarian when they point people to the Bible
We help our credibility when we practice biblical preaching. (28)
.

After all, the Bible is relevant. With great
1 946 describes this

eloquence, Stewart, writing

.

.

in

abiding aspect of the gospel:

Gospel is not for an age, but for all time: yet it is precisely the
particular age--this historic hour and none other--to which we are
commissioned by God to speak. It is against the background of
the contemporary situation that we have to reinterpret the Gospel

The

once

for all delivered to the saints; and it is within the framework of
hopes and fears that we have to show the commanding

current

relevance of Jesus.
He takes

pains

(11)

to say that this is not a call for

topical preaching. He continues.

The Church needs men who, knowing the world around them, and
knowing the Christ above them and within, will set the trumpet of
the Gospel to their lips, and proclaim His sovereignty and all-

sufficiency. (12-13)
Stuart A. Briscoe, longtime pastor of the Elmbrook Church, Waukesha,

Wl, writes in "What Makes Interesting Preaching?" that he passes all
He says of the Bible, "There's

material

through the "So what?"

with the

Scriptures. They're relevant" (74)

test.

.

He

speaks

to the

cle with this comment: "The way to do that, I've found, is to

sermon

no

subject

preach

problem

of his arti

to the

mind.
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the will, and the emotions"

(74)

Newton of LaPorte, IN,

preaching: "Being fair
us

a

day. For

and find

His formula for

preaching through

Sample

our

a

me,

way to

pastors, defines biblical

bringing

of God

apply

preaching includes his

book of the Bible and his

leadership of the Spirit

Q.

out what it says to

He strives for transparency and relevance in his

.

preaching: "I take the Scripture

struggles."

of

one

to the text in its

today" (15 Jun 94)

their

.

(15

Jun

94)

it to their
own

lifestyles

and

study of the Bible

or

knowledge of people and the

.

Our research supports the thesis that the preaching in growing churches
will be biblical and will express in

biblical truth for life

today.

church that would grow

practically helpful
our

In

helpful and practical

sermon

form, biblical preaching

numerically, relevant

position

with

a

import of that

must

be, in the

to the hearers addressed and

to them in the course of their

evidence for this

ways, the

everyday lives. We conclude

variety of witnesses,

some

from the world of

preaching, others from the world of church growth, and still others, active pas
tors who have

attempted

to formalize this

position

in the realm of research.

In The Stranae Silence of the Bible in the Church. Smart calls

us

to

immerse ourselves in two worlds:

The

interpreter of Scripture has

to live in two worlds.

He has to be

immersed in the world of the Scriptures with such intensity that at
the heart of his being his most intimate companions are prophets,
psalmists, apostles, and evangelists with Jesus Christ at their cen
ter. He lives with them

But he has also to be immersed in his
own world, a man of his own time, open and sensitive to situations
and dilemmas different from any that have ever existed before.

Living

...

in these two worlds at

one

and the

same

time, he becomes
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aware

that

they

are not two

worlds but

and the

one

same

world.

The two worlds

come together so that the Scriptures are like a
magic glass through which we look to see ourselves, our fellowmen, and our world as they really are. (163)

Elizabeth Achtemeier of Union
describes what

one

should look for in

Theological Seminary, Richmond, VA,
preaching

in So You're

for

Looking

a

New Preacher:
Does the

viewpoint of the Scripture lesson
that has been read? But-also important-does the preacher relate
the biblical point of view to your life and the life of the congregation
in a meaningful way? (48)
sermon

depend

on

the

Kennon L. Callahan, consultant to churches of many denominations,
delineates the content of
as

sermons

he writes in Twelve Kevs to

an

in the

worship life of effective congregations

Effective Church:

Preachers who share corporate, dynamic
things in common. First, their sermons are

sermons

have three

easily followed and
make
sense.
their
sermons
involve
the humor,
Second,
they
struggle, and drama of the biblical text and contemporary living.
Third, their

share something with the congregation that is
in the midst of the pain, suffering, and injustice

sermons

hopeful and helpful

present in the world. (29)
In The

Contagious Congregation. Hunter highlights three aspects of

evangelism: "(T)rue evangelism

involves faithful message

faithful and effective, the message should be

(3) Biblical" (66)
Peter

to be

and

(1) relevant, (2) clear,

.

Wagner provides his perspective

on

conclusion of Leadino Your Church to Growth.
but

sharing. And

true

keep them simple

preaching for growth

"Keep

your messages

if you want to meet human need"

(217-218)

.

near

the

biblical,

He lifts up
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the

centrality of addressing felt needs, "If you

mons

focused

on

growth" (218)

the real, felt needs of the

can serve a

diet of

positive

people you will be preaching for

.

Robert E.

Loma, CA, (and

Logan, founding pastor of Community Baptist Church, Alta
now

vice

president for

new

church

development with Church

Resource Ministries, Fullerton, CA, church consultants), advocates the
communication

dynamics

culture. He calls for

a

in order to match the

presentation of the gospel

in order to

to the

keep

the message fresh

(84-

.

Gordon MacDonald, senior pastor of

City

and former

tematic

Trinity Baptist Church

lasting church growth. One refers

pulpit ministry. "(B)iblical in base, applicable

in terms of

requiring

standards and

a

to

constant series of decisions about

relationships" (46-47)

Their

findings

out to find
were

.

under the title, "Is the

Pulpit

a

Growth?" in 1983. Their survey results showed that people
response to

an

invitation from

a

friend. What

Chapel's pulpit ministry. Comfort

to sys

personal living

Chapel, Lincoln

why their congregation had quadrupled in

published

ten

life, and confrontational

Pastor Earl V. Comfort and the leaders of Jacksonville

Park, NJ, set

in New York

president of InterVarsity Christian Fellowship, identifies

conditions whose presence result in

the

study of

style that is relaxed, relational, concise, and filled with

unexpected methods of communication
85)

ser

ten years.

Factor in Church
came

initially

in

kept them, far above all else,

refutes the

de-emphasis

on

was

pulpit ministry
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in

early church growth

rience. "To
a

sources

.

a

variety of citations and from his

Scriptures

and to the

Comfort suggests that these qualities

biblical, understandable,

warm,

churches that minister

sonal, and biblical
to

expe

effectively

are

present in effective

to

seems to

be

and

sermons:

exciting.

blessing contemporary

baby boomers with positive, practical, per

by causing great numerical growth" (56)

sermons

preaching

people in today's congregations"

positive, practical, exemplary,

William O. Lew found that "God

points

own

de-emphasize the effective proclamation of the Word of God is to do

grave disservice to the

(66)

with

that is both biblical and relevant

as

key

to

Lew

.

growth:

The evidence from Scripture, from various authors, from the style
and content of the preaching of Jesus, from the growth of certain
churches with effective biblical

preaching

demonstrates that God

blesses biblical and relevant preaching by attracting
bers of both Christians and the unchurched. (168)

large

num

Conclusion
In

an

interview

given

ing. Anderson calls for

ing that

to R. Albert

a new

is at the heart of the

Mohler, Jr., associate editor of Preach

synthesis of biblical and relevant/practical preach

growing

church and of this section of

our

research:

My hope is that we can create an amalgam which can unite the
strength of both those approaches. Non-Christians should come
to church to find out what the Bible has to say about their deepest
problems the same way they go to a physician to determine their
medical problem. We should offer no apologies for communica
ting biblical truth-but we must do so in a way which is truly
relevant, and that is what I am struggling toward. We need a new
synthesis. (11)
Amen and amen!
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Biblical Preaching is Central to Church Growth

The modern church growth movement
as

bringing unbelievers

into personal

commonly defines church growth

relationship with Jesus Christ and

responsible membership in God's church. Seminal church growth author and

Disciples

of Christ

in Church Growth

missionary

Donald A. McGavran,

Strategies That

The goal that

along with Hunter, writing

Work, flesh out that definition:

place steadily before us is to train men and
women, boys and girls to evangelize so that people do believe on
Jesus Christ, are baptized, do become responsible members of
his church, do go out to win others to Christ, and do multipiv cells
of the redeemed units of peace and righteousness. (75)
A

we

must

key word in McGavran's conception of church growth is "faithfulness."

In the latest revision of Understanding Church Growth, edited

by Wagner,

we

read, "Anyone who would comprehend the growth of Christian churches must
see

it

primarily

the church is

as

faithfulness to God. God desires it"

(6)

expressive of much greater stakes than just

.

a

The desire to grow

"numbers

game" that

strokes the ego of the fruitful church leader. McGavran contends,

(M)en and
Christ

are

make for

women

without a personal relationship with Jesus
a Christless eternity. The decisions they

doomed to

against Jesus Christ

in this life will make the differ
faithfulness
to
God
Therefore,
implies doing our part,
empowered by the Holy Spirit, to persuade all men and women to
become disciples of Jesus Christ and responsible members of
his church. (UCG9)
or

ence.

Biblical Preachino

as a

Key

Factor in Growing Churches

The

preaching

literature

speaks with

one

voice in

connecting preaching
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with the

growth and health of the church. George E. Sweazey, former professor

of homiletics at

Princeton,

representative example

serves as a

at this

juncture:

All

experience indicates that everything else will become obsolete
preaching does. And when a dying church comes back to
life, that usually starts, not with new programs or activities, but with
new life in preaching. (4)

before

Sweazey

adds that

in

one.

a

dying

church

is the first

preaching

The

same

perspective

growth literature, however,

thing

on

as we

preaching plays

a

will

Schaller.

Though

see

he does not

church and the last to go

in

a

not hold in the

following section. For

contemporary

crucial role in the

Prominent among them is

a new

preaching does

now, let us hear the voices of those on the

vinced that

in

growth of

scene

who

are con

the church.

widely-respected church consultant, LyIe E.
himself with the modern church

identify

growth

movement, Schaller does espouse parallel positions where the evidence

support of the role of preaching in growth, Schaller has main

rants it.

In his

tained

consistent

a

Characteristics of

position

across a

generation.

Growing Churches,"

Schaller indicated that

congregation.

war

Number

seven

was

elements

one on

the list

published

were

was

In 1975, his article, "Seven
in Church Administration.

present in nearly every growing

"Bible

preaching."

His

description:

highly visible, and the most important of these
a strong emphasis on biblical preaching.
People today are hungry for biblical preaching. While the bottom
has fallen out of the market for ordinary quality topical preaching,
the market demand for excellent biblical preaching has never
been stronger than it is today in the second half of the 70's. (34)
The first, the most

seven

Number

seven

characteristics is

bears direct

weight

on

the person of the

preacher:
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"A minister who likes
needs and is

happy

Writing

people, is

in his work as a

Growing

Schaller's list.

published

Churches."

Greenway

To the

in

responsive

pastor" (35)

in 1987 in The Pastor-Evanoelist.

similar list that Schaller

marks of

concerned and

to their

spiritual

.

Greenway

comments upon

a

May, 1981, under the title, "Seven Ear

Biblical

preaching

remains at the top of

states:

of many church members, says Schaller, more
the outside are looking for good biblical preaching than

surprise

people
we generally assume. They will come to a church where the
preacher delivers an authentic word from the Lord and applies
Scripture to the real needs of today. (191)
on

"A pastor who likes
In

people"

remains number

March, 1989, Schaller drew up

ing the Baby Boomers." The first
local church and the final four
leaders. Good

a

seven.

list of

"Twenty-One Steps

seventeen items refer to characteristics of the

are

largely

of interest to

preaching again tops the list. Schaller

of several thousand

new

to Reach

members

as to

regional and judicatory
sums

up the responses

why they chose their

new

Younger adults usually begin
by praising the
preaching, the meaningful content of the sermons,
munication skills of the preacher. (5)

churches:

...

This

praise

was

especially pronounced among those

denomination and were born after 1955. Schaller

and the

com

who left their childhood

sums

up:

It is difficult to overstate the power of good preaching today, and it
usually is the number-one factor in determining where the baby
boomers go to church.

Number two

on

the 1989 list

was

(5)

"vital

worship."
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Wagner, heir apparent
ment

to McGavran as the chief church

thinker, historically pointed to the pastor

growing churches (LYCtG 35-36)
role of

preaching

in

.

as

He admits

a

a

later section of this

focuses upon the role of prayer in the

Leading Your Church

to Growth.

which indicated that unchurched
factor in their choice of

program, doctrine,
Dethmer

ning of "How

to

or

a

longstanding interest

in the

hypothesis

on

subject will

the

he

primarily

growth of the church (10 Mar 94)

Wagner

people

does refer to

saw

in

not moved it to the "front

manuscript. At this writing,

survey in

a

the pastor

as

.

In

Georgia

the most

important

church, above the denomination, facilities, friendliness,

having friends there (49-50)

formerly lived and pastored

.

in the Baltimore area. At the

begin

Develop Practical Sermons for Today's Audience," he describes

the energy of "Preakness Week" in the

ning of the

move

key "catalytic factor"

growth, but indicates that God has

burner" of his research priorities. His particular
be discussed in

the

growth

race to

the role of

preaching

region. Then

he likens the actual

run

in the church:

Without the two-minute horse race, there is
ness Week. It lacks its potency, its punch

no reason

for Preak

and without the
the
church
loses
something tremendously
twenty-minute sermon,
important. It lacks its potency and punch as well. (Fuller Cassette)
.

Dethmer then describes

a

conversation with Marshall

ship journal. Dethmer's question, "What
the Church

as we

are

the

.

.

Shelley, editor

really big

issues

of Leader

confronting

head into the decade of the nineties?"

He didn't even hesitate. He said, "Jim, you know it's amazing.
With all the technology of ministry that we've developed and all of
the sophistication, one of the critical needs confronting the church
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in the nineties is the

fact that, when it's all said and done,
person has to stand up in front of his or her people and
communicate. It still is going to come down to preaching." This is
what motivates some to say that preaching is, without a doubt, the

simple

one

key
Dethmer goes
and

places

a

ultimate tool for church

or

add that his

on to

high value

on

own

growth. (Fuller Cassette)

position places prayer ahead of preaching

small groups

as

well, but that preaching ranks

near

the top of his list.
Joe A.

Harding

experience of serving

wrote a 1982
as

the district

Church in the Seattle, WA,

area

Church, Richlands, WA, for

and

more

book, Have I Told You Lately

.

.

.

?. from the

superintendent of the United Methodist
as

than

pastor of Central United Protestant

a

decade. He said:

I observed that churches where pastors placed high priority on
preaching tended to be growing churches. Where the message
was

dull, lifeless, poorly organized, and ineffectively delivered,

there seemed to be an atmosphere of defeat and despair, followed
closely by decline in attendance and membership. (15)

Harding recalls conversations

in cabinet

meetings with the bishop and other

superintendents:
There

ing,

no

was

unanimous agreement that without effective preach
promising the situation or church location,

matter how

renewal just wouldn't "happen." With effective preaching, renewal
could "happen" in what appeared to be hopeless situations. (15)

By "happen," Harding

means

the emergence of

new

life and

growth. He

concludes, "I have concluded that effective, enthusiastic Biblical preaching is

certainly

one

of the

churches" (16)

.

long underestimated ingredients in growing, healthy
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Bill Bartlett pastors Lutheran Church of the

identified and surveyed the
America congregations for

Cross, Laguna Hills, CA. He

fifty fastest growing Evangelical

a

particular year. These 50 grew by 9,700 members

in the same year in which the entire denomination

declined
were

by

than 19,000 members.

more

length of pastoral stay

the

gospel) worship

each of these
in

common

was

repeatedly listed

baptized members,

10.2 years. He received responses

from twenty-two of the 50 congregations. Three
the returned surveys. The first pertained to

forty-three percent

than 1000

more

was

(1 1 ,000 congregations)

the 50,

Among

located in Minnesota, 71 percent had

and the average

Lutheran Church in

themes

recurring

were

found in

worship: "Faithful, quality (worthy of
of the top three components of

as one

fast-growing congregations" (188)

.

What,

if

anything,

was

found

regarding worship?
The

only commonality regarding worship in the returned surveys
centrality of worship and descriptions of it including such
phrases as Christ-centered, excellent music, and faithful preach
ing. (188)
the

was

The second theme concerned
third theme

was

spiritually" (189)

"programmed, weekly

"the stated intent and desire to

.

None of the usual solutions

Bible

study" (188)

.

The

grow-numerically and
popular

in ELCA circles were

supported. Bartlett posits:
Instead, the

themes which fueled the burgeoning growth of
the apostolic church were once again identified as the foundation
of the growing churches of our day: worship, Bible study, and a
same

desire to share Jesus Christ with others.

(189)
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Biblical Preaching

Minor

as a

Factor in Growing Churches:
An

Early Perspective
A basic and

cal

inarguable principle

growth always reflects multiple

proportion

of church

causes

growth thought is that numeri

and the mix of

from situation to situation. McGavran's magnum opus. Understand

ing Church Growth

(1980), finds

growth in the

cooking (116).

art of

a

parallel
In

to the mix that

Chapter 3

teaching people

Priority

one

is

to read in a list of

"making disciples of

produces

of that work, entitled

Task, Opportunity, and Imperative," preaching good
with

sermons

"good things that need

all nations"

(32)

application

of church

growth principles

Pastor's Church Growth Handbook
addresses "How to Find
the sermon,

(12)

.

by itself, is

Arn goes on to

pastor who spends

a

relatively

point

pastor he

a

(1983) focuses

principles present

Growth, pioneered

on

minor factor in the

growth

In The

preaching

as

are

he

that

of the church"

bring higher yields: "(T)he

high proportion of time visiting prospects and training laity

for outreach tends to have
Miller

Arn comments

to that which would

along

to be done."

Pastor Who Fits Your Church": "Indications

a

a

is listed

to the church in America.

(1979),

"Today's

.

Win Am, director of the Institute for American Church

the

may vary in

causes

in their

church with
on

the

significant growth" (12)

Disciples

of Christ

as

fastest-growing congregations.

.

he identifies nineteen
In

a

chapter

on

asserts: "Studies in various denominations have noted that the

the

style
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of

pulpit work

seems

little related to church

quality of oratory significant. Most
mons"

(30)

are

growth" (30)

described

as

.

Nor is the

"good, average quality

.

McGavran and Arn teamed together in 1977 to write Ten

Church Growth.
Jim Stevens

Preaching

joined forces

goes without mention. In 1981

to

and Stevens, pastor of Church of the Savior in

growth is the balanced increase
a

local church"

Church

(10)

.

in

for

Ron Jenson and

in Arrowhead

then

Springs, CA,

Wayne, PA, stated, "Church

quantity, quality and organizational complex-

They list fifteen cross-cultural principles that the

requires for growth. Though "worship" and its description, "experience

meaningful corporate celebration"
the words "present the

by

,

Steps

publish Dynamics of Church Growth. Jenson,

president of the International School of Theology

itv of

ser

is mentioned as #2 and

gospel effectively" is listed

They claim "(A)ll the principles

its absence.

church is to grow

(1 1-17; 17)

Even

.

an

acrostic

#15, preaching is notable

as

must
on

"P-R-E-S-E-N-C-E" omits mention of preaching (38)

"evangelism" with

operate in every

case

worship which spells
.

if

a

out

Ezra Earl Jones of the

United Methodist Church Board of Global Ministries and Robert L. Wilson of
Duke

University

focuses

on

the

wrote What's Ahead for Old First Church? in 1974. The book

plight of

old "First" churches located in the central business

districts of American cities. In

73) "Good preacher"
,

Preaching

was

a

list of

qualities

of the "Downtown Pastor"

(68-

is listed seventh.

ignored

and its

impact devalued by the writers of early
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church

growth

movement resources. Contrast

tors involved in the
scene are

restoring

today's situation: Leading pas

practical application of growth principles
the

on

the American

prominent place of preaching in the mix of factors

responsible for numerical growth. Most of these proponents, baby boomers
themselves, reflect that which is critical in reaching their
here to Dethmer,
role of

for

in most cases, prayer and small groups as

experience of applying church growth insights

nearly

a

generation. I refer

Hybels, and Warren, among others. These proponents of the

preaching (and

from the

own

well), speak

to the American scene

generation.

Sources Linking Biblical Preach

ing and Church Growth
Ronald J. Allen,
nary,

professor of preaching

Indianapolis, IN, has

at Christian

Theological Semi

written a short volume entitled, Preachino for

Growth. In it, he identifies twenty characteristics of preaching that contribute to
wholistic

growth

in the church. At the very outset he writes:

Studies of

growing congregations consistently point to a strong,
positive relationship between church growth and preaching. In
growing churches, people find the preaching (and the service of
worship) to be interesting, meaningful, alive, and even life-giving.
Week after week, the members of the congregation leave the
sanctuary feeling that the service of worship has made a positive
difference in their lives. Nourished in the gospel, they are
strengthened for life and witness. (6)
Allen

professes great faith

preacher's
such

a

in the truth of the

business is to tell the truth. It

character that its

telling

will

so

gospel

as

he claims, "The

happens that Christian

ultimately

cause

the church to

truth is of

grow" (7)

.
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Chi Young
mont concerns

the

1977: "The

growth of the Church

single

tant church in

most

in

at Clare-

Korea, Kay cites Chang-Shik Lee from

powerful and dynamic force in the growth of the Protes

Korea, however, is the preaching of the Word of God" (1)

John Carlton Hobbs, Jr., pastors Cold
tion

Theology

contemporary Protestant preaching in Korea. As he investigates

of the

causes

Ph. D. dissertation at the School of

Kay's

Movement), Lancaster,

TX. Hobbs

in average

49 to 108, and in

Bible

causative factors in this

to the church in

came

July, 1989, the church had grown

Sunday morning

Springs Church

of Christ

(Restora

July, 1982. By

morning worship attendance from

study

from 39 to 82. Hobbs

sought

growth by surveying members, non-members who

attended and visitors. Members ranked "friendliness" just ahead of

preaching." However,

.

when responses from members and visitors

"pulpit
were com

bined, pulpit preaching emerged with slightly greater strength than friendliness.
Hobbs observes, "It is

ingly pointed

significant that both members and visitors overwhelm

to friendliness and

Springs to grow" (128)

.

pulpit preaching

Hobbs describes his

as

own

the

major 'assets' for Cold

view of

preaching:

arriving at Cold Springs, this author has given biblical
preaching high priority. He has tried to preach the Bible effect
ively and extensively. The positive responses from the question
naires reveal the success of this factor in the strategy to promote
growth at Cold Springs. (133)
Ever since

a

In fairness to McGavran, his

pre-requisite
that revival

to revival: prayer and

comes

writing consistently pointed

feeding

on

to two factors

God's Word. He

acknowledged

only by God's sovereignty: "Revival is God's gift. Human
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beings

can

neither command it

nor

revival when and where he wills"

make God grant it. God

(UCG 135)

role of the Bible in revival may be taken to

unless it is there, revival in the classic

(135-136)

.

Replace "knowledge

"revival" with "church

position

growth"

of the writer of this

His statement

.

imply

edge of the Bible is also necessary. It does
sense

not

a

role for

concerning

to

revival; but

usually occur"

of the Bible" with "biblical
a

the

preaching: "Knowl

invariably lead

does not

and you will have

Sovereignly gives

preaching"

and

good representation of the

manuscript.

Shumate described the commitment to the Bible which he found in the
thirteen

growing churches he studied in 1984:
Within these churches, the Bible stands paramount. From the
pastor's sermons, through Sunday school, to small Bible study
groups, emphasis on the Word is strong. New converts are
encouraged in every possible way to anchor their faith through

study of the Bible. (226)
Pastor Isaac Lim of

Wesley Methodist Church, Singapore, utilized Wes

preaching and small groups

ley's emphasis

on

when he

in 1982 to 3,200 at this

"anointed

came

preaching" (509)

.

He

writing

to grow the church from

1,500

in 1989. Lim contends for

speaks of his conviction about the Bible:

we as Methodists have lost is the conviction that what is
stated in Scripture actually works in the life of the Christian. The
Bible is God's imperfect, perfect word; imperfect to the human eye
but perfect in drawing persons unto Himself. (512)

What

Price

growth:

sees

good preaching

as

necessary to both numerical and

spiritual
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preaching is essential to both aspects of church growth.
be good preaching without growth but there cannot be
growth without good preaching. It is conceivable that there could
be numerical growth without good preaching but spiritual growth
without good preaching cannot be envisioned. With preaching the
church rises or falls, because it is the proclamation of the good
news. When it is presented as good news it attracts and growth is
spontaneous. (484)
There

can

God has used

Harry

L.

Presbyterian churches during

Reeder, III,
his

to

bring revitalization

to three

and

ministry: Chattanooga, TN; Miami, FL;

Charlotte, NC. He identifies the strategic place in the battle for revitalization:
It is the pulpit ministry of the pastor-teacher. Where a man of God,
called and gifted to explain the Word of God, protects his life and
schedule in order to prepare faithful biblical expositions that issue
forth with loving application so that sin is exposed and Christ is

exalted, God blesses that ministry with
Reeder noticed two
tinctive in

common

factors

as

newness

of life.

(1 77)

he visited successful churches:

a

dis

ministry that grew from the giftedness and convictions of the leaders

and, "every growing church without exception has

ministry" (177)

.

Strong

biblical

preaching is

a

a

better-than-average pulpit

necessity

to revitalize the

Church and to continue that fresh life:

People won't come miles or even blocks every Sunday unless
they can be sure they will hear something good. Fancy bulletins
and innovative worship services cannot sustain life and growth.
Only the Word of God preached in the "demonstration and power
of the Holy Spirit," proclaiming "Christ and him crucified," can keep
life in the church. The towns and cities of America

are

littered with

churches that forgot this, and that is why so many need
revitalization. A strong biblical pulpit must be restored and
maintained if life, once restored, is to continue. (177-178)
F. J.

May, Church of God (Cleveland, TN) evangelist, pastor, and church

planter, writes

on

"Supernatural Anointing

and Church Growth" in

Wagner's

Markle 102

Church Growth State of the Art: "Anointed
confirmed

preaching of the Word of God,

by signs, wonders and miracles, is absolutely necessary

have church growth. New Testament

style" (21)

in order to

.

Gerald J. Marvel has pastored First Church of God, Vancouver, WA, for
than twenty years. Marvel has led the Church to

more

attendance of
in

our

an

average

worship

nearly 1200. He commented, "Biblical preaching is the key factor

church's

growth" (10 Nov 93)

Sample

Q. pastor Bates of New

tions about the
1

.

Bethlehem, PA, shared his basic convic

growth of the Church:
.

Strong preaching (prophetic)

2. Clear vision from God.

3.

Lively worship with a strong prayer emphasis.
friendly church.
5. Openness to the Spirit that leads to healings and
of God's presence. (14 Jun 94)

4. A

Bates delineates what

"strong preaching"

means

the

necessarily that applies everywhere, but there has

pulpit

.

.

." His

preaching

backgrounds, baby boomers,

reaches persons from
and young

real

sense

in his situation: "For this

and this pastor-strong, biblical. Church of God Reformation

think

a

a

preaching.

to be a

strong

area

I don't
man

in

variety of denominational

couples.

They wouldn't have come, they wouldn't be there if I was a little bit
or wishy-washy in preaching. They were tired of all of
that and they wanted real strong pulpiteering. That's what I mean
by strong preaching. (14Jun 94)
lukewarm

Bates described what he meant
then

speaks

to the

people

by "prophetic":

in relevant and

one

who hears from God and

applicable ways. His preaching

is

Markle 1 03

the "Old Testament
either

a

New Testament translated for

or

He

today."

text or a need.

Certainly
described his

more

style

as

than any other

Sample

O

"flamboyant, charismatic,

pastor interviewed, Bates
dramatic and

"moves a lot and is very demonstrative." He contends that a
an

absolute

once

Jun

they

94)

necessity. "My style of preaching

are

there, there

other

things that keep

friendly church is

people

to the

church;

them in the church"

(14

by Stott summarizes

our

position that biblical preaching and

growth belong together. He is thinking of the mainline malaise in the

United States
need than

Biblical

are

attracts

evangelistic." He

.

A statement

church

begins with

a

as

he says,

"(l)f the Church is

recovery of faithful,

Preaching

to flourish

again, there is

no

greater

at Acadia

Divinity

powerful, biblical preaching" (116)

.

is Central

in Reaching the Unchurched

Allison A. Trites is

College, Wolfville,

professor of New Testament studies

Nova Scotia, Canada. In "Church Growth in the Book of

Acts," she discusses the fact, kinds, and characteristics of church growth. Of

particular interest is the section
by biological

or

rely

kinds of

growth. Most churches today grow

transfer means, "In Acts, however, the growth

growth, for the church
could not

on

on

was

just beginning

the other forms of

geographic expansion

was

conversion

its work in the world and therefore

growth

at all"

(164-165)

of the Church, Trites describes the

.

In addition to the

spiritual growth

of the

Markle 104

Church In its qualitative and quantitative aspects. The

teaching with

a

view toward

apostles

gave

the Jerusalem church to

seven

administrative and welfare
apostles could devote themselves

to

just

over a

leaders in

assume

that the

responsibilities
"prayer and to the ministry of the Word" (Acts 6: 4)
so

become the

to

discipleship:

This priority is evident in the decision to appoint

Callahan reported

priority

decade ago that the

worship

.

(1 66)

service had

key entry-point into the life of the congregation:
In the 1950's and

early 1960's, it

was

frequently

the

case

that

unchurched persons found their way into the life and mission of
now more often
the local congregation through a small group
unchurched persons find their way first to the service of worship.
Thus, corporate, dynamic worship becomes an increasingly
important avenue through which people are reached on behalf
of Christ. (24)
.

Dethmer takes up the

priority of preaching

in

.

reaching

.

a

specific

clientele:

(the priority of preaching) to be even more true in
churches that have targeted as their primary market non-churched,
When non-churched people are asked
non-Christian people.
their
number
one
for
complaint about churches, often towards the
top of the list, they say that sermons are boring and irrelevant.
(Fuller Cassette)
I find this

.

.

.

As he thinks of the seeker-driven sen/ice at Grace

ments, "We
churched

sette)

.

are

Fellowship, Dethmer

com

discovering that church growth that is driven by reaching

people

has to have

Other factors

are

quality

communication

as a

non-

centerpiece" (Cas

important, too, but preaching remains

at the heart:

stand up and communicate the truth
of God to the heart of the seeker. And so this whole subject of
communication is central to church growth and especially central

(U)ltimately somebody's gotta

Markle 1 05
to churches that want to grow by reaching non-churched people,
but if your church desires to edify the saints, to build up believers,

church growth in that

the power of
In a

presented
the church

symposium
a

paper

on

on

regard-is in a very large way determined by
preaching. (Cassette)

preaching among Southern Baptists, Calvin Miller

"Preaching

and Church Growth." As he

in Acts, Miller identified the crucial role of

began

thought of how

preaching:

Congregations sprang up in celebration of the sermons that
called them into being. Without institutional structure or programs
or buildings, the church celebrated the simple center of her noncomplex worship-the sermon and that which the sermon created:
the company of the committed, the fellowship of believers. (33)
Miller

planted Westside Baptist Church, Omaha, NE,

more

than twenty years

ago.
Q,

Among Sample

pastors, both Chiles and Wood speak of the role of

preaching in the church plant. At Greensburg, PA, Chiles
tor a few years into the

tion got to

a

early days

with the

history

place where they

of this
were

relatively

came as

the first pas

young Church. The congrega

"willing to try anything."

He described his

congregation:

I work hard at

really giving them excellent preaching, the very best
communicator. What happens when you're a new
church meeting in the Sheraton Hotel, you have nothing to offer
them but yourself. No facilities, no programs
so the only thing
we
could
them
was the best we could do in terms of a
really
give
worship service. And I think what happened is-the people were
I

can

be

as a

proud of what we had. The people were not embarassed to ask
people to come to hear their pastor speak. Things began happen
ing! (15 Jun 94)
Wood shared his

experience

in church

planting:
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For church

the most important thing you do every week
is preach. That's your time. That will either keep the church alive-I'm not gonna spiritualize that-the bottom line is if you can't
communicate and you can't passionately touch people, you
shouldn't be planting a church. Because people have no reason

planting,

to come to church unless

they're going to hear the gospel. That's
You
have to take that the most seriously,
giftedness,
too. You can't slack off in that time. So, however you prepare,
it gets my best time
I'm always ready Sunday. (14 Jun 94)
too.

a

A host of the

.

.

.

population pastors, including Chiles, Wood, Scoff, and

Grubbs exemplified the attractiveness of felt-need themes to the unchurched.
Chiles and Wood witnessed to the impact of Warren's

ing. Chiles identified
entered Laurel

the sermon tape

ministry

as

the most

Highlands Church. Each year they do

up to 1000 tapes

are

given away

over a

teaching

span of four

a

who still attends another Church

Church

by her personal distribution of tapes (14 Jun 94)

sermon

themes shared in

change. Change
fellow
Jun

man.

94)

preaching

helped bring five

respond

cannot

to

God,

people

.

in an area mall. One
or

six families to the

Visitors tell Scoff that
to Park Hill Church

to fellow believers and

(to)

simply be imparting of knowledge" (16

preaching that results

in numerical

to the seeker and to the church member the

ple

way

.

Biblical

ence

preach

preaching: "Biblical preaching brings about

in the way we

Biblical

common

printed mailers helped bring them

of God. He described biblical

their

"Mall Show" in which

days

woman

on

to God.

positive consequences of obedi

Congregational growth requires

to active obedience. Such

growth consistently holds up

preaching does

biblical
not

preaching that

calls peo

guarantee numerical growth.
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but it does

give the Church opportunity

to grow.

Preaching that Enhances the

Wagner has long advocated
sees

this

as

essential for

a

a

Leadership Role of the Pastor

strong leadership role for the pastor. He

growing church.

In YourChurch Can Grow, he iden

tified the vital signs present in growing churches:
Vital

Sign Number One of a healthy, growing church is a pastor
a possibility thinker and whose dynamic leadership has
been used to catalvze the entire church into action for growth. (57)

who is

Wagner continued, "The pastor of

a

growing church is typically

a

strong author

ity figure and that authority has been earned through living relationships with
the

people" (59)

The

.

underlying principle for the chapter, entitled "Pastor,

Don't Be Afraid of Power!", is "the pastor has the

power

in

a

growing church"

(65).
In

a

recent

in the exercise of

pulpit."

He went

personal interview, Wagner spelled

out the role of

leadership, "The major communication tool

on to

add that in the

growing church,

"The

preaching

of the church is the

pulpit enhances the

leadership role of the pastor." In fact, Wagner identifies leadership from the

pulpit

the

key variable in preaching

growing church. He indicated that

.

Achtemeier affirms, "Where the

(21 )

in the

leadership would include casting the vision and influencing people (10 Mar

this

94)

as

.

Lew found it

so as

applied

Baptist Church, Los Angeles:

pulpit leads, there the church follows

to a cluster of

specific

..."

issues at First Chinese
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The church

naturally looks to the pulpit ministry of the senior pas
tor for leadership. The highest visibility of the senior pastor's
attitude towards growth, change, and the younger generation
is in his preaching. If the senior pastor is sensitive and compas
sionate in his preaching to the younger generation and to the
unchurched, the church will follow his example. (165)

In Wheel Within the Wheel. Richard G. Hutcheson, Jr., ordained

pastor and

officer and

career

chaplain

in the U. S.

Navy, 1945-1974,

pares managers with leaders, and asserts of leaders, that
instead of

to them

responding

.

.

and

.

The Middle-Sized Church,

lights the leadership skill
sized church" forward:

one

of Schaller's most

of the pastor among the

attendance to 250

competence
the

as a

membership
In

a

or

they "shape ideas

keys

in

move

who is

moving "the awkward-

willing and able

from 140-180 in average

transformational leader"
a new

Leadership forum in the

through

comes

leadership

.

.

."

(17)

is that

being

Church of God

worship

(132)

.

The pastor must

challenge

tomorrow.

journal's first

year of

publication entitled

at the center of communication

one

gives

a

thing
person

.

Two leaders who have
in urban churches

an

to be an initiat

"Power, Preaching, and Priority," Haddon Robinson asserted, "The
that

of

minister must possess far above average

beyond, "the

with the vision of

.

helpful books, high

"Rarely does it happen without the leadership

If the church is to

.

com

change the way people think" (156)

agressive, creative, and influential pastor
ing leader" (52)

Presbyterian

are

exploited

T. Garrott

that

opportunity

to lead for

Benjamin, Jr., and from Sample

congregations, Eric

Denton.

good effect

Q. among

Benjamin pastors Light of the World

Markle 1 09

Christian Church (Disciples of

Christ)

on

Indianapolis'

prominent African-American congregation
this writer

on

as a

northside, the most

city. His preaching is known

by his weekly television show, "Heaven

congregation in the fall of 1980
ino

in the

near

to

Earth," and by visiting the

on

seminarian. Miller cites

Benjamin

in Fish

the Asphalt:
The attitude of church

growth should include enthusiasm. A lot of
pulpit. The pastor
has a tremendous responsibility in setting the tone for a church. I
am excited about the Gospel and I think that's contagious. If you
catch on fire, people will come to see you burn
People come
here with all kinds of problems. Man, they want some enthusiasm.
They want somebody to pick them up. And sometimes from our
pulpits we have a tendency to depress people. If we can get
excited about the Prince of Wales, can't we get excited about the
Prince of Peace? (47)

this enthusiasm has to be transmitted from the

.

Denton lifts up the role of

decries the diminishing

.

the church's future and

preaching regarding

leadership role of the pastor

.

in many circles:

"Without a preacher how
Preaching is going to be the answer.
are they going to be saved?" We have totally minimized our role
here. I think the church-at-large and the Church of God, specific
Lifting up the lay
ally, has minimized the role of the pastor.
a difference
to
make
means
them
an
opportunity
giving
person
When you're involved in a ministry you're going
with their life.
in
involved
be
to
life-changing work. (cf. serving on a committee)
(6 Jul 94)
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Preaching that enhances the leadership role of the pastor may
be broken into two parts which

we now

consider in turn. The first is the

com

munication of God's vision for the church and the second is reflected in the
response of the
the

ministry

people

as

they

of Christ in their

are

moved, equipped, and deployed to carry

particular

world.

out
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Preaching

Communicates

God's Vision
Recent research

by Barna continues

regarding the leadership role
User

to

verify Wagner's early contention

of the pastor:

friendly churches invariably had a strong pastor leading the
"Strong" means that the pastor was in control and was a

church.

true leader. "Pastor" refers to one who understood the needs of

the

congregation and the target audience and provided the neces
sary vision and spiritual guidance. A strong pastor is one who
takes charge of the church without breaking the spirit of those who
wish to be involved. (143)
In

for

preparation

church

writing Beyond Church Growth. Logan interviewed dozens

planters and pastors of growing churches

in order to discover what fac

tors

they had

in common. The most universal fact was: "It is the

of

pastor

church

a

or

planter, and his

that drives churches to

growth" (34)

or

a

vision will do for

a

person

personal vision

her ability to communicate that vision.

.

Church consultant and author, Norman Shawchuck, and
what

of

or a

Lloyd Perry

tell

church:

substantiate a wish. Dreams can be substantiated by
Words
words and a strong emotional attachment. A vision, however, will
align all of the person's words, emotions, and actions into a com
mon quest to bring it into reality. (14)
.

They

warn

describe

a

that

new

"vision

.

.

vitality may

come

from either

a

vision

or a

calamity. They

cycle":

Mission Clarification: What is God calling us to be and to do?
2. Congregational Assessment: Where are we now?
3. Goal Setting: Where do we want to be?
4. Implementation: How do we plan to get there?
1

.

5.

Evaluation: How close did

we come

to our destination?

(19)
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The Preacher and Vision. In User Friendiv Churches. Barna contrasted

pastors of declining churches who

are

often

trying

to do

something for every

body with the leaders of growing congregations:
Despite the urge to be all things to all people, the successful
churches resisted that impulse to be the answer to everyone's
every problem by focusing on their vision for ministry, by reaffirm
ing their commitment to quality, and by recognizing their
limitations. (51)
Barna defined God's vision in The Power of Vision: "...

directive that

a

obey, praying for His blessing and utilizing all of the energy and
our

disposal. His vision is His

set of

orders for

marching

us

we must

resources at

to follow"

(135)

.

Though the vision is initially communicated through the preacher, the
vision is

perceived

to come from God. Barna refers to Jer. 29: 10-1 1 as he

explains:
At each successful church, there was a clear understanding of
God's plans to give the church a hope and a future. It was not

perceived

to be the vision of the

pastor,

or

of

a

strategic planning

committee or one promoted by the denomination. It
stood as God's vision for the church. (UFC 87)
How do you arrive there?

"Through significant

amounts of

study,

was

under

prayer and

counsel. The importance of this step cannot be overestimated: it may be the

single

most

important

cornerstone of a

successful, Bible-based ministry" (88)

This vision from God becomes the "filter"
Leaders must take

by which all activity is evaluated.

advantage of every opportunity

share the vision. Preaching is

a

on

all occasions to

key opportunity:

The content of your sermons, for example, should reflect the
substance of your vision. The teaching should enable people to

.
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understand how the vision can become ingrained in their
thoughts and activities and to see how vision was modeled
the lives of biblical characters. (PoV 143-144)
As
ers

we saw

with

on

preaching that effectively addresses felt needs, preach

who communicate vision worked to

improve their skill

at

doing

so:

They have diligently sought to improve their communication skills
If becoming a gifted speaker who has persistently worked at
refining that gift is the mark of an extraordinary pastor, then yes, a
church is likely to grow only if it is led by an extraordinary pastor.
(UFC 189-190)
...

In a 1980 forum for

who can't
of

Leadership. Haddon Robinson compared

to a clock which can't run. Then he

preach

pointed

to the

a

preacher

advantage

preaching well:
The man who can preach has the tremendous advantage of being
able to stand before his congregation and articulate to them what

they ought to be about and where they ought to be going. Before
long he'll be surrounded with people who share his vision. The
better a communicator he is, the stronger his position will be. (17)

According

to

Schaller, this is especially crucial in the large church. In

The Senior Minister, he asserted:

large congregation needs a senior minister who is an excel
lent preacher, a skillful administrator, who can challenge the laity
to a greater vision of a new tomorrow and who is comfortable dele
gating secretarial tasks to a skilled secretary. (15)
The

The first year is crucial:

building

an

action

help implement
Southern

"(T)he

wise senior minister

agenda during that

that

agenda" (38)

Baptist leader C.

recognizes the value

crucial first year and of

of

enlisting allies

to

.

B.

Hogue

influential voice in the life of the church

says of the pastor, "The most

comes

from the

pulpit. Several times

Markle 11 3
each week, the pastor has
its mission"

himself

(66)

an

opportunity

to share his vision of the church and

The preacher needs to include "dreamer" in the estimate of

.

to

according

Harrington:

"The preacher

ought

to consider himself as

chief dreamer in this church--as the standard to articulate the dream God has

placed
come

on

the heart,

true"

(8)

so

that preacher and people

ous

can

make the dream

.

Reeder unpacks vision under the

cipleship

together

at several

levels,

a

headings of transforming worship, dis

biblical growth

mentality,

a

breaking down

criticism of other churches, and transformation at the

geneity (170-175)

By

.

a

biblical growth

(174)

.

as

doers of the

mentality, he refers

He described the ultimate

Word)

to

spiritual growth

Sample

homogeneous unit: "They

want to follow

Cl pastors described themselves

Weldon does
weeks later:

an

on

day""Church."

somebody

who knows where he's

annual series which

Easter-"Hope";

begins

the next

were

all

sinners,

dividing wall'" (175)

communicate vision. Bates said, "The pastor needs to be

people

to "functional

which leads to numerical growth

and if Christ called them. He would 'break down the
A number of

jeal

deepest level of homo

(the Word of God "loved, learned and obeyed") which gives rise

growth" (God's people

of

Easter

a

as

.

preachers who

visionary

.

.

.

The

going" (14 Jun 94)

.

Sunday

and ends two

Sunday""Community";

the next Sun-

This series is beneficial to

on

newcomers

and members alike:

stake that we drive in the ground every year. For new
people, it tells them who we are, why we're here, what we're doing
real quickly. But it also reminds us-year-after-year, those who
have been here in leadership: Are we still on track? Are we doing
Like

a

Markle 1 14
what

we

set out to do?

(15 Jun 94)

Chiles identified

visionary leadership

Church and that

"preaching

every year in

sermon

as

the most crucial factor in

growing

the

is the communicative tool." He re-casts the vision

series. In 1993,

"People

Who

Changed the World,"

in

1994, he focused upon Nehemiah. Concerning vision-casting. Chiles said:

"Preaching is

central to that. If

not gonna hear it"

they don't hear it from

(15 Jun 94)

.

up front,

Scoff's deepest conviction

growth of the Church: "The leader

(16 Jun 94)

me

must communicate a

they're

regarding

not

the

strong vision"

.

The stories that the

municating vision. Carl

F.

preacher tells and illustrations used

George,

are

key

to com

director of the Charles E. Fuller Institute for

Evangelism and Church Growth, places the heart of communicating vision here.
In Biblical Preaching. Robinson

may

depend

on

People

Church if "God's

to that truth: "The future of our culture

the stories that capture the

ation and its children"
The

points

(124)

.

and Vision.

preferred

imagination and mind of this gener

Visionary preaching implies change for the

future condition" is to become

Haddon Robinson noted two

possible

a

outcomes from such

reality. In 1980,

preaching:

In most churches, if a pastor is an effective communicator and
articulates to the congregation what that church is to be about,
one of two things will happen. One, they will get rid of him-they
will find that his preaching doesn't match what they want. Or,
two, he will surround himself with people who share his vision
and they will move fonward with him. (Lship Forum 17)
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The King James Version provides the classic expression of Proverbs 29: 18:
"Where there is
vision's

no

source:

vision, the people perish." Stott identified the Bible

"God

that

quickens, feeds, inspires and guides his people by his

Word. For whenever the Bible is
it to

give

that

visionary preaching gives

his

as

truly and systematically expounded, God

uses

people the vision without which they perish" (113). Harding said
the

people

sight. "They begin

new

community through 'church growth eyes'" (13)
At this

to see the

.

point, the people become empowered

to

identify the

needs that

God calls them to meet and become active partners in designing those need-

meeting ministries. Shawchuck
what

they have helped

to create"

and

Perry comment, "People

(29)

twelve attitudes and actions that may

congregation

to grow. Of the

.

In Growing Plans. Schaller identified

move a

middle-sized

a new

(75-225

in

Worship)

twelve, eleven depend upon the laity.

In User Friendiv Churches. Barna says that

tributed to

tend to support

"attitude" in the

a

combination of factors

con

growing church:

(T)he attitude demonstrated by these people was a response to
body of people together
That vision had been articulated by leaders who were genu
inely enthusiastic about the potential of working through the
church to change people's lives through the practical expression
of the gospel. (32)
the vision for ministrv that had drawn that
....

Though the vision started with the pastor, it definitely did
found: "In all of the

growing churches studied, the average

articulate the vision"

beyond

not end there! Barna

(90)

.

words to behavioral

This focused and

member

was

specific vision, however,

able to

went

expression, both by the preacher and the people.
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A mainline

congregation in the Midwest initially had few members ready

to act. But it did not

stay that way!

Once the vision

articulated-through a letter sent to all parish
ioners, a sermon on the meaning of the vision for ministry, and a
special series of midweek classes on the integration of the vision
with the outreach activities of the church-people began to see
they could enter an entirely new realm of spiritual endeavor and
growth. Members became excited about the potential for the
future. They began inviting friends to experience the renewed
congregation, and serious outreach programs of all types
began to flourish. (UFC 93)
Barna advocated the
but not limited to:
of vision in

a

use

of

was

widespread

portion of

new

get the word out, including

means to

member class,

an

high profile publications, audio tape, and

showing how they

annual sermon, statement
new

requests for money

mesh with the vision.

God's vision for the church requires commitment from pastor and people
if it is to become

reality. Barna is frank:

If you wish to gain widespread acceptance of the vision, your peo
ple must believe that you and other key leaders are 100 percent

behind the vision, and wholly focused on its implementation. If
your church is to grow, such widespread acceptance is
nonnegotiable. It must happen. (94-95)
Whether

existing
vision

uing,

is

one to a new

are

or

one

planting

a new

congregation

essential. Reeder identifies three kinds of pastors:

revitalizing. He

each successive

to lead an

attempting

day, having God's vision, telling that vision, and doing that

asserts that most

generation

must

organizing, contin

existing churches need

the third category. Reeder states, "Revitalization is
as

or

personally

necessary

in

a

leader from

everv

church

commit itself to God, the Word.
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and the biblical mandate to make

disciples

of all the nations"

In User Friendiv Churches. Barna states his belief that

newly-planted

growth

(165)

.

comes

easier in

a

church:

In

church, the chances of bringing together people of like
mind and like mission are much greater. In such churches,
a new

attracting people who own the
more probable. (188)
Barna is

right. It is

no

small feat to introduce

Wagner claims that
through preaching
will

in the

the

new

key components

growing church

second part of that

unpack the

common

are

position

of

vision for

wine into old wineskins!

leadership communicated

vision and

in the

ministry is much

influencing people. We

following section.

Preaching Mobilizes
the Church for Ministrv
The

sum

of all that

we

have said is that in response to the vision

nicated, the church begins to function

as

the

Body of Christ

world, fuifilling that grand vision of the Church

apostle Paul

in Romans 12,

Ephesians 4, and

Friendiv Churches. Barna describes what

congregation: "The church
catch the vision,

ministry

and feel

We assert that

was

can

as

in service to the

entrusted to

us

through

and does

happen

in the

growing

growing because the pastor had helped people
for

personal

about their involvement in the work of the church"

preaching plays

the

I Corinthians 12-14. In User

gain necessary training, have ample opportunities

good

commu

a

(190)

key role in this process of mobilization.

In an article entitled "Call to Witness,"

published

in the International

Review of Mission in 1964, R. Kenneth Strachan stated the theorem that bears

.
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his

name:

The expansion of any movement is in direct proportion to its suc
in mobilizing its total membership in continuous propagation

cess

of its beliefs,

(qtd.

in Costas

25)

When he wrote The Integrity of Mission in 1979, Orlando E. Costas
as

chief administrator of the Latin American

Studies and

the

on

(25-26)

.

faculty of Eastern Baptist Theological Seminary, Philadel

church

The

depends

an

own

words:

"(T)he

the effective mobilization of its members"

on

Holy Spirit, who is
has

congregation,

serving

Evangelical Center for Pastoral

phia, PA. Costas translates "Strachan's theorem" into his
growth of the

was

the

irreplaceable

Spirit

of mission in each and every local

role in this thrust. Costas

continues.

After the Holy Spirit, the key to this endeavor is the pastoral lead
ership. More than anyone else, pastors through their ministry of

preaching and teaching have
their congregation. (26)

access

to the minds and hearts of

Writing in "Jesus, the Pastor-Evangelist," Greenway expands

pastor's

role and likens it to

a

our

view of the

three-legged stool:

The pastor fulfills his leadership role in evangelism in three
ways: by teaching and preaching evangelism from the Scriptures,

evangelism in his life and ministry, and by organizing
the congregation for evangelistic thrusts into the community. (11)

by

modeling

In How to Build

a

Magnetic Church. Miller identifies five activities in which

New Testament Christians

engaged: worship, learning, fellowship, witnessing,

and service. Miller asserts that the the last four

worship (56)

.

The sermon

Anderson insists,

plays

a

key

gain motivational energy from

role there! In

an

interview with Mohler,
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The

itself is

powerful agent of change. If the sermon is
truth mediated through personality, the truth is understood to be
sermon

a

unchanging, but it should focus on the change which
place in my life and in the life of the community. (11)
Preaching Motivates the Church for Ministrv. God calls His
serve

more

God

Him.

Many behaviors

obvious than the

changes

the

must

change after

Christ.

we meet

change of focus from serving oneself

preacher and

uses

the

preacher

as an

others. J. Daniel Baumann of the Whittier, CA, Friends

to

must take

people

Perhaps

to

none

others.

serving

agent of change for

Community traces the

process:

Beginning at Pentecost and continuing through the Book of Acts
and the Epistles, we have repeated witness to the fact that the
Spirit changed people through the medium of preaching. The role
of the Holy Spirit has gone full cycle in the life of a preacher when
he is changed, called, Scripture is illuminated, his witness empow
ered, and people are changed through his ministry. (281)
Having

ears

which hear the Word of God enables this

change according

to Smart:

There is no stronger evidence of the subtle forces in life that
resist God than the speed with which a church that no longer
hears the Scriptures finds itself transferred from the service of God
to the service of itself and its members, turned inward upon itself

rather than outward toward the world
Every renewal of the
church in history has been a consequence of men, after a time of
deafness, recovering the ears with which to hear.
(25)
.

.

.

.

Hearing the Word becomes

a

prime

source

of the converted believer and the unbeliever. It is

.

.

motivating change

variously described

in the life
as a

(Jer. 23: 29) and "sword" (Heb. 4:12). Costas points out: "It reminds

"fire"
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believers that evangelism is not
every Christian"

(33)

a

'take it

about them and for the

"discipling"

and

leave it' affair but

a

must in the life of

McGavran consistently asserts that believers who

.

biblically sound and spiritually renewed
sons

or

"perfecting"

are

actively concerned for the lost per

multiplication of congregations (EE 31)

in

a

Discipling: Helping

are

He

.

uses

specific way that require definition:
a

people

turn from non-Christian faith to

Christ.

Perfecting: The whole complex process of growth in grace, includ
ing the conversion of individuals in that first and succeeding
generations. (UCG rev, ed. 169)
Both need to be done. But

one

must

them in balance. McGavran calls
In this respect he refers to

overemphasize discipling
New Testament

us to a

preaching:

"In

our

passion for the

preaching let

us

this aspect of the Christian faith is repeatedly held up before

Sunday

school

meetings, and

in order to

other assemblies of the saints"

make
our

sure

keep

lost.

that

congregations,

(EE 45)

.

Harding asked, "How does the congregation really know the pastor
wants the church to

His messages lift up the

They begin

to see the

said, "Growth

He

grow?

comes

proclaims

it

Sunday

after

community through

from

"emphasis

a

'church

growth eyes'" (13)

on

(34)

.

.

evangelism"

in second

.

pulpit.
.

.

Chiles

Great Commission consciousness" (15 Jun

growing churches,

94)

.

he

place each time. In "Seven

Characteristics" he asserts that its most important expression
persons

from the

priority of the Great Commission of Jesus Christ

In Schaller's 1975 and 1981 lists of characteristics of

mentioned

Sunday

comes

from

lay
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Having
cing

a

the

right

content is necessary, but not sufficient alone for

fully-motivated "army" of saints. Prayer

ent in a host of

supplication

(34)

according
taught in

.

we

may claim the

Prayer

served

to Barna. Their

sermons

may

ingredi

as a

foundation stone in the

praying

was a

and other educational

(UFC 118).

growing churches

two-way conversation. Prayer

settings. Prayer

was

(116-119)

.

modeled

was

by

powerful preaching, indicated that he

The fruit of prayer is celebrated. The

accountable for prayer

preach

our

anticipate believers being motivated for wit

we

more time in prayer about his sermon than he does in

spends

crucial

empowering presence of the Spirit in

leaders: "One pastor, known for his

notes"

as a

places. Costas says, "Thus through submission and intense

ing and teaching and thus
ness"

is identified

produ

McGavran also

preparing his

congregation is held

highlights prayer:

The cottage-prayer meeting concerned with salvation of friends
from the world is a better instrument of Christian attainment than

concerned exclusively with the interior life of the Christians.
Discipling is a high form of perfecting. (HCG 98)

one

Sample
become

a

Q. pastor Denton led the

"life-changing church."

Jesus-making

a

difference

in Riverside,

congregation

Their purpose:

CA,

"Sharing, learning, living

together today!" Denton paid

a

heavy price

change in the congregation. Speaking about what has produced the

growth,

to

for

to effect

most

he said,

phone campaign it made us an outward-looking
church. Before that, I preached about it, we talked about it, every
." But you know
one said, "Yeah, yeah, yeah, we want to grow.
what? They really don't want to grow.
Growth means change.
need
to
to
want
for
then
for your people is,
What you really
pray
When

we

did the

.

.

.

.

.
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which is what

change."
grow.
In contrast.

Sample

tively loss-free

.

.

Positive change

Q. pastors

process of

Grubbs said, "The
how

.

yeah, yeah, I want to
change than wanted to
growth. (6 Jul 94)

we started doing, "Yeah,
A lot fewer people wanted to
means

Grubbs, Newton, and Wilson, described

growth. Grubbs and Wilson also referred

ministry

of the church is life

preaching brings that about" (14 Jun 94)

we

Augustine

have not

fully heard

or

the

rela

to prayer.

change. Pray and discern

.

.

.

.

Motivational preaching calls to action. In fact, if

it, either

a

preaching

was

we

do not act upon

in some way defective.

wrote:

(W)hen that which is taught

must be

put into practice and is taught

for that reason, the truth of what is said is acknowledged in vain
and the eloquence of the discourse pleases in vain unless that
which is learned is implemented in action. (138)
Charles Grandison

practiced
lized in

law

prior

to his call to

preaching the

same

his work in the courtroom.
one must

Finney (1792-1875), the father of modern Revivalism,
preach. Following

his conversion,

conversational and dramatic

Finney emphasized

that

Finney uti

style which marked

Christianity

is

something

do.

Sinners

to be made to feel that

they have something to do,
and that is to repent, that it is something which no other being can
do for them, neither God nor man, and something which they can
do, and do it now. Religion is something to do, not something to
wait for. And they must do now, or they are in danger of eternal
death. (117-118)
Soper found
The
not

ought

that the will is at the heart of the matter:

objective surely is to evoke a response of the will; for we can
determine an experience. Shortly-speaking Christianity, in my
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estimation, is ninety-five percent obedience. (86-87)
The will is involved at the start of the Christian

engaged in

positive direction if

a

and it must be

experience

believer will take action for Christ. Costas

a

continues, "The ministry of the Word provides believers with the opportunity
do something about the

challenge they

receive from God's Word"

cal, historical and contemporary models fuel motivation. We

aged

to know that God will meet us at this

juncture

as

are

(35)
also

to

Bibli

.

encour

He did at the start of

our

journey. Costas affirms:
They need to know that to the extent they let themselves be used
by the Holy Spirit, their lives will be enriched, their faith will be
enlarged, their joy will increase, their love for people will be
strengthened and their hope in the Lord will expand. (35)
Our people need and want to know that they
ference in

People

our

need

world.

help

contribution will

of the
and

meaning

demands

are

are

willing

understanding

make

what their situation

of their situation. This is

.

The

essence

a

significant dif

to render sacrificial service that matters.
means

improve things. Costas stated, "They need

teaching" (35)

Churches

a

and how their

to be made aware

fundamental dimension of

of Dean M.

Growing is that these churches

Kelley's
are

preaching

Whv Conservative

growing

not in

spite of the

they make upon their people but because of them. He observed,

"What costs
a

in

People

can

nothing, accomplishes nothing.

community, it can't be worth much" (53)

.

If it costs

Kelley,

nothing

an

to

belong

to such

ordained United Method

ist, has served with the National Council of Churches since 1960.
The outreach

ministry

of the Church finds its heart in

Scripture

and
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shapes its
meets.

mind

by meaningful research into the community where the Church

Internal factors

deployment of

as to

persons in

the

congregation's growth patterns and

ministry, whether

aimed at internal

are

crucial. The preacher carries all of this with her

ing

moment. Costas sees the sermon as a

as

she

or

actual

external needs,

comes

to the

preach

promotion opportunity:

Thus his

preaching and teaching not only interpret the church's
inner and outer reality, and motivates and recruits the membership
for evangelism, but it also promotes various aspects of its new
evangelistic program. (36)
The Church must be
levels.

Preaching

and

engaged

ministry

at the

must be

biblically-based and contextually liter

ate. But we dare not omit the necessary

of emotion. Provision of

psychology

now

decision, and

we

engagement with persons at the point

adequate motivation

encouraged. In Learning

already knew before

mental, volitional and physical

means

that the "want-to" must be

to Preach Like Jesus. Lewis

figured it

depicts

what Jesus

out: "Jesus understood what motivational

confirms: Emotions

play

most of the time emotions

some

part in virtually every human

play the lead

role. God knew that too"

(62).
Barna adds

a

cogent observation about stagnant

Though they had mental acceptance

or

declining churches.

of the need to minister to others, "in their

hearts, they didn't really feel it" (UFC 33)

.

Whereas the

growing churches had

integrated mind and heart, the stagnant and declining churches
through the motions. People in the growing churches reached

were

going

out because
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wanted to honor

they

should

or

ought

God, in the others, people reached

just

as

they

Motivation is built into the preaching and teaching of the

to.

growing church: "To them, ministry did
was

out because

critical that

they

use

their

not

gifts

simply

being ministered to; it

mean

and resources to minister to others"

(34).
Motivation is
for

key component

a

in

preaching that mobilizes God's people

ministry!
Preaching

Equips

the Church for

Church "to prepare God's

Christ may be built

up" (Eph.

equip God's people.
That

." at the

was

12)

same

.

so

that the

of

Body

Revised Standard Version translates "to

point.

said earlier about the

once more.

relevant and

thern

.

4:

for works of service,

equipping ministry begins in the pulpit, but it certainly does

there. All that

foreground

people

Ministry. God gives pastors to the

Baptist home missions leader,
across

as a

All that we have said about a

practical again applies

congregations

preacher

as an

person

into the

preaching ministry that is

example of how

M. Wendell

comes

not end

to do

ministry. Sou

Belew, speaks from work with

America's mission fronts:

The pastor is the kev
there is little growth of any kind taking
in
in
churches
which
the pastor has not played the key role.
place
He should equip the saints, but it is not likely they will be well

equiooed unless he shows them how. In nearly every instance of
exciting church growth, the pastor is the major motivator. He
informs of why and he shows them where or how. After this is
accomplished then there are many ways in which the motivation is
continued by laymen. (40)
The pastor who

preaches evangelistically equips

the saints

even as

he
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endeavors to win the lost.

Myron Augsburger, president

lege Coalition, asserted that
with which

they

such

of the Christian Col

preaching gives nonverbal members words

may lead their friends to the Savior

David Grubbs shared his conviction and

(68)

.

in

experience

Dayton with Shu

mate:

I believe in it.

I demonstrate

evangelism by my preaching, life
style, example
leadership, and carefully structured instruction.
It all begins with the senior pastor.
(U)nless his heart is evan
unless
his
gelistic,
preaching, teaching, and day-to-day walk
demonstrate evangelism, the church will not be evangelistic.
(136)
in

.

Wilson has led Riverside
in

a

.

.

Community Church

of God,

patient, gradual, processed change during his time

came, Wilson

said, "The church wanted

He led them to
renewed

a new

building,
with

worship style

faith" with the church in

a

a new

way of

for

months and

"family of the week" featured

person to "share your

one

new

in the bulletin

old to feel "this is my church home." Wilson has

"traditions" that

help people

placed high priority

new

high school for five years), lay ministry, and family. Prayer

church-never

more

He summed up

by saying, "We

than 70 in attendance before, the

are an

area

is

a

at the

key to

'against

and

staff,

on

community involvement (which he modeled by coaching varsity Softball

growth of this church.

a

for the church. A "newcomer dessert," held every 3

"high days"

local

grow."

making people feel welcome,

testimony, and several

have become
a

pastor. When he

to grow, but did not know how to

weekly opportunity

verbal

as

Cottage Grove, OR,

the

all odds'

is in poverty due to
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the

spotted owl controversy. When God chooses

of the

way" (7 Jul 94)

to

bless, you just gotta get

.

Wood said that the

core

value at Mountain Park

"lead your friends to Christ." He continued, "If

Christ, you will lose 90 percent of them. If

already connected!" (14 Jun 94)

a

a

Community Church

stranger leads

friend leads

a

people

own

a

stranger

friend, he

or

is

to

she is

.

The pastor who would lead the church to numerical
the

out

to serve Christ in their

daily lives and show

growth

must

them how in the

equip

pastor's

daily walk with Christ.
Preaching Mobilizes the Church for

Ministry.

pastor is: Do you believe that preaching plays
church to

impact

serve

key question for the

prime role in moving the

in the name of Christ? If the pastor does believe, then direct

will be heard, felt, and seen in the

pointed this

a

A

out in Fishing on the

pastor's preaching ministry.

Miller

Asphalt:

Pastors of

growing churches believe that preaching helps persons
healing and wholeness. They understand that the Word has
power to create people who are doers of the Word. Pastors who
do not believe this soon falter in their pulpit preparation. They
never give preaching its rightful priority in their time schedule
unless they perceive the mysterious potency in the spoken Word.
(106)
find

Greenway identifies

a

direct connection between the

ship life of the church and its pattern of growth
the Hour

in

preaching and

"Pastor-Evangelists:

wor

Need of

Everywhere":
Worship
Whenever

and

preaching stand at the core of congregational life.
congregations have growth problems, you can be
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certain

something is wrong with their worship life. On the other
hand, preaching that is biblical, intelligible, winsome, and deliv
ered in the power of the Holy Spirit sets churches on fire and
sends members into the streets charged with enthusiasm to draw
others in. (191)
Harding brings down the curtain
ing and its direct relationship with

on

this subsection

focusing

on

preach

mobilized church:

a

A

study of the New Testament, of Church history, and of presentday growing churches inspires a new confidence in the potential
of preaching. Focus upon the church where it is vibrantly alive,
and there you will see clearly a persuasive communicator of the
Good News. You will

see a

communicator who believes the

mes

sage he or she shares and who is utterly convinced of its central
and signal importance. Because the messenger is convinced, the

message is convincing. Convinced people then move out, sharing
the great possibility of new life in Jesus Christ along their social
networks. What happens? Dynamic, vital, healthy church growth!

(21)
God is

His children to

calling

service to Him in the corporate

of The Church
Lord is
take

a

calling

us

a servant

our

proclamation
is

more

pre-requisite

Christian communication: "The

you've

engender

never

a new

personally

and in our

when it is fashionable for Chris

than

to that

lost, and that

protest" (26)
opportunity

gospel isn't trying just

.

out that

proclaim.

some

to

do not understand

explore your experi

to take you

Barna found that the

means we

Hayford points

.

to

surprised that

experience. It's trying

been" (S&B 132)

lives

our

to manifest the heart of God for the

lifestyle

but to

an era

in

surrounding culture. Jack Hayford, pastor

Willimon asserted that he is not

ence

day

Nuys, CA, shares this helpful direction: "The

the Way, Van

on

stance of

Body. In

overly critical of

tians to become

a new

someplace

growing churches
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pointed people beyond themselves: "They suggested that the best way
achieve self -growth

ple

were

was

encouraged

by focusing

to take

Barna found this to be

as

teaching from the pulpit.
made to remind

attend one"

Snyder

holds

Sunday

much

a

their

others,

into the

not self" (UFC

114). The peo

marketplace, Monday-Saturday.

result of person-to-person

"In all of the

people that

(UFC 72)

on

to

contagion

growing churches studied, efforts

responsibility

was to

as

were

be the church, not

just

to

.

together

the two

primary settings

for Christian

growth, the

gathered community for worship and the cell group for nurture, accountability,
and service. He

points

to the ultimate outcome of both:

The first priority should be to win a nucleus of solid converts, then
to use this primary cell to move out both in evangelism and social
ministry to reach the larger community. Often the poor themselves,
once solidly converted, can do more for Christ in their own com
munities
primarily because they see the problems from the
inside and can feel their weight. They live them. (49)
.

Jesus Christ

.

.

comes to

make

new

people, whom He places

community, and He mobilizes this community
new.

new

to go forth and make the world

As has often been said, the book of Acts is the church

trick witnesses that it is

in the

today. David But

so:

Again and again, whether civil disobedience (Acts 4: 19), or a
denouncing of the idol-making industry (Acts 19: 23-27), or the lib
eration of a victimized girl (Acts 16: 16-18), Christian behavior
raised questions, which, in turn. Christians answered by giving an
account of themselves-by preaching good news. Such behavior
as the Book of Acts reports is, however, much more than the niceness of conventional virtue; it is out-of-step behavior, often corpor
ate in character; it is both countercultural and communal. (227)
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This

preaching that mobilizes the

preacher both

in the

instrument of the

church for

pulpit and outside it.

Holy Spirit calling

In it, the

the whole

the Good News in terms of her
the

Body of Christ

His

people in the world and

in the

own

same

and

to

as

action, witness,

Word and is called to flesh out
same

preaching enlivens

energizes the people of God

to do His will and

an

preaching opportunity, the

style of life. This

worship setting

the

preacher functions

people of God

and service to persons in the world. Outside the

preacher finds herself addressed by that

ministry impacts

to be

expand His kingdom where they

live, work, and play. Barna asserted that the growing churches he studied went

beyond principles
and

to "responsiveness to their environment"

people together comprise God's mobilized army

(UFC 190)

.

Pastor

in the world!

In How Churches Grow. McGavran records the witness of the

pastor who

led the Christian Church in San Juan, Puerto Rico, between 1943 when it had
a

dozen

people and 1959 when it had

more

than 600.

We assign all our members to "upper rooms" which are really
branch churches, meeting separately in twelve homes for Biblestudy and worship under lay leadership during the week, and
meeting together at the church on Sunday. Christians in each

"upper-room" invite their friends to these neighborhood meetings.
Many visitors like the Christian warmth, Bible-study and free wor
ship. They want what these Christians have. They start coming to
the Christian Church-which they would have avoided before~and
under double instruction from lay Christians and the minister enlist
with Christ. (125)
Wallace E. Fisher wrote the book, From Tradition to Mission, while pastor
of the

Evangelical

cated

core

of

Lutheran Church of the

Holy Trinity, Lancaster,

lay leaders helped make the story happen that led

PA. A dedi

to the book.
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Fisher described how he found the church upon his arrival:
The

primary

need

clergy, vestry, and parish to come
under the Word of the Lord in judgment and grace so that the Holy
Spirit could call, persuade, and enlighten persons each deciding
for himself whether he would take up Christ's ministry. The birth of
corporate ministry was the only road to the congregation's recov
ery of God's mission, its only chance to survive. Trinity had to
decide. (31-32)
He told what

happened

was

for the

next:

(M)ost vestrymen were among the first at Trinity to discern and
support a ministry informed along Biblical lines. They not only
supported their ordained leadership but enlightened and strength
ened it. Parish renewal at Trinity began with the clergy, vestry,
and other lay leaders; it did not end there. (59)
Trinity underwent

a

ple rather than vice

conversion
versa.

experience. The gospel began

They "preached" everywhere.

to carry the peo

Pastor Fisher con

cluded:

(W)herever the clergy and lay officials accept the authority of
God's Word and discipline themselves to be obedient to Christ's
demands, the Holy Spirit uses their obedience to fashion corpor
ate

Over and
means

of

growth

ministry. (1 73)
over

ple inviting people" (15
no

Sample

O pastors

Jun

reported that their major

people telling people the Good News. Laurel High

Greensburg, PA, has many

relevance to the

hem, PA, has

our

consists of

lands Church of God,

speak with

again,

felt need ministries which

community, but they have grown the

94)

.

Bates

most

by "peo

reported that the church in New Bethle

major outreach programs. He said, "We do it like in the book of

Acts: friend-to-friend." Bates does endeavor to build strong leaders

small-group discipleship and

a

through

high-commitment culture (14 Jun 94)

.
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Curry's ministry

in

Evanston, IL,

was

transformed when

"jumped off the page into my spirit." This
people of God

to do the work of

cal: "Each One

set him upon the

and

Bring One" campaign

purchased the former "Fannie's"

munity Center" where programs aimed

them and

in Andover, KS, operates

ministry. The Church

tornado struck the area,
available

"The

Secondly,

a

building sits

"commitment to do
on a corner

as a

They became

at adolescent males

community

saw

put them together

willingness

as a

community

"Giving Ourselves Away" (15 Jun 94)

factor in the

Shopping Center.

as an

In 1991,

a

lost-and-found, following the disaster.

at that

juncture. Their key value is

I

Preaching that mobilizes the church

growing

Hope Commu

destroying 400 homes. The Church made their site

church jn the

Conclusion.

.

to invest in

"Bullfrogs and Butterflies Preschool"

meets in the Plaza

morgue and after that,
a

location

high visibility for its "Lighthouse Com

they became excited about the church" (12 Jul 94)

nity Church
outreach

quest to "teach the

restaurant site across the street when it

became available. This gave the church

Curry said,

11-12,

for 3 to 4 months each year. In the first

outside the four walls." The church

with Christian men.

4:

ministry." Two ministry thrusts have been criti

year, the Church grew from 149 into the 230's.

something

Ephesians

church. This kind of

to serve is an essential

preaching changes individuals,

gregations, communities, worlds. Calvin Miller described the ultimate

con

test of a

sermon:

Yes, the last test

as

to its value is were there

usable, spendable.
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countable "souls for Jesus!" And

as crass as

the evaluation

sounds, unless the preached word encounters and changes its
hearers in some way, artistry and enchantment cannot be said to
have mattered much. The

sermon must not at

last be cute but life

changing. (45)

Greenway

asserted that

mobilizes the church is

preaching that

contagious!

Parishioners who breathe

an atmosphere charged by evangelistic
passion conveyed through the pastor's sermons and prayers, and
attested by his ministry among them and their neighbors, eventu
ally partake of the same spirit. It grows on them, and they touch
others. Their prayers echo his, and his ministry carries over into
theirs. (196)

Craddock believes it
to the
men

will know power has returned

change the world! "We

can

pulpit when and where preaching effects transformation

and in the structures of

society" (AOWA 21)

in the lives of

.

Biblical Preaching is Positively Related to Church Growth
Numerical

growth

in a

congregation is

never

reducible to

In

one cause.

the 1980 edition of Understanding Church Growth. McGavran instructs, "He who
would understand church

spurt of growth

or

growth

period of

should search for others"

key role

for

numerical

preaching

growth

to occur.

always

assume

.

Several writers

on

In the

Complete Book

Sunday school. Towns

Baptist University, Lynchburg,
Briarcrest

Baptist Church

in

church

recognizing that other factors

causes

VA.

one cause

growth identify

must be

he

a

present for

seventeen facts about the

is dean of the School of

Vaughan

for each

of Church Growth. Elmer L.

Towns, John N. Vaughan, and David J. Seifert, list
church and

multiple

retardation. When he has discovered

(160)

while

must

serves on

the

Religion

at

Liberty

pastoral staff of the

Memphis and Seifert is senior pastor of Big Valley
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Grace

Community Church, Modesto, CA.

The fifteenth item

concerns

preaching:
The

the
preaching service is the tool for building churches
in
tool
major
building church attendance is the Sunday morning
preaching service. Obviously, it must be supported by Sunday
School, counseling, evangelistic outreach, and other services of
the church. (24)
E.

LeRoy Lawson, Christian Church pastor

gan

College, TN,

Growth:

in Mesa, AZ, and educator at Milli-

and his collaborator,Tetsunao Yamamori, agree in Church

Everybody's

Business:

We need not repeat here the importance of preaching and teach
ing in the life of the church. Lasting growth demands faithful Bibli
cal messages from the pulpit and serious Bible study in the class
Without these, the principles of administration (they list
of them) which follow will be of little value. But with these,

rooms.

eight
then

good administration can marshal the forces of the congrega
positive growth. (82)

tion for

Herb Miller

concurs

in Fishing

on

the

not be

Asphalt:

important a growth factor today as in the
1920's. But neither is it that triviality we judged it in the sixties. A
church must have its act together in other places besides morning
worship; but the pulpit will be one of those obvious places where
that together act is viewed by the public. (105)
Preaching may

Sangster anticipated
movement arose.

of the

this

Speaking

as

position well before the modern church growth

of the greatness of the work of

preaching, he said

preacher:
If he comes to it aware of his awful

privilege and open

to the

endowments which God gives to those he calls, his church
may not fill, but his people will be blessed. (27)
Pastor Paul W. Powell, Green Acres

Baptist Church, Tyler, TX,

led the
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Church to nearly triple in size in

a

period of eight years in the 1970's. In The

Nuts and Bolts of Church Growth, he

(I)t

speaks of "The Primacy of Preaching."

is with

preaching that churches grow or decline. If you want
church
to grow, give attention to preaching. Make sure you
your
are preaching well-prepared, Bible-based sermons that are well
illustrated and delivered in a dynamic way. (51)
Earl

Comfort, pastor in Jacksonville, NJ, concluded, "If effective biblical preach

ing, along with other factors, is provided for congregations, they
spiritually and numerically" (67)
are

blessed

.

As he

will grow both

recognizes and accepts that

by the ministries of Wooddale Church

some

will never hear him

who

preach,

Anderson stated to Mohler.
I really don't think that great churches are built on great preaching
alone. I think that day is past. I don't think you can build a great
church without great preaching but you can't build a great church
without credible ministries
We conclude with

"Preaching

a statement

from

beyond the pulpit, either. (11)

Sample

D pastor Wood, of

Chandler, AZ.

must be there to grow. You may not grow with it alone. You will not

grow without it

no

matter what else you have"

(14 Jun 94)

.

Summary Insights
Sound biblical preaching is marked by its origin from the Bible and thus,
its

all-encompassing focus is upon Jesus

of all humankind. No other center for

the

Christ, God's Son and the Savior

preaching is worthy of the

name.

Christian.
In all ages,

preaching

that expresses

a

single theme

is easier to understand, to follow its movement, and to

in each sermon

incorporate its living

truth
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into one's

own

life.

The messenger is part and

between the preacher's

daily life

parcel of the message and thus, consistency

and

ministry and the preacher's

fuels

sermons

the

expansion of the kingdom of God in the lives of those who listen. All preach

ing

in all times that blesses and builds the church of God

exemplifies these

qualities.
The quest of this

preaching apart

in the

study

was to

identify those qualities which

numerically-growing

church. On the basis of the

research reviewed, which included both written and oral

testimony,

at this conclusion: In concert with the characteristics described

ing

in the

reflected

congregations which
a

such

Century. These

Scripture.

The

sermons

arrived

we

above, preach

the greatest numerical
to persons

growth

living

at the

laid bare the inherent relevance of

preacher completed exegetical and interpretive work

at

depth that both "saint and sinner" receive immediate help for daily living.

Sermons which held in tension

promise

the

firmed

a

biblical base and

fitting relevance/practicality

greatest potential for reaching unchurched persons in

These messages

through God's servant, appointed by

our

Him and

time.
con

by His Church, communicated His vision for that local Body. Godly vision

grows from the Bible. Vision gets
was

experiencing

heightened level of relevance and practicality

brink of the 21st
sacred

are

set the

to carry out its

Holy Spirit inspired

specific

about how this

particular assignment from God
a

specific

vision tailored for

in its

specific

particular local Church

particular setting. The
churches and

specific
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persons.
These

sermons

people for ministry
moves

act as a

to the

primary tool

in the arsenal of God to mobilize His

people of the world. We speak here of preaching that

people-toward God

in

Christ, toward active ministry

toward other persons with His love.

in His name, and

Markle
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CHAPTER 3

Design of

In contrast to other

numerical

growth

modern church

is

Study

factors, the role of preaching in producing

in churches has been

growth

the

movement.

largely ignored by

By comparison,

the literature of the

the literature of

preaching

replete with the conviction that biblical preaching and numerical growth

Church have

a

close and vital connection.

conversations with

pastoral colleagues

ministry, is that preaching holds

a

across

experienced
Thus,

our

the most numerical

initial research thrust

producing numerical growth
form: What role does

based upon

nearly twenty

seems

pastoral

growth in the

strongest among pastors who

growth.
explored the role of preaching

in the Church. The

preaching play

ongoing

years of

vital connection to numerical

Church. In my observation, that conviction
have

My theory,

in the

in

problem

in

may be stated in this

producing numerical growth

in the

Church?
As my research

developed,

I

began

to seek for

particular factors which
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were

present in the preaching in churches which

which may have been absent
were

growing

at

a

or

slower pace

less

figure

is that at any

plateaued
I

church
that

or

one

leader of two different

growth

it occurs, has

This truth has been

course

multiple

supported by my

our

congregations

are

either

in

is correlated to numerical

seminary had informed

me

causes.

own

experience

as a

pastoral

congregations. One of those grew numerically initially

and then stalled; the other embarked upon
for four consecutive years before

an

foundering

exhilarating pattern of growth

on

the shoals of what the literature

"homesteader-pioneer conflict." In fact, in the second congrega

tion, average morning worship attendance had increased by
cent between 1989 and 1993.

In both situations, the

biblical, at least in intent; that is, it
theme, and focused
me

Indeed,

growing numerically and the widely accepted

time, eighty-five percent of

An initial church

growth, wherever

moved

at all.

declining in average worship attendance.

growth.

as a

in churches which

growing numerically

began with the thesis that biblical preaching

refers to

growing the most, factors

strongly represented

or were not

most churches in America are not

were

on

was

Jesus the Christ. The research for this

preaching:

with the message

preaching

the

proclaimed.

preacher's
A focus

than 50 per

was

equally

based in the Word, reducible to

to conclude that the person of the

ment of biblical

more

on

preacher is

life and

an

ministry

a

single

project has

indispensable ele

must be consistent

Christ has been subsumed within

the category, Word-based, for the purposes of this

study.
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in those sources which

Particularly
growth together,
noted

I

began

attempt

to draw

to see that some common

preaching and church

qualities

advocated

were

present in the preaching in churches where numerical growth takes

as

place. Three qualities emerged in my research: The preaching that
will show

numerically-growing churches
and

or

practicality

a

in

in relevance

heightened correlation

to the felt needs of its hearers.

occurs

Secondly, the preaching

in

greatly-growing congregations will communicate God's vision for that congrega
tion in

a

heightened way

when

compared with the preaching in lesser

growing churches. Thirdly, preaching
more

effective

job of mobilizing the congregation for ministry

third item includes

an

increase in motivation,

for service. It includes

includes

an

greatly-growing churches

in the

an

element of

actual "call to arms" that

or non-

will do

a

in the world. This

giving the people

more

"want-to"

equipping the people for ministry. It also
moves

God's

people up and

out of their

seats and into the world!

Stated formally, my hypothesis is: Biblical preaching is
ated with numerical church

growing,

or

growth. Persons in greatly-growing, lesser-

non-growing/declining congregations

emphasis that their pastor's preaching
includes

a

consistent focus

consistent with the

regarding

on

preacher's

greatly-growing churches

positively associ

Jesus

may confirm with similar

is biblical, i. e., based in the Bible

Christ), reducible

life and

to a

(which

single theme, and

ministry. However, persons in the

will confirm that their

the three factors listed below:

pastor's preaching

is strong

(1) relevance and practicality in

Markle
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addressing felt needs of their everyday lives; (2) communication of God's vision
for the Church; and

growing churches
of

(3) mobilizing

see

them for

these factors

as

or

Sample Boundaries

Yearbook of the Church of God. The statistical information

congregations is supplied by the pastors and includes,
e., in

able persons in

our

an

a

"best

The final two

were

pertaining

most

as

an

annual

to local

prominently,

mem

account

Savior), Sunday

Sunday school attendance, and morning worship attend
figures

are

the most

actual average for 52 consecutive

book

compiles

guess" estimate of ail active and

personal relationship with Jesus Christ

school enrollment,
ance.

setting,

hearers

declining congregations.

The Division of Church Service of the Church of God

bership (i.

greatly-

measurably stronger than do the

preaching in lesser-growing and plateaued
Population and

in the

ministry. Persons

enlightening,

Sundays.

based upon actual attendance

on

The

the 52

as

they

are

based upon

figures in the 1994 Year
Sundays between July,

1992, and the end of June, 1993.
The Board of Church Extension and Home Missions of the Church of

God (Anderson, IN), did
enced numerical

growth

a

statistical

study

of the

congregations which experi

between 1989 and 1994, based upon the

morning

worship attendance figures provided in the Yearbooks bearing those dates.

They found

that of the 2314

congregations

located in the United States, 719 grew

gation

grew

by

more

than

one

of the Church of God

(Anderson)

during that period of time. One congre

thousand persons. Six grew

by

more

than 400.
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Sixteen grew by
one-hundred

My
tions. At
to

more

forty-four

own sense

an

than 200.
grew

of call

Sixty-one

by fifty

or more

pertains

earlier time, my intent

to

was

by

grew

more

than 100.

In all,

persons between 1989 and 1994.

effecting growth
to do a church

in

existing congrega
related

growth project

breaking the "200 Barrier." This predilection effected my choice of

of churches upon which to focus. Of the top 65 churches in

growth,

seventeen were churches that had been

1994. I decided to focus upon churches which

ining their
and

rate of

now were

raw

numerical

between 1989 and

planted

already existed

in 1989,

growth. Eighteen congregations which existed

150

or more in

morning worship

exam

in 1989

attendance had grown

than 100 percent beween 1989 and 1994. These

sample

a

by

more

eighteen churches

comprise the sample of greatly-growing churches (H) (Appendix A).
I decided also to compare the

churches with
hundred

a

eighty-three congregations grew by

order

by

dom

These 114

state and numbered

tion of 18 numbers from

sponding

Sample

1 to 49

Q.

percent between 1989 and

congregations, one-hundred fourteen average 150

morning worship attendance.

alphabetical

in the

sample of significantly, but lesser-growing churches. Four-

1994. Of these 483
in

perceptions of preaching

a

congregations

consecutively

random number table

number in the list of

congregations.

were

placed in

in that order.

A selec

matched with the

In this way,

sample of 18 congregations from this group of

were

1 14

we

or more

selected

corre

a ran

"moderately-growing"

congregations. These congregations comprise Sample I. (Appendix B)
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Between 1989 and 1994, 1595 churches

growth

or

experienced decline

these, 128 averaged 150

in average

or more

the 1994 Yearbook. These 128

order by state and numbered
bers from
18

a

A.

or

no

numerical

morning worship attendance. Of

morning worship attendance, according

congregations

were

placed

in

declining" congregations.

to

alphabetical

in that order. Selection of 18

consecutively

random number table determined the

"non-growing

Sample

in

experienced

num

compostion of this sample of

These

congregations comprise

(Appendix C)
Instrumentation

development of

Prior to
use

our

Preaching Survey (Appendix H),

two instruments to aid the interview process with

"Church/Pastor Information Form" (Appendix

(Appendix D)

were

developed and utilized

in

E)

and

Sample
a

O

I decided to

pastors. A

brief "Interview Protocol"

personal and telephone

interviews.
The content of biblical

preaching

can

be summarized in six

have subsumed the Christ-centered nature of Christian

general category
to be

of "Word-based"

present whether

or not

preaching

proclamation. Three of these

the Church was

emphases. I
into the

were

expected

growing numerically: Word-based,

focused in theme, and consistent with the person of the preacher. I anticipated
that three of the

ing done

in the

relevance and

emphases would "show up" with greater strength in the preach

greatly-growing

practicality

churches: expresses the Word with

to the hearers'

heightened

needs, communicates God's vision for

Markle
the Church, and mobilizes the Church for
We

ministry.

designed four items to correspond

of the scales,

one

of the items

validity of the responses

was

worded

to each of the six scales.

Seminary by

members of the

In five

in order to check upon the

negatively

in the other three. An initial version of the survey was

submitted to Dr. Leslie Andrews and Dr. Donald
cal
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facsimile

on

20 October 94. I conducted

Congregational Reflection Group

at

Demaray

Asbury Theologi

pre-test with nine

a

at Garfield Park Church of

God, Indianapolis, IN. Time for completion of the survey (Appendix F) ranged
from five to ten minutes.

Following completion of the

discussion, focused for the
concerned

singleness

or

most

of theme. Some

positively about the unity of the

sermon

scale because there

good

hold. We revised both items

prior

and still

pastor's sermons
revised to read,

a

positive

content there than

to the 6 November 94

everyday life." Though

thought"
the

same

thing

when

sermons

came

at the lower end of the

just

one

thought could

pre-test with the adult

or no

"My

from two different scales,

"My pastor's

was

connection with my

were

viewed

in consecutive order. These were

the next version of the survey. Item 24:

might feel

of the nine persons present

ministry" respectively, they

placed

time of

everyday life." The item

have little

items 22 and 23

and "mobilize for

a

one

response answered "never" to item 17,

have little connection with my

"My pastor's

had

thought that

respond

Sunday school participants (Appendix G). Three
who had intended

we

part upon items 3 and 19, which both

simplicity

was more

survey

as

"single

getting

separated

sermons are

at

on

weakened

by

Markle
who my pastor Is,"

Reflection

effective

as an

Group. Their only suggestion

the survey, which
which

viewed

was

measures

done. Dr.

was

the

was

one
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by the Congregational

to move it away from the end of

Demaray suggested

the inclusion of

expression of drama and humor in the

sermon.

an

item

This

was

added to the "Word-based" scale.

Adult

Sunday school teachers

complete the revised survey (Appendix G)
members did

on

6 November 94.

participants

Sixty-four

so.

Conversations with

a

scattering

revealed that several items created
unclear about the

meaning

of persons from six of the

eight classes

significant difficulty. Two persons

of item 15,

"My pastor's

itch.'" One of them omitted it; the other

one

sermons

received

were

'scratch where I

help from other class

mem

interpreting it. Of the sixty-four who completed the survey, only fifty-

bers in
seven

asked to have class

were

responded

to item 15. This 90

level of response to any

one

percent response reflected the lowest

item. Consultation with Dr. Andrews led

decision to revise this item. That revision is reflected,

followed, in Appendix H. Item 19

"My pastor's

applied

sermons

instead of

should be

.

only

.

.,"

on

was

page

was

interpreted "negatively"

two

at the

Specific

were

17, and 19. The demographic items

pattern of response with only

revised for greater

reprinted
one.

along

us

with others which

clarity. The phrase

top of each page where it

words which indicate that

printed

to a

in bold within items

an

item

#7, 10, 13,

at the end of the survey received a

strong

exceptions: The request for "Highest level of
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formal education

completed"

percent; "Ethnicity" received

no

response from

respondents. Appendix H reflects
the survey to

provide

a

answered

was not

a

a

seven

are as

on

persons,

or

eleven

full one-fourth of the

revision of the

multiple choice format

Scales for the revised survey

by

of

"Demographic" section

these two items.

follows: Word-based-items #1

11,

,

18, and 21 ; single thought-items #3, 7, 14, 24; consistency between person
and sermons-items #6, 12, 19, 22;

relevance/practicality-items #4, 9, 15,

1 7; God's vision for the church-items

and

#2, 8, 13, and 20; mobilizes the church for

ministry-items #5, 10, 16, and 23.
Since the scales of the instrument

were

developed from the research

contained in Precedents in the Literature, both that which
sources

and that

to have "face

gleaned

validity."

from interviews with

came

from written

population pastors, it appeared

In Methods of Social Research. 3rd edition, Kenneth D.

Bailey provides the following definition of face validity: "(l)f the item does
seem to

posed

measuring any recognizable concept other than the

be

to be

measuring, the instrument

The scales and their content both

were

can

guided by

basis for this assessment of the Preaching
The

reliability of the

be said to have face

instrument is

one

not

it is sup

validity" (68)

the research; this served

.

as

Survey.

supported by the

revisions made in

in the pre-tests with the
response to the feedback received from those involved

Congregational
classes

Reflection

Group (23 Oct 94) and

(6 Nov 94). "Test/Re-test Reliability"

was

the adult

Sunday school

measured

by

a

comparison
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of the responses made
responses of those

by thirty

same

persons to the 6 Nov 94 version and the

30 persons in

coefficient for each of the scales

was:

a

re-test on 23 Nov 94. The correlation

Word-based, .61 ; single in thought, .60;

consistent with the person of the preacher, .45;

.60; mobilization,
moderate
low

.44.

relevant/practical, .24; vision,

Word-based, single in thought, and vision showed

a

positive correlation. Consistent and mobilization scales revealed

positive correlation. The relevant/practical scale showed

a

little if any correla

tion.

Because the results of the test/re-test

isfactory,

a

split-half reliability study

was

returned from the churches in the three

reliability study

were

not

wholly

sat

completed from the completed surveys

samples. The correlation coefficients

Word-based, .60; single in thought,

.41 ; consistent

for each of the scales

was:

with the person of the

preacher, .51 ; relevant/practical, .56; vision, .61 ; mobiliza

tion, .51

.

Scale names, correlation coefficients, and number of

low in Table 3.1.

respondents fol
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Table 3.1

Reliability Studies

Scale

of Scale Correlations

Test/Re-test

Word-based

Single

in

thought

Consistent

Split-half

.61*

.60*

n=30

n=878

.60*
n=30

.41**

n=874
.51*
n=876

.45**

n=30

.56*

24***

Relevance/practicality

n=30
Vision

.60*

Mobilization

n=30
44**

n=873
.61*
n=877
.51*
n=875

n=30

*Moderate
**Low

positive correlation.

positive correlation.

***Little if any correlation.

The

findings of the split-half reliability study brought slight improvement

reliability

of the consistent and mobilization scales. The

relevance/practicality
single

in

scale

thought scale

and vision from God,

improvement

was

was

to the

standing of the

significantly improved. The reliability of the

weakened. The two

remaining scales, Word-based

displayed similar correlations

in the two studies. The

in correlation coefficient scores between the test/re-test and

half tests reflected the

generally higher

educational level of the

split-

respondents
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sample churches and the impact of the final revision of

which made the

"negatives"

more

the survey

obvious.

Data Collection
A
and 36

telephone call

sample I and

was

attempted

A churches

prior

to each of the 18
to

mailing

preaching survey, the letter of transmittal, and
envelope for

return of the

(Appendix I) and
the

a

a

sample

mailed

17

on

of

copy of the Letter of Transmittal

to

a

a

stamped

Telephone Protocol

(Appendix J)

are

included in

commitment to seek

a

were

January 1995.
to those churches which did not return

by 3 February 95. This card served

encouragement to them

completed

copies of the

complete the survey by the time they

Follow-up postcards were mailed
the surveys

35

packet of

a

completed surveys. Both

thirty persons

Q, churches

self-addressed

Appendix. Twenty-eight of the pastors made

random

Sample

to

as a means

of reminder and

complete the survey. Those churches which

the survey received

a

card of thanks within two weeks of their return.

Thirty-three pastors returned completed

packets for

survey

their churches

February 95. A copy of the abstract of this dissertation along with
summary of its

findings

were sent to

a one

by 26

page

participating pastors upon final approval of

this dissertation.

Independent
The

independent variables

and

Dependent Variables

in this

study

are

preaching which the preaching survey attempts

the six

qualities of biblical

to measure.
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They

were:

preaching that

with the life and

is

Word-based, single in theme

ministry of the preacher, perceived

as

focus, consistent

or

relevant and

practical

in

addressing felt needs of the hearer, communicative of God's vision for the
Church, and effective in mobilizing the Church for ministry. The dependent
variable is the category

reflecting the

between 1989 and 1994 in the 18

rate of numerical

Sample

O churches, the 18

growing churches in Sample X. and the non-growth
the 18 churches of

Sample

These responses
the responses

across

were

or

moderately-

decline

experienced

in

A.

were

measured

the three

on a

quantitative scale. The

categories of churches

Fisher PLSD and Scheffe F-test
differences

growth experienced

were

significant. Unpaired

were

means

of

compared. The

used to determine where those
t-tests enabled us to

correlation between the control factors and the six scales

as

identify the
related to the

dependent variables.
Control
A number of factors were of interest as we considered extraneous factors

which may

impact how preaching

how the content of

adults who

years

are

preaching

is viewed in the church. Does age

is understood?

We

50 and older with the "Boomers"

old) and the "Busters" (the

completed

(who

current young adult

a

are now

comparison of

31 to 49

population). Level of

formal education

completed impacts about how preaching is heard

compared those

who have

completed

levels up

impact

through high

and so

we

school with those

Markle
who have
who

completed level(s) beyond high school.

preceded

a

pastor's arrival

in a

In
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general terms,

congregation tend

persons

to view the pastor as a

"chaplain" (fulfilling traditional functions like funerals, weddings, and holiday
celebrations with

aplomb, while

gregation), while those who
are more

to view the

likely

Church. Thus,

come to

pastor

as

the "leader" and

are

pastor's leadership

key direction-setter for the
by

those who

arrival. Persons who attend

times per month may view the

those who

as seen

con

were

at the

pastor's coming with those who have made commitment

congregation since the pastor's

or more

the Church under the

compared the preaching

we

Church prior to the
the

exercising initiating leadership for the

not

preaching in

a more

to

worship three

positive way than

present less often. We compared the view of those who attend

two times or fewer per month with those who are in attendance three or more

Sundays
the

in the average month. Size of the Church is of interest,

point of the "200 Barrier" which is typically

broken until the Church goes

Ethnicity

ance.

To

sum

may also

up, the

ance

as

having been

a

part in how the preaching is heard.
control factors

were

measured

against the

(comparing the responses of those under 50 with

over); education (comparing the responses of those who

pleted high school
Church

age

regarded

or

(comparing

at

beyond 250 in average morning worship attend

following

Independent Variables:
those 50 and

play

not

particularly

less with those who went

beyond high school); size of

those from churches under 250 in average

with those from churches

averaging 250

com

or more

in

worship

attend

worship attendance);
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before/after the pastor

(comparing
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the responses of those who

preceded the

pastor in committing to the congregation with those respondents who
the

congregation since the

current

paring respondents who attend
more

frequently);

and

came to

pastor did); frequency of attendance (com

once or

twice per month with those who attend

ethnicity (comparing the respondents of various ethnic

groups).
Data Analysis
Control factors
ance

in

were

mean scores was

Scheffe F-test.

measured

utilizing

t-tests. The

analysis of the vari

accomplished by using the Fisher PLSD and the
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CHAPTER 4

Findings

Thirteen of the 18 churches
surveys, 12 of the 18

(67%)

Two of the churches in

in

sample

was

in

findings.

Sample

drawn.

Both

gation

In sum, 8 of the 16

A returned

number of

mean

was

greater than the
4.1

responding congregation
or more

Q returned

and 10 of the 18

completed
in

(56%)

sample by

Sample

error.

A.

They

or

declining congregations from which

congregations grew numerically between

completed

surveys

were

excluded from

genuinely non-growing congregations (50%)

completed surveys.

The

congregation. Table

Sample

figures for the Church of God Yearbook in 1989.

1989 and 1994. The results from their
these

Study

A were included in the

Thus, they fell into the pool of plateaued
the random

in

(72%)

Sample I

Sample

did not report attendance

of the

respondents
mean

responding

H and

X congre

number of respondents from each A

displays the
in each

in each

mean

number of

respondents per

sample and the number of churches with 30

respondents in each sample. From responding Sample Q, churches the
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mean

number of completed surveys

returned 30 or

surveys

more

was

26.7. Five churches in this group

completed surveys. The

by responding Sample X churches

sample returned 30

was

number of

congregations returned 30

or more

completed

29.9. Six churches in this

completed surveys. The

or more

pleted surveys among responding Sample
these

mean

mean

number of

A churches was 21 .6.

com

Only

two of

completed surveys.

Table 4.1
A

Comparison of

Mean Number of

Respondents and Number

of Churches with 30 or more Respondents
within Samples

Mean number of

Sample

Number of churches
with 30 or more

respondents

respondents

n

26.7

5

I

29.9

6

A

21.6

2

Split-Half Reliability
Due to

ongoing

concern over

split-half reliability study

was

the

reliability

utilized with the

of the survey

instrument,

completed surveys. Table 3.1

(in the previous chapter) displayed the findings of this study.

a
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Data
This

project

was

carried out under the assumption that

greatly-growing, moderately-growing,
a

similar correlation in the

thought, and consistent
preaching
tion in

in the

Analysis

areas

of

and

preaching that is Word-based, single
preacher. Our

greatly-growing churches would

reflect

a

relevance/practicality, communicating God's vision

standard deviation, and p

score

in

non-growing samples would show

with the person of the

mobilization of the congregation in

preaching

ministry. Table

4.2

values for each scale.

thesis

was

in
that

heightened correla
for the

Church, and

displays the

mean,
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Table 4.2

Mean, Standard Deviation and p Score Values
for each Scale

Scale

Sample

a
n

=

A

I
347

n

=

358

n

=

173

4.54

.44

4.38
.55

4.27

4.08

.50

4.64

.63
4.61

.42

.54

Rel./pract.

4.21

4.15

.0001*
p
Vision
.0001*
p

.52

3.97
.63

4.41

4.16

4.29

.49

.69
4.23
.67

4.37

4.56

Word
p

=

.0001*

Single
p

=

.0001*

Consistent
p

=

.22

=

=

Mobilization
.01*
p

4.34

=

.52

�Correlation significant at the

Only the scale pertaining
of the

preacher does

to

a

very

items. A cursory look at the

significantly higher

than

and vision scales. Further,
scale.

Sample I showed

a

.46
4.68
.42
.51
.50
.48

.05 level.

consistency between the

not have

scales, the sample has

are

<

.38
4.25

sermons

significant correlation.

and the person

In each of the other five

significant impact upon the response

mean scores

reveals that

Sample I, particularly
Sample

A

on

Sample
the

to the scale

Q. mean scores

relevance/practicality

outpaced Sample X in each and every

greater variety of response with generally higher
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standard deviations than either of the other two

analyses of variance which follow reveal the significance of these

The
mean

differences. Where there

scale,

a

series of

expressed in

one

factor

was

significant correlation between sample and

analyses of variance

was

done. Their results

were

terms of the Scheffe F-test and in two instances from the Fisher

PLSD. Table 4.3 shows variances
son.

samples.

F-scores

comparing

Cl and

using Sample

� according

Q,

to the

as

the base of

compari

respective scales

are:

Word-based, 12.50; single in thought, 10.67; relevant/practical, 16.63; and
vision, 15.94. In addition, comparing Cl and A, Fisher PLSD shows
tion of .106

on

a

correla

the vision scale.

Table 4.3

One Factor

Analyses of Variance Comparing Two Samples

Samples Compared

Scale

n vs. A

nvs. I

Word-based

12.50

Single
Relevance/practicality

10.67
16.63

Vision

15.94

�Correlation

significant

at .95.

In confirmation of the thesis of this

preaching

.106*

in their churches

project, respondents from Sample

significantly

more

Cl view the

positively than respondents

in
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This is

Sample X-

particularly

vision. In addition, the

sermons were

thought. These findings
of response

are

a

key

of

areas

affirmed

as

relevance/practicality and

Bible-based and focused in

given greater credence due

experienced in these

procedure did show
on

true in the

two

to the very

positive

rate

samples. One multiple comparison

significant difference between Sample

the vision scale. This may indicate that the

O and

key factor which

sets

Sample

A

apart

preaching

in the

teaued

declining congregation is the communication of God's vision for the

or

greatly-growing congregation

from the

preaching

in the

pla

Church.
Now to the matter of

respondents viewed

the

Sample A compared

sermons

in their

Sample X- Sample

to

congregations significantly

positively than the Sample I respondents. Of

our

growth, relevance/practicality and mobilization

were

F-scores. Vision

well

son

procedure.

were:

was

significantly stronger

F-scores when

as

comparing j;

three

and A

on

more

key scales pertaining

affirmed

on

A

as

another
the

to

stronger by the

paired compari

respective scales

Word-based, 6.44; single in thought, 5.30; relevance/practicality, 6.19;

mobilization, 3.26. The correlation
Table 4.4

displays this:

on

the vision scale

by

Fisher PLSD is .105.
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Table 4.4
One Factor

Analyses Comparing Samples X

Scale

Fisher PLSD

F-test

Word-based

and A

6.44

in

Single
thought
Relevant/practical

5.30
6.19

Vision

.105*

Mobilization

3.26

�Correlation significant at .95.

Control Factors and Dependent Variables
The six control factors

were:

age

(with 50

years

as

the

point of demarca

tion), education (comparing responses from those who completed up through

high

school with those who went

farther), attendance

responses from those who attend

present three
to the

or more

once or

worship (comparing

twice per month with those who

times), before/after the pastor

congregation compared

in

to the year the

came

were

(year of adherence

pastor came), ethnicity (compar

ing Caucasians with other groups), and size of Church (comparing responses
from those

attending churches

with average

with those from churches of 250
an

unpaired

t-test.

Significant

or

more).

p values

Significant probabilities for

worship attendance less than 250

P values

are <

are

shown

on

the basis of

.05.

the education factor

are

shown in Table 4.5:
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Table 4.5
Education Control Factor

Scale

<

Sample

Cl

Word

Single
Vision
Mob.

Sample E
Rel./prac.

h.s.

diff.

p< .01

4.52

.15

4.24

.10
.16
.10

.001
.01
.01
.0001

.01
.07

.001
.01

.02

.004

>

h.s.

n=94
4.67
4.34
4.52
4.40

n=244

n=127

n=216

3.97

4.36
4.30

Vision

4.20

Mob.

4.23

3.96
4.13
4.21

n=81

n=90

Sample

A

No scales

In the

significantly related

to this factor in this

greatly-growing congregations {Cl),

comprise

a

clear

minority (one

sample.

where the lesser-educated persons

to more than two and

educated minority viewed the preaching

as

one-half), the lesser-

significantly

more

Word-based,

focused in thought, communicative of vision and mobilizing for ministry than did
the

more

with the

highly-educated majority

of

respondents. These findings contrasted

moderately-growing congregations (Z),

number of

more

in which the gap between the

highly educated respondents and lesser-educated respond

ents shrunk to less than two to one and the difference in their

related scales

was

much smaller. Sermons affirmed

all levels of educational attainment, with

significantly

viewpoint

on

by respondents from
more

strength

in
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affirmation from tfie less-educated

minority appeared

to relate

growth in the Church. Further, strong affirmation of the
biblical

related to great

Responding

to

both

as

to

great

to their

today (vision and

growth in the Church.

churches in

sian congregations, four
one

sermons

quality (Word-based and single) and applicability

mobilization)

positively

Sample

Cl included

eight predominantly Cauca

predominantly African-American congregations, and

predominantly Mexican-American congregation. Table 4.6 displays signifi

cantly related scales for the ethnicity factor:

Table 4.6

Ethnicity Control Factor

Caucasian

Scale

Sample Cl
Rel./prac.

4.24

Mobiliza.

n=297

Sample I

4.10

Vision

Sample

n=154

A

No scale related

Nearly

n=190
4.18

44

significantly

Others

diff.

p

4.26

.08

.003

4.46

.22

.004

.45

.02

<

.05

n=147

n=42
4.55

n=10
to this factor in this

sample.

percent of respondents in the greatly-growing sample

African-American, Mexican-American, Jamaican,

or

came

Native American

from

origins.
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the

Though

respondents from these groups found their pastor's

relevant/practical
between them

and

was

hearers from other

than their Caucasian counterparts, the gap

mobilizing

not

nearly

as

backgrounds

viewed

as

growth

in the Church.

wide
in the

that between Caucasian hearers and

as

moderately-growing sample. Preaching

relevant/practical and mobilizing

Table 4.7 shows significant
the

sermons more

across

ethnic lines related to great

relationships for scales related

to the size of

congregation:

Table 4.7

Size of

Scale

Sample

<

O

Word

Sample E
No scale related

Sample
Single

A clear

A

Congregation

250

>

Control Factor

250

n=141

n=206

4.66

4.49

p

.17

.001

<

n=62

n=296

significantly

.05

diff.

to this factor in this

n=112

n=61

4.29

4.17

majority of respondents

in

Sample

sample.

.12

Q. attended

.002

congregations which

have broken the "200 barrier." This stands in marked contrast to the
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respondents

from

medium and

large-sized congregations related

This affirmation
average

Sample Y- Sermons affirmed

was

significantly stronger

as

to

strongly Word-based

in both

great growth in the Church.

in the medium-sized

(< 250 in

attendance) congregation.

We checked for any

relationship between the scales and the factor of

joining the congregation before
were seen

but the contrast in

and the other

or

after the current pastor. Few

relationships

composition between Sample Cl congregations

congregations arrested attention. Table 4.8 displays these find

ings.

Table 4.8

Joining Before
as a

Before

Scale

Sample

n=48

Cl

No scale related

n=190

Sample I
Single

4.04
4.56

Consistent

Sample

n=103

A

No scale related

Respondents

significantly

significantly

or

After the Pastor

Control Factor

After

diff.

p< .05

n=285
to this factor in this

sample.

n=139
4.18

.14

.01

4.70

.14

.01

n=62
to this factor in this

who came after the pastor in

sample.

Sample

Cl outnumbered those who
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came

before him

by nearly six

to one! Contrast that with the clear

preceded the pastor in the other samples. Sermons affirmed
those who

came

consistency

after the pastor

with the

majority who

more

strongly by

regarding singleness of thought and

preacher's life and ministry related

to moderate

growth

in

the Church.
Table 4.9 shows

significantly related scales

to the age factor.

Table 4.9

Age Control Factor

Scale

<

50

>

50

diff.

p

<

.05

n=252
4.24

n=82
4.36

.12

.02

4.32

4.40

.08

.01

n=149
4.27

n=182

4.46

.19

.01

Rel./prac.

3.89

.16

Vision
Mobiliza.

4.01
4.12

4.05
4.30

.01
.0001
.0001

A

n=97

n=70

Vision

4.23
4.22

Mobiliza.

4.31

4.29
4.40
4.43

Sample
Single

Q,

Mobiliza.

Sample I
Word

Sample
Single

Only Sample X
one,

was

dominated

respondents from Sample

4.34

by

.29
.22

.06

.05
.04
.01

.18
.12

those older than 50.

By

more

than three to

H were younger than 50. The related scales in
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Sample Z

showed

scales in the other

a

wider

divergence

between the age levels than the related

samples. Wider divergence between the generations

Word, relevance/practicality, vision, and mobilization scales related

growth

more

2.

the

to moderate

in the Church.

Summary
1.

on

Greatly-growing {Q)

and

of

Significant Findings

moderately-growing (X) congregations secured

completed surveys than did plateaued

or

Given knowledge of the sample, there is

ability regarding responses

to the

declining (A) congregations.
a

very

high degree of predict

Word, single in thought, relevance/practical

ity, vision, and mobilization scales.
3.

The pattern of stronger affirmation on these five scales for both the

greatly-growing sample and the plateaued
with the

or

declining sample when compared

moderately-growing sample is highly probable

in similar

samples of

additional congregations.
4.

Respondents

gence of

from

moderately-growing churches reflected

opinion about their pastor's

sermons

than

a

wider diver

respondents from the other

samples. Moderately-growing congregations may aptly be called "Whitewater
churches."
5.

In

descending order, respondents from greatly-growing churches

expressed stronger affirmation

of their

pastor's

practicality, vision. Word-based, and single
ents in the

moderately-growing

in

sermons

in the relevance/

thought scales than did respond

churches. It is the

strength of affirmation

at both
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ends of the spectrum

(Word and world) that

sets

apart preaching in the greatly-

growing Church.
6.

Communication of God's vision for the congregation sets apart preaching

in the

greatly-growing Church from

the

preaching

in the

plateaued

or

declining

congregation.
7.

By smaller margins (when compared with finding #5 above), but signifi

cant

nonetheless, respondents from plateaued

their

pastor's

sermons more

or

declining congregations rated

strongly Word-based, relevant/practical, single in

thought, and mobilizing than did respondents from moderately-growing congre

gations. Persons

in

plateaued/declining congregations, where the

reigns, expressed greater satisfaction
in

pastor's

moderately-growing churches, where change and
Sermons which

8.
sons

but also received

Great

9.

growth

biblically-based

sermons

than persons

turbulence may abound.

garnered strong affirmation from highly-educated
even

related to great numerical

a

with their

status quo

per

stronger affirmation from lesser-educated persons

growth

in the Church.

in the Church related to strong

and focused in

thought; while

high degree of vision and mobilization

preaching that is both

at the same time

communicating

to hearers across the educational

spectrum.
1 0.

Moderate

communicate

growth

in the Church related to sermons that were heard to

relevance/practicality, vision,

and mobilization, with similar
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strength

across

educational lines. In the

moderately-growing churches,

respondents with less education

were

than

higher educational attainment.

were

11.

the

In

those respondents of

more

motivated by the

growing churches, persons with high school education

sermons as

significantly

than persons with
1 2.

little

more

sermons

or

less viewed

communicative of God's vision for the Church

higher levels of education.

Nearly half the respondents

in the

greatly-growing sample

were

of ethnic

origin other than Caucasian.
13.

Preaching

viewed

lines related to great
14.

Only

worship in
15.

in the

a

as

relevant/practical and mobilizing

across

ethnic

growth in the Church.

greatly-growing sample did

congregation larger than 250

Sermons affirmed

Church in both medium

as

a

clear

majority of respondents

in average attendance.

strongly Word-based

related to

(150-249) and large-sized (250

or

great growth in the

more) congrega

tions.
1 6.

Respondents

after the pastor

in

(86%)

greatly-growing congregations who joined the Church
outnumbered

respondents who
in

(14%),

six to one. The

to 42%

after) and plateaued/declining (62% before

17.

Respondents

the pastor found his
person and

opposite

from

was seen

were

there before him

moderately-growing (58% before
to 38%

after) congregations.

moderately-growing congregations who

sermons

significantly

ministry than those who

were

more

came

after

focused and consistent with his

there before the pastor

came.
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18.

the

Only

moderately-growing sample

50 years of age.

Wide

divergence

practicality, vision,
Respondents aged
mons

20.

than

were

across

by

a

ratio of three to

age levels

one.

regarding Word-base, relevance/

and mobilization related to moderate
50 and older

those

were

much

respondents younger

Preaching that produced

cantly both

dominated by those older than

Respondents from greatly-growing churches younger than 50

outnumbered those older than 50
1 9.

was

more

in the Church.

affirming of their pastor's

ser

than 50.

the greatest numerical

to the Word and the world in the

growth

growth related signifi

opinion of its hearers!
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CHAPTER 5

Summary

and Conclusions

Think of the achievement of numerical church
Whitewater

rapids of

stream feel

good

a

swift

flowing

stream. Those who have traversed the

about their achievement. Most of them

crossing progressed. The "captain's"

sermons

week's message held

a

points making

lived. Each week's message unfolded

which made it
eral of them
see

the

shortly

new

member

across

are now

crew as

the

on

none.

the

ship:

Each

specific focus. Each week's message grew from fresh

encounter with God's Word. Each week's message

helped the

joined the

helped keep them

These messages did not meander around many

and

growth like crossing the

begin

to where the hearer

bit

more

of where the boat

to find a

place

to serve. Most of the boats

ended up with

a

more

than 250 members

looking ahead for additional

greatly-growing Church,

spoke

on

was

headed

board. Sev

streams to cross. Here we

most of which have broken the "200 barrier" or

will.

The

tional level

majority of the respondents

in each

sample had attained

beyond high school and attended worship three

or more

an

educa

times each
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month.

Specifically,

the

typical respondent in the greatly-growing Church

younger than 50 years of age,
six to

one

came to

ratio), and worshiped each

250 persons. The crucial

the

after the pastor

congregation

in week in

congregation of

a

(by

a

than

point is this: The pastor is the key leader in this

Church! The pastor has earned the right to lead and the weekly
forced that

more

was

authority because they

were

sermons

biblically-based and applied

rein

to every

day living.
Other boats
will

successfully

captain. Some

are

cross

still

the stream. The majority of the

of them liked his

"contemporary."

motivation at sufficient

The

an

unsure

cross

on a

idea about

captain

better.

challenge is

The younger

crew.

depth

crew

crew

They
not

not

only

prior

biblical, less

gaining and keep

not

They

yet have them.

about his sermons. Some are

would like to turn back

mid-stream island. A few

ultimate fate of the

in

a

to reach their friends for Christ and the crew.

divergence of opinion

some

served with

members do not yet feel the

leadership ability. Casualties and conflict

the stream and

yet certain that they

were more

crossing the stream, but that wish does

faces wide

of his

sermons

But the heart of the

ing the support of older

have

attempting the passage. It is

or

in this quest to

perhaps stop for

lobby for the selection of

moderately-growing "Whitewater"

occur

a new

a season

captain. The

Church remains unde

cided.
The

of age

or

typical respondent

older,

came to

in the

moderately-growing

Church

the Church before the pastor, and

was

50 years

worshiped each
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week in

a

congregation of fewer than 250 persons. The pastor has

established

as

the

key leader here. While gaining greater support from those

younger than 50 years of age and at the
"biblical

not been

time

same

preacher," the pastor who would lead

establishing herself

must retain a solid

as a

degree of

support among those 50 and older.
Still other boats with their

crews

Some have survived previous efforts to
have lived to tell about it.

They

ings. They harbor little desire
never

lodging

cross

happy where

we are

members." The
sermons

on

and

are

near

side of the river.

are

just happy

even

subject. "Too risky,"

though they attend

many conclude. "We

enjoy the close fellowship God provides
or

on

declining congregation is typically

to us as crew

content with the

contentment

parallels

missing ingredient: Though they had

mental acceptance of the need to minister to others, "in their hearts,

between the

33)

preaching

declining churches

.

In this

in the

came at

are

the other side of the stream. But in their hearts

worlds apart. Barna identified the

didn't feel it" (UFC

to

find contentment and peace in their surround

brings each week. Their level of

persons aboard the boats

the

to re-enter the stream. Others in the crew have

the

plateaued

their pastor

on

this stream and

thought about actually entering the stream,

occasional conferences

they

find

study, the

one

statistically significant difference

greatly-growing churches

the

they really

and the

plateaued

point of communication of God's vision

or

for the

Church.
While younger than 50 years of age, the

typical respondent

in the

pla-
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teaued

declining congregation

or

worships each week

in

a

congregation with fewer than 250

On the basis of this study,
scenario

to the Church before the

came

we

pastor and

in attendance.

would expect to find this

"stream-crossing"

repeated again and again: Sermons preached in greatly-growing

Church of God congregations and

sermons

declining Church of God congregations
their hearers and with greater

hearers of the

preaching

in

are

in

plateaued and

affirmed with similar

strength by

strength when compared with the affirmation by

moderately-growing Church

In confirmation of the thesis of this
churches viewed their

preached

pastor's

congregations.

in

greatly-growing

study, respondents

sermons as

practicality and communication

of God

significantly stronger

of God's vision than did

in relevance/

respondents in

moderately-growing churches. However, beyond that expectation, the preach
ing

in the

greatly-growing

single in thought

as

churches

well. Thus,

we

was

affirmed

as

stronger in Word-base and

conclude that it is

preaching that holds both

ends in creative tension-Word and world, eternal truth and contemporary situa

tion, the biblical world and the world at the brink of the 21st century-that most

effectively reaches the

lost and builds up the

body of Christ

in numerical church

growth.
This

In

our own

finding buttressed

a

long-held

day, Stott described it

conviction of the

preaching literature.

in Jesus:

in human language; he appeared in human flesh. Thus
of inspiration and incarnation have established
doctrines
the great
a divine precedent for communication. God condescended to our

He

spoke

humanity, though

without

surrendering his deity. Our bridges

too
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must be

firmly anchored on both sides of the chasm, by refusing
either to compromise the divine content of the message or to
ignore the human context in which it has to be spoken. We have
to

plunge fearlessly into both worlds, ancient and modern, biblical
contemporary, and to listen attentively to both. (145)

and

While

confirming

the

position of the preaching literature, this finding sup

ports the growing chorus seeking to correct the de-emphasis
some,

particularly early, church growth

movement

on

preaching

writings. We add

our

in

voice to

these:

Schaller has insisted for
power of

a

generation: "It is difficult

good preaching today, and it usually is the number-one factor in deter

mining where the baby boomers go
Lew found at First Chinese
be

to church"

blessing contemporary churches

growth" (56)

("21 Steps" 5)

Baptist Church,
that minister

with positive, practical, personal, and biblical
cal

to overstate the

Los

Angeles: "God

effectively

to

by causing great

our

salvation

through Jesus the Christ,

through preaching that consistently reflects that

of human and divine elements. Never one without the other.
creative tension,

rely solely

on

numeri

to His

same

Church

interplay

Always

both in

speaking the Truth with words of truth for the present day. Our

preaching is inadequate and fails
we

baby boomers

sermons

fully human and fully divine, it follows that the greatest benefit
come

seems to

.

Since God in His wisdom secured

should

.

the

to achieve the numerical

insights of studies that point

practicality, communication

to the

growth intended

efficacy

if

of relevance/

of God's vision, and mobilization of the Church
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apart from

solid foundation in God's Word.

a

Each

finding regarding the great growth

this creative tension. In addition to the
trol variables

we

found

a

the Church related to strong

thought; while

persons accorded
sages

the

even more.

findings above,

researched

as we

communicating

a

great growth in

high degree

the educational spectrum.

high acclaim. Lesser-educated

was

Highly-educated

persons acclaimed the

striking: The affirmation of the

not cross over onto the "biblical" side.

It

was

limited to

slightly higher than did the

growth required affirmation

on

educated

today's world,
served

as

it had to

frankly,

than it moved the

today's world.

but less

more

growth

Moderate

strongly affirmed

the model for

sermons

did

only

In sum, great

both ends of the spectrum: the biblical world and

We must underline it: Great
and relevant to

contrast with

sermons

Sample I respondent.

growth required preaching

lesser educated alike. And
more

more

mes

relevance/practicality,

vision, and mobilization. Lesser-educated persons affirmed the

significantly

of vision and

greatly-growing Church required both! The

moderately-growing Church

this world. Great

con

preaching that is both biblically-based and focused

across

The

Cl churches reflected

at both sides of the chasm:

at the same time

mobilization to hearers

Sample

high degree of correlation along the education factor.

Again the preaching connected

in

of

preaching

that moved
move

more

educated and

the lesser-educated person

highly educated hearer.
related to

growth related
as

both Bible-based

sermons

to sermons relevant to

biblically-based.

The Incarnation

that best grew the Church

numerically!
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In all

growing churches (whether greatly-growing

moderately-growing), persons
sermons as

significantly

than persons with

numerical
chief

higher

more

with

or

high school education

or

less viewed the

communicative of God's vision for the Church

levels of education. This

augmented

the truth that

growth in the Church depended upon vision from God and

places that vision connected

was

the

pulpit. Persons

across

of the

one

the educa

tional spectrum must catch the vision for the Church to grow, but it must catch
the hearers of lower educational levels in

include the need to communicate
As

the

we

explored

control variables,

size lines. We have

educational levels.
across

was a

bit

more

gregations.
effectively,

growth

as

growth

preaching.

seen

preaching

point

Sermons affirmed

that truth in the realm of

support

as

sig

respond

large-sized congregations. This

populations

educationally-were moved

was

strongly Word-based

in the medium-sized Church than in the

is this, both

in

educational, ethnic, and

in the Church. This

but in each case, persons in the

size of Church,

to see that the

across

reality

relevant/practical and mobilizing

in both medium and

pronounced

The

persons

this

in story form.

among African-American and Mexican-American

ents than among Caucasians.

related to great

we came

already

Preaching viewed

ethnic lines related to great

nificantly stronger

the

clearly, simply, and often

greatly-growing churches attracted

congregational

particular. Implications of

were

larger

reached and reached

minority position-ethnically,
more

con

than

as to

majority respondents by
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Contrast this with the wide

divergence

across

age levels

regarding the

strength of Word-base, relevance/practicality, vision, and mobilization which
we

found

those

across

age levels in the

respondents aged 50 and older rated the

ther, the minority who had
more

moderately-growing churches. In each

come to

the Church after the pastor

positive that the pastor's messages

with the person and

ministry

of the

sermons more

were

single

in

case,

positively. Fur
was

significantly

thought and consistent

preacher. In the moderately-growing

churches, the "critical mass" of persons-younger and older, before and after
the

pastor-for going
The

on

to

greater rates of growth had not been achieved.

only significantly correlated factor

Those correlations

were

found in

single

degree in mobilization. It is significant
older
than

were

were

noticeably

more

Sample

A was the age factor.

thought, vision, and

to note that those

affirming of these qualities

to a

greater

respondents 50 and

in their

pastor's

sermons

their younger hearers.

In summary, great

preaching

in

with

that

was

growth

in the Church

was

related to

churches has been

particularly mobilizing

than 50 years of age and communicated

and Church size

in

Word-based, focused in thought and relevant/practical,

communicated vision, and mobilized for ministry in the world.

greatly-growing

strength

categories.

greatly-growing congregation

The
as

effectively

across

Preaching

in the

to persons younger

educational, ethnic,

moderately-growing Church may become

the

pastor's

sermons

exhibit

a more

a

obvious

basis in God's Word and mobilize persons under the age of 50 into active
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ministry

in Jesus's name.
Evaluation and

The

case we

particularly

in the

Interpretation

have made for incarnational preaching is supported,

Sample

a churches. We have theorized that

both true to the Word and true in
the greatest numerical

speaking

to

today's

preaching that is

world would

produce the

growth in the church. This is confirmed both in the

com

parison of greatly-growing (Q) and moderately-growing (I) churches and in the
pattern of correlation along the education factor in the greatly-growing sample.
Further significant correlation occurred between preaching that is relevant/

practical, visionary, and mobilizing along both the age and education factors in
the

moderately-growing

this

project and heighten the import of preaching

her church should

Again

churches. These

are.

we return to

The

the

happy

the

dangerous

with their lot.

to the other side and are

to have survived failed

a new

on

happy

Only

the

attempts

to find passage

moderately-growing churches
threatening either

to be where

the "safe" side of the

waters or content never to have tried.

stream with casualties and conflicts

safe arrival in

pastor who intends that

fast-flowing and turbulent river. The greatly-

plateaued and declining churches reside

great stream, either happy
across

to the

to the thesis of

experience numerical growth.

growing churches have crossed

they

findings lend support

They, too,
are

are

amidst the

their existence

or

their

port. Their view of the preaching pastor reflects the

uncertainty of their situation and their level of commitment

to

completing

the
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journey. Preaching that
three

is both Word-based and

significantly related

key "growth" scales marked the church with

passage

a

legitimate shot

Sample

A churches

were

most difficult to reach

most hesitant of the groups of pastors to indicate that

from their churches to

the pastor of the
that I had with

Sample

A churches is illustrated in

couple of the pastors. One

me

with the

impression that it

kind of

scrutiny

on

the

"at this time."

was

too

we

random

survey. The dilemma of

a

colleague from

me on

the

a

neigh

phone but who

risky to open himself up

to this

my

not have the survey com

received responses

A situations and then

and

telephone conversations

with

apologetically that he could

My belief is that

positive of the Sample

just

a

subject of preaching. Another called after receiving

reminder card and said

pleted

was

by phone

they would seek

complete the preaching

state who would not come out and say "no" to

boring
left

a

to make the

the river.

across

Pastors in

sample

to the

only from the

most

predominantly from those respond

ents most satisfied with the current state of affairs in their

congregations.

Implications of Findings
These

along and

findings affirm what the preaching literature has insisted upon all

may

help bring

a

needed correction to the

growth literature that preaching is

growth. Indeed, insights
as

to

not a

significant

from the church

initiating leader prevented

us

from

impression in the church

factor related to numerical

growth literature regarding the pastor

minimizing the results from

X when confronted with the findings from X compared

Q,

to A. The

compared

interplay

of
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insights from the preaching and church growth literatures provides added
perspective that

preaching that
in

serves to

heighten the priority of preaching: the blend of

meets the criteria of the

thought, consistent-and

meets the criteria identified in the church

literature-relevant/practical,
provided

a

preaching literature-Word-based, single

communicative of God's vision, and

growth

mobilizing-

potent formula for preaching that blessed the Church with

wholesome numerical

growth. It

growth literature should begin
and leave behind
the mix that

a

seems

fitting

to this writer that the church

to advocate a strong role for the

stance of silence

pulpit in growth

marginalization of preaching's role in

or a

produces numerical growth in the Church. Factors that God has

historcally blessed in building up His Church, prominent among them prayer
and

preaching, elements which emphasize the divine and mysterious impact of

God's

Spirit

perception

in the Church, would

save us

from

a

mechanistic and

inadequate

of how the Church grows.
Contributions to Research Methodology

With further refinement and
survey

developed

in this

of the scales, the

preaching

helpful descriptive

tool to aid

strengthening

study could become

a

pastors toward growing effectiveness in their preaching ministry. This study

places

a

framework in

detail. For

position

that others may choose to

explore

example, what texts, themes or books of the Bible

in greater

best communicate

God's vision for the Church? The preaching pastor of the growing Church might
be asked, "Where have you found

'gold'

in

seeking

to

preach with relevance
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and

practicality to

your

have mobilized your

people?" Again, what texts, themes

people

most

sermons

would

Calibration of the survey instrument to seek these
be made

on

It would
from each

wise in

hindsight

responding congregation

resentative response from the

specific

of Results to Previous Studies

preaching. Harding

the

that strong Bible

Lew described
to

and

balance.

.

.

movement de-

one

.

of the

Comfort

long underestimated

suggested

goal

as

preaching

forfeiting neither relevance

conviction that this work

in 1983 that

understandable,

preaching and growing churches

nor

are

among

baby boomers,

that maintains "the

toward

by God

in 1993.

uncompromising

revelation" (DfC 119)

provides another step

across

related.

and biblical sermons" used

produce great numerical growth, particularly
our

were on

exciting. Schaller has insisted

"positive, practical, personal

Anderson described

decade ago

in effective sermons included: biblical,

positive, practical, exemplary,

generation

a

wrote in 1982: "I have concluded that effec

growing, healthy churches" (16)

qualities present

warm,
a

in

matters may

to have received an even more rep

so as

tive, enthusiastic Biblical preaching is certainly

ingredients

insight.

sought 35 completed surveys

study confirms that those scattered voices of

on

rich

place.

target when they spoke against the early church growth

emphasis

text to mes

congregations.

Relationship
This

to have

provide

more

the basis of the general framework in

seem

books of the Bible

effectively? Descriptions from

sage of how the pastor prepared these

now

or

.

It is my

building that "new syn-
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thesis" in

preaching that Anderson, among others, longed for.
Limitations of the

Since the

testing

of Church of God

izable most
churches

appropriately

to other Church of God

demographically

as our source

The

single

theory took place among

and
in

are

congregations and

samples
general-

to

culturally similar. Church of God congregations

worship style

of belief, practice,

findings of the study

in

three stratified

(Anderson, Indiana) congregations, the findings

generally non-liturgical

are

the

of my

Study

teaching

are

and

and

place

a

high value

on

the Bible

preaching.

also limited

by the

low

positive correlation of

thought scale.
Unexpected Findings and Conclusions

I

was

at the

surprised

strength of affirmation

plateaued and declining sample
port for the

peril

are

status quo is

the

ones

in

but upon reflection have

preaching that

municates with relevance and

the

people

head of numerical
our

in the

recognized that

sup

moderately-growing situations where the question of

I conclude that

moves

preaching

strong in the Church. Those preachers in greatest

"who is the leader?" and "where is this

and

of the

are

not

yet settled.

is Word-based and at the

same

time,

com

practicality, imparts God's vision for the church,

into active

growth

ship headed?"

ministry

will be used of Him

in the church. This

as

the fountain-

position is plainly supported

in

comparison of greatly-growing and moderately-growing churches. The

comparison with plateaued

and

declining churches

adds

a

cautionary

note but
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also shows that communication of God's vision is

of the

greatly-growing congregation.
Practical

Preparation

to

preach offered

setting holds greater value
exegeting their culture

as

if

Applications

in the

sis and

well

at the

interpretation
that

sure

exegeting the

we

as

the Word. This is not

city

could be upon the

city

the learners to mine

or

a

or

conference

hone skills at

call to eliminate

or

place the proven tools of biblical exege

disposal of the preaching pastor. It

give significant if

town or

college, seminary,

aspiring and/or active preachers

water down any of our current efforts to

make

key distinctive in the preach-

a

not commensurate time to

suburb in which

in which the school

or

one

lives.

is a

in

to

providing skills

prodding

off-campus housing,

work, and Church settings. Local media and community groups may provide

gold mine of insight into where
Saturday.

A list of the

which could

people

are

one

how to "break down"

"top ten" felt needs of the community might be developed

of those needs at
a

a

really living Monday through

provide the basis for the assignment of

which addresses

passage of

down" the community in which
the

our

at

Perhaps the focus

conference is located,

insights from their experiences

plea

biblically-based

significant depth. As

Scripture,

we serve

a

we

we are

sermon

learning

must also learn how to "break

according

to the most relevant needs of

people.
Both the

findings of this study and the

Warren, whom God is using to make

a

witness of pastors like

significant impact

Hybels and

in the lives of
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previously unchurched people, demand that
prayer to

today's

preach in

a

we

invest the time and energy and

way that communicates the timeless truth of the Bible to

world in relevant,

practical, visionary and mobilizing ways.
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Appendix

Sample

Cl

Average AM
State. Citv--Church

Attendance

Percentage

1989

1994

Increase

MA, Boston-New Covenant

500

1200

700

140

AZ, Chandler-Mtn. Park

193

702

509

264

MD, Columbia-Long Reach

325

800

475

146

CA, Costa Mesa-New Com.

110

453

343

312

OK, OK City-Belle Isle Com.

191

506

315

165

OH, Spgfld-Northside

120

335

215

179

IL, Evanston-First

200

401

201

101

FL, Plantation-W. Brow.

115

300

185

161

PA, New Beth.-First

150

313

163

109

CA, Riverside-First

115

255

140

122

CA, San Bernardino-C. C.

100

235

135

135

96

222

126

131

107

230

123

115

OR, Cottage Grove-Riv. C.

72

184

112

156

CA, East Palo Alto-Ab. Life

65

175

110

169

KS, Andover-Hope Comm.

73

176

103

141

PA, Greensburg-Laurel High

82

185

103

126

AZ, Phoenix-Nueva Vida

79

170

91

115

IN, LaPorte-First

PA, Parker-Park Hill

Increase
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Appendix B

Sample �

Average

AM Attendance

Percentage

1989

1994

Anderson, IN-North

823

1049

226

27

Miami, FL--Kendall

289

425

136

47

Bellingham, WA--CPk

217

298

81

37

Clarksville, TN--First

126

179

53

42

Ashland, KY--Mde Sta

185

233

48

26

Huntsville, AL--First

130

176

46

35

Charleston, IL-First

106

151

45

42

Anderson, IN--S0 Mer

365

405

40

11

Rockaway, NY-Fi

200

232

32

16

Ypsi., MI--Comm

270

300

30

11

Atwater, CA--First

248

274

26

10

Macon, GA--Comm

200

225

25

13

Bradenton, FL--First

405

425

20

5

157

175

18

11

168

185

17

10

223

235

12

5

144

151

7

5

169

175

6

4

State. Citv--Church

Far

Kan

City, MO--Pitt

Rd

Bham, AL--Riv So

Galesburg,
Json

City,

IL--First

TN--Tac Pk

Elkhart, KS--First

Increase

Increase
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Appendix C

Sample

Average

A

AM Attendance

Percentage

Decrease

Decrease

197

+1

0

200

200

0

0

KY, Mt. Stig-Cam

160

150

10

6

OH, Mfld-First

174

162

12

7

MO, E Pra-First

175

161

14

8

NC, Drexel-First

203

187

16

8

OH, Ansonia-Flrst

425

400

25

6

Ml, Clio-Comm

185

150

35

19

IL, Marion-First

236

194

42

18

KY, Paris-First

218

165

53

24

KY, Ashland-First

323

240

83

26

KS, Wichita-Paw Ave

335

230

105

31

OH, Defiance-First

450

340

110

24

NY, New York-Congre

275

150

125

45

CA, Arcadia-Comm

350

250

100

29

OR, Gresham-Rockw

?

280

TN, Boma-First

?

179

466

259

1989

1994

IL, Spf Id-First

196

NY, Bklyn-NT

State. Citv- Church

Ml, Flint-W Court

Now two

congregations.
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Appendix D

INTERVIEW PROTOCOL
1

.

Suppose

tliat I

am a

prospective visitor

to your

congregation. Describe

Churcli today.
Describe your cliurch staff.
Describe the programs of your church.
Describe the typical member of your congregation.
Describe your target population(s).

2. What

was

the church like when you came? How is it different

changes have been

3. Describe your

most

approach

to

productive in growing your church?

preaching:

Basic type: Textual,

Walk

today? Which

Topical,

Life

Situation, Felt-Need, Exposition

through a week of your ministry. Highlight preaching
preparation. What priority does it hold in your week?
us

Describe how you decide upon your church's

"preaching

menu."

Describe biblical preaching. How do you hold the thrust of the text
in tension with the felt needs of your hearers? What do you see in
the future for biblical preaching?
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Appendix

E

CHURCH/PASTOR INFORMATION FORM
PASTOR:

Age

Training/Experience specifically prepar
ing you to lead this congregation:

Years in

ministry

Years at this church
Education

Spiritual Gift

Core

H. S

beyond

Mix

(list top 3

Conviction(s)

or

4)

about how the church grows:

CHURCH:
Name of

Congregation

Significance of
Year the church

the

name:

began

Years at this location

Average Worship Attendance this year
How come?

Trending up/down/steady?

Male/Female Ratio
Number of
Where do

Median Tenure of members

Baptisms this year

people

find

meaningful relationships

in your church?
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General

Budget last year

Total

given by top

ten units
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Appendix

F

PREACHING SURVEY
This survey is part of a Doctor of Ministry study on the impact of preaching in a
variety of Church of God congregations. Your responses on this anonymous survey
will be combined with those of other laypersons in Church of God congregations to
explore factors in preaching as they relate to the growth of the church. Thank you for

participation!

your

Please CIRCLE THE RESPONSE that best represents your

My pastor's
,

2.

.

3.

.

.

.

help

.

me

.

.

understand what the Bible
RARELY

1

2

of God's vision for

me a sense

RARELY

1

2

one

RARELY

6.

.

,

RARELY

1

2

want to

obey the

NEVER
1

2

communicate my

pastor's

RARELY

me

OCCASIONALLY

OCCASIONALLY

.

,

help

me to

NEVER

USUALLY

ALWAYS

4

5

USUALLY

ALWAYS

4

5

USUALLY

ALWAYS

RARELY

OCCASIONALLY

12

USUALLY
4

OCCASIONALLY

leading

5

USUALLY

ALWAYS
5

us.

OCCASIONALLY
3

ALWAYS

was.

4

3

5

me.

3

know where God is
RARELY

4

love for God and for

12

8.

5

Lord.
OCCASIONALLY
3

unclear about what the message

NEVER

ALWAYS

4

sentence.

12

leave

USUALLY

church.

3

RARELY

NEVER

5

live, work and play.

to where I

me

ALWAYS

4

3

NEVER

make

.

our

OCCASIONALLY

12

5.

USUALLY

3

may be summed up in

speak

each item:

means.

OCCASIONALLY
3

NEVER

NEVER

on

.

NEVER

give

.

sermons

opinion

USUALLY
4

ALWAYS
5

Markle
to the need of my life that

speak

10.

11.

NEVER

RARELY

1

2

.

reflect my

.

2

are

obviously Bible-based.
RARELY

1

2

are

OCCASIONALLY

RARELY

14.

15.

...

leave

me unsure

of God's

RARELY

1

2

RARELY

1

2

help

me

17.

OCCASIONALLY

focus my attention
RARELY

1

2

use

help

NEVER
1

ALWAYS

4

5

USUALLY

ALWAYS

RARELY

me

2

4

ALWAYS

5

Jesus Christ.
OCCASIONALLY

USUALLY

ALWAYS

4

5

USUALLY

ALWAYS

3

everyday life.

OCCASIONALLY

4

3

to know God's "next
RARELY

USUALLY

3

on

5

spiritual gifts.

my

12

...

us.

USUALLY

4

OCCASIONALLY

have little connection with my

NEVER

18.

5

3

to know and

NEVER

...

4

3

12

...

ALWAYS

preferred future condition for
OCCASIONALLY

RARELY

NEVER

16.

USUALLY

"scratch where I itch."

NEVER

...

5

3

NEVER

...

ALWAYS

4

ministry.

OCCASIONALLY

12

13.

life and

5

USUALLY

3

pastor's

ALWAYS

4

OCCASIONALLY

consistent with my

NEVER

5

USUALLY

3

NEVER

.

ALWAYS

4

pastor's character.
RARELY

12.

USUALLY

3

1

.

day.

OCCASIONALLY

NEVER

.
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step"

for

our

OCCASIONALLY
3

5

church.
USUALLY

ALWAYS

4

5
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19.

20.

21

.

...

make

a

single point.

NEVER

RARELY

1

2

...

OCCASIONALLY

RARELY

1

2

OCCASIONALLY

OCCASIONALLY

24.

enable

me to re-state
RARELY

equip

me

ALWAYS

4

5

USUALLY

ALWAYS

RARELY

1

2

are

weakened

NEVER

the message to another with
OCCASIONALLY

5

ease.

USUALLY

ALWAYS

4

5

USUALLY

ALWAYS

4

5

USUALLY

ALWAYS

4

5

3

OCCASIONALLY
3

by who my pastor is.

RARELY

OCCASIONALLY
3

12

Demographic

4

to share my faith in Christ.

NEVER

...

USUALLY

3

12

...

5

3

RARELY

NEVER

23.

4

serving God.

12

...

ALWAYS

receive their energy and direction from the Bible.

NEVER

22.

USUALLY

3

do not move me toward

NEVER

...

192

Information: These items

are

and will not be used in any way to attempt to

included for

comparison purposes only

identify you.

AGE:

GENDER: MALE.

FEMALE

ETHNICITY:

Highest

level of formal EDUCATION COMPLETED:

HOW LONG

hearing this pastor preach:

AVERAGE Number of Times attending Morning Worship in this congregation
EACH MONTH:
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Appendix G
PREACHING SURVEY
This survey is part of a Doctor of Ministry study on the impact of preaching in a
variety of Church of God congregations. Your responses on this anonymous survey
will be combined with those of other laypersons in Church of God congregations to
explore factors in preaching as they relate to the growth of the church. Thank you for

participation!

your

Please CIRCLE THE RESPONSE that best represents your

My pastor's

sermons

1

me

.

.

.

help

.

.

.

RARELY

12

2.

.

.

give

.

RARELY

1

2

a

5.

,

RARELY

1

2

OCCASIONALLY

me

want to

obey the

NEVER
1

2

OCCASIONALLY

me

OCCASIONALLY

pastor's

love for God and for
OCCASIONALLY

help

me to

NEVER

USUALLY

ALWAYS

RARELY

5

USUALLY

ALWAYS
5

RARELY

me.
USUALLY
4

OCCASIONALLY

leading

5

USUALLY

ALWAYS
5

us.

OCCASIONALLY
3

ALWAYS

was.

4

3

know where God is

12

4

3

12

.

5

4

unclear about what the message

NEVER

4

Lord.

2

1

ALWAYS

3

RARELY

NEVER

8.

5

USUALLY

3

RARELY

leave

ALWAYS

4

live, work and play.

to where I

communicate my

7.

USUALLY

3

NEVER

make

.

5

church.

OCCASIONALLY

2

speak

our

ALWAYS

4

3

RARELY

1

.

USUALLY

single focus.

NEVER

4.

means.

OCCASIONALLY
3

of God's vision for

me a sense

NEVER

have

each item:

on

.

understand what the Bible

NEVER

opinion

USUALLY
4

ALWAYS
5
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speak to the need of my life that day.
NEVER

RARELY

1

2

10.

.

do not

move me

toward

RARELY

1

2

.

OCCASIONALLY

14.

15.

are

consistent with my pastor's life and
RARELY

16.

leave

me unsure

2

me

1

2

RARELY

1

2

help

me

preferred future condition for
OCCASIONALLY

us.

USUALLY
4

OCCASIONALLY

USUALLY
4

RARELY

or no

4

ALWAYS
5

ALWAYS
5

connection with my

RARELY

everyday

OCCASIONALLY
3

on

5

USUALLY

ALWAYS

4

5

USUALLY

ALWAYS

3

focus my attention

ALWAYS

spiritual gifts.

OCCASIONALLY

RARELY

12

USUALLY

3

12

NEVER

OCCASIONALLY

to know and use my

have little

NEVER

...

5

"scratch where I itch."

12

18.

4

3

NEVER

...

ALWAYS

to re-state the message to another with ease.
RARELY

NEVER

17.

USUALLY

3

NEVER

...

5

ministry.

OCCASIONALLY

of God's

RARELY

enable

ALWAYS

4

3

1

...

5

USUALLY

3

NEVER

...

ALWAYS

4

OCCASIONALLY

12

...

USUALLY

3

RARELY

NEVER

13.

5

serving God.

12

.

ALWAYS

4

receive their energy and direction from the Bible.

NEVER

12.

USUALLY

3

NEVER

11.

OCCASIONALLY

life.

4

5

Jesus Christ.
OCCASIONALLY
3

USUALLY

ALWAYS

4

5
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19.

20.

21

.

22.

23.

...

are

weakened

by who my pastor is.

NEVER

RARELY

1

2

...

help

me

RARELY

1

2

RARELY

1

2

reflect my

pastor's

NEVER

RARELY

1

2

...

3

step"

for

equip

me

5

USUALLY

ALWAYS

4

5

USUALLY

ALWAYS

4

5

church.

OCCASIONALLY
3

OCCASIONALLY
3

character.
OCCASIONALLY

OCCASIONALLY

RARELY

express

a

USUALLY

ALWAYS

4

5

USUALLY

ALWAYS

4

5

USUALLY

ALWAYS

4

5

3

3

12

...

4

to share my faith in Christ.

NEVER

24.

our

ALWAYS

USUALLY

depict the drama and humor of the Bible.

NEVER

...

OCCASIONALLY

know God's "next

NEVER

...

195

clear aim.

NEVER

RARELY

1

2

OCCASIONALLY
3

Demographic Information: These items

are

and will not be used in any way to attempt to

included for comparison purposes

identify you.
FEMALE

GENDER: MALE

AGE:

ETHNICITY:_

^

Highest level of formal EDUCATION COMPLETED:
HOW LONG

hearing this pastor preach:^

AVERAGE Number of Times

MONTHS

YRS.

attending Morning Worship

in this

EACH MONTH:

YEAR YOU BEGAN

Worshiping

with this CONGREGATION:

congregation

only

Markle
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Appendix H

PREACHING SURVEY
This survey is part of a Doctor of Ministry study on the impact of preaching in a
variety of Church of God congregations. Your responses on this anonymous survey
will be combined with those of other laypersons in Church of God
congregations to
in
factors
as
explore
preaching
they relate to the growth of the church. Thank you for

participation!

your

Please CIRCLE THE RESPONSE that best represents your

My pastor's

sermons

1.

me

2.

3.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

help

RARELY

1

2

give

,

RARELY

1

2

our

ALWAYS
5

church.
USUALLY

ALWAYS

4

5

USUALLY

ALWAYS

4

5

3

RARELY

OCCASIONALLY
3

speak to where I live, work and play.
NEVER

RARELY

1

2

me

want to

1

2

OCCASIONALLY

pastor's

love for God and for
OCCASIONALLY

me to

NEVER

RARELY

RARELY

USUALLY

leading

5

USUALLY

ALWAYS
5

us.

OCCASIONALLY
3

ALWAYS

was.

4

3

5

me.

4

OCCASIONALLY

know where God is

12

ALWAYS

3

12

help

USUALLY
4

unclear about what the message

NEVER

5

3

RARELY

me

ALWAYS

4

obey the Lord.

RARELY

leave

USUALLY

3

NEVER

communicate my

OCCASIONALLY

12

.

4

single focus.

NEVER

8.

USUALLY

OCCASIONALLY

2

make

.

of God's vision for

me a sense

1

.

each item:

means.

OCCASIONALLY
3

NEVER

a

on

.

understand what the Bible

NEVER

4.

.

NEVER

have

.

.

opinion

USUALLY
4

ALWAYS
5
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My pastor's
9.

11,

sermons

to the need of my life that

speak

10.

NEVER

RARELY

1

2

do not

.

move me

toward

RARELY

1

2

.

OCCASIONALLY

15.

are

consistent with my
RARELY

pastor's

16.

17.

leave

me unsure

2

NEVER

RARELY

1

2

a

1

2

me

preferred future

OCCASIONALLY

5

condition for
USUALLY
4

the message to another with
OCCASIONALLY

us.

ALWAYS
5

ease.

USUALLY
4

OCCASIONALLY

to know and use my
RARELY

1

2

have little

4

orno

USUALLY

3

NEVER

...

ALWAYS

ALWAYS
5

felt need within my life.
RARELY

help

USUALLY

3

NEVER

...

5

3

me to re-state

address

ALWAYS

4

ministry.

OCCASIONALLY

of God's

RARELY

enable

life and

3

1

...

5

USUALLY

3

NEVER

14.

ALWAYS

4

OCCASIONALLY

12

...

5

USUALLY

3

RARELY

NEVER

13.

ALWAYS

4

sen/ing God.

12

.

USUALLY

receive their energy and direction from the Bible.

NEVER

12.

day.

OCCASIONALLY
3

NEVER

.
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4

connection with my

RARELY

1

2

5

spiritual gifts.

OCCASIONALLY
3

NEVER

ALWAYS

ALWAYS

4

5

everyday life.

OCCASIONALLY
3

USUALLY

USUALLY
4

ALWAYS
5
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My pastor's
18.

...

sermons

.

on

RARELY

1

...

.

focus my attention

NEVER

19.

.

Jesus Christ.
OCCASIONALLY

2

are

RARELY

OCCASIONALLY

12

20.

21

.

22.

23.

24.

...

help

me

RARELY

1

2

...

RARELY

1

2

reflect my

RARELY

1

2

equip

me

ministry.
USUALLY

ALWAYS

4

5

step"

for

our

USUALLY

ALWAYS

4

5

USUALLY

ALWAYS

4

5

USUALLY

ALWAYS

church.

OCCASIONALLY
3

RARELY

1

2

express

NEVER

a

OCCASIONALLY
3

OCCASIONALLY
3

4

5

USUALLY

ALWAYS

4

5

USUALLY

ALWAYS

to share my faith in Christ.

NEVER

...

5

pastor's character.

NEVER

...

4

depict the drama and humor of the Bible.

NEVER

...

ALWAYS

3

know God's "next

NEVER

USUALLY

3

weakened by my pastor's character and

NEVER
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OCCASIONALLY
3

clear aim.
RARELY

OCCASIONALLY

12

3

4

5

******************************************************** ic**ic******

Demographic Information:

These items

are

and will not be used in any way to attempt to

included for

identify

comparison purposes only

you. Please fill in the blank

on
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items 25 and 26:

25. Your AGE:

26. YEAR YOU BEGAN

worshiping

with this CONGREGATION:

CIRCLE the response which best describes you

27. GENDER:

28. ETHNICITY:

FEMALE

MALE

1

2

african-american

on

CAUCASIAN

2

3

NATIVE AMERICAN

4

:

ASIAN-AMERICAN

1

MEXICAN-AMERICAN

items 27-31

OTHER:

5

29. HIGHEST LEVEL of formal EDUCATION COMPLETED:

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

SOME HIGH SCHOOL

1

HIGH SCHOOL

2

SOME COLLEGE

3

COLLEGE

POST-GRADUATE

5

6

4

30. YEARS HEARING THIS PASTOR preach:

ONE OR LESS

TWO

THREE

FOUR

FIVE

SIX

1

2

3

4

5

6

SEVEN

EIGHT

NINE

7

8

9

TEN OR MORE
10

Markle

AVERAGE Number of Times

attending MORNING WORSHIP

200

in this

congregation

EACH MONTH:

ONE

TWO

12

THREE

FOUR OR MORE

3

4

THANK YOU FOR COMPLETING THIS SURVEY!
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Appendix I

Telephone Protocol
Hello. This is David Markle, pastor at Garfield Park Church of God, Indi

anapolis, IN, and
ical

Seminary.

the

impact

of

a

student in the Doctor of

In order to

preaching

in

complete my work
a

design calls

congregation

doing

participate

a

study

six factors of biblical

If you
to

are

agreeable

I will send 35

to 10 minutes

a

You may expect the

packet of

surveys within

willingness

to

sample

participate!

sample

copies of it,

a

week.

com

of persons in
a

SASE for

of persons from your

choosing

Thanks for your

con

preaching. The research

to have a random

complete the survey,

on

in this survey.

demographic section take 5

their return, and instructions for

gregation.

I am

Asbury Theolog

for 30 individuals in your church to be selected at random to

plete the survey.
your

measure

Asbury,

with 53 others to

The 24-item survey and brief

complete. They

at

at

variety of Church of God congregations. Your

gregation has been chosen along

to

Ministry program

con
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Appendix

J

Letter of Transmittal

Dear Pastor:

Thanks so much for your willingness to help with my research project!
Enclosed in this envelope you will find 35 copies of the Preaching Survey and

postage-paid envelope

to return the

completed

a

surveys to me.

The research design calls for 30 individuals to be selected at random. I
know that you are very busy, so I suggest that you recruit someone to help you
do this (an usher, a responsible teen, a secretary~you know your people).
This

coming Sunday morning, select 30 adults
complete this survey and return it to you as quickly
some possible ways to select a truly random group:

to

1

.

Divide your usual attendance by 30. For
attendance, 150 divided by 30 is 5. Give
5th adult who enters the sanctuary.

at random and ask them
as

possible. Here

are

example, if there
a

are 150 in
the
of
copy
survey to every

2. Divide the number of pews in your sanctuary by 30. For example, if
you have 60 pews, 60 divided by 30 is 2. Give a copy of the survey to
an adult in every second pew. If you do this, you should vary their
position in the pew (inside aisle, outside aisle, center of pew, etc.).

3. Divide your "membership" list by 30, and select the names ahead of
time. For example, if you have 200 adults listed, divide 200 by 30
and the answer is 6.67. Select every 6th name. Spot those adults as

they

enter the church and ask them to fill out the survey.

When you give the survey to a person, briefly explain that they were cho
random, and ask them to complete the survey. Express thanks for their
in expanding our knowledge about preaching and its impact upon the

sen at

help

church. More than 50 other

congregations

are

participating!

Collect the 30 surveys before the people leave church, put them in the
return envelope, and drop it in a mail box on your way home from church. I
will need them back by Friday, February 3, 1995, for data processing and

analysis.
I

am

deeply grateful for your willingness

to

help!
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